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in this edition of The fifth conference we take a 
closer look at people development and organizations.  
whether you listen to corporate hr managers or edu-
cationalists, you’re bound to hear a lot of talk about 
‘empowerment’, ‘engagement’ and the ‘unleashing’ 
of human potential.   is this a rerun of the humanist 
wave (remember abraham maslow) or is something 
else at hand? we think it has little to do with intellec-
tual vogue but everything to do with technology and 
the internet.  

The classic education model, one that is based on 
scarcity of teaching talent, and hence leads to massive 
diversity in the quality of education worldwide, is un-
der pressure.   This is good news, for learners and for 
entrepreneurs.  There are hundreds of entrepreneurs 
out there who are deploying interactive educational 
tools, multimedia, communication technology and 
social networks to improve the quality and accessibil-
ity of education.  The impact of this disruption is being 
felt in the area of independent or lifelong learning.  if 
you’re motivated and have an internet connection 
then you’ll find an educational treasure trove out 
there.   The key question is how formal education—
school, college and university, and on-the-job 
learning—will evolve.

in parallel, the classic organizational models—the way 
we organize ourselves for work—are under pressure.  
again, this is probably good news for the world and 
certainly good news for entrepreneurs.  it has never 
before been easier to pursue personal ‘empowerment’ 
via various forms of entrepreneurship, as a freelancer, 
by starting your own business, or a as a participant 
in various types of collaborative projects.  The large 
corporate enterprise is not about to disappear, how-
ever.  in some industries scale and rigour make a lot of 
sense.  But they will need to adapt.  here we explore 
how.

all the articles in this edition are available online at 
www.thefifthconference.com.  and in february we will 
host a panel debate in Leuven that is inspired by this 
peopLe edition.  expect the same formula as our pre-
vious panel debates: short provocative presentations 
followed by good debate and conversation.  Send me a 
mail if you’d like to attend.

Frank Boermeester  
fb@thefifthconference.com

Word from the editor
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‘ People often point to the 
Scandinavian flexicurity 
model as an alternative for 
our system but I’m not con-
vinced.  The Belgian model 
is in fact reasonably flexible.
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education       1| 
disrupted

Technology has the potential to 
transform education – but will it?

ty’s late night TV broadcasts on the BBc during the 70s.  
But today’s many distance- and e-learning providers, 
from universities to corporate training specialists, use a 
mix of advanced communication technologies to create 
virtual classroom environments.  

Social learning

The web isn’t simply another channel to deliver profes-
sional learning content; it has also become a platform 
for peer-to-peer and social learning.  Today, anybody 
can become a teacher and set up a school.  probably 
the most successful ‘amateur’ at present is Salman 
khan.  khan has made over 1,800 tutoring videos, 
available free via Youtube, and in the process gained a 
worldwide following. at Supercool School, a site built by 
three intrepid europeans in the US, anybody can set up 
his or her own online school and start offering classes 
via video conferencing.   Similarly, Udemy, a startup 
that recently raised $1 million in funding, lets course 
creators set up live virtual sessions using video confer-
encing, whiteboard, chat room and file sharing.  many 
of these ventures are also trying to exploit the power 
of social networks to enhance the learning experience.  
Brightstorm, for example, offers homework help videos 
covering the math and science curriculum in the US, 
but it also leverages its community of 130,000 users, by 
encouraging them to help each other out.

Teaching machines

finally, technology is being used to experiment with 
new learning techniques.  for example, mijn naam 
is haas uses a gaming paradigm to teach toddlers 
vocabulary, problem solving and comprehension.  and 
Blinklearning allows teachers to create interactive 
content that can be tailored to the needs and capabili-
ties of individual students. it also allows them to track 
their students’ progress via automated corrections and 
marking. 

Obstacles

no doubt, things are happening in the educational field.  
But is it making any real difference to the way education 

The pessimistic view is that education is the last bas-
tion holding out against the transformative impact of 

technology. Being an overregulated and tradition-bound 
domain of society it is inherently resistant to change. it 
is stuck in models, methods and infrastructure that date 
back to the 1800s.  The pessimistic view does not ex-
pect much change in the years ahead, since the forces 
of inertia are simply too great. The optimistic view, as 
articulated recently by Bill Gates, agrees that technol-
ogy has had little impact on education, but views this as 
an opportunity. according to Gates, education is about 
to be transformed. So what is the impact and potential 
impact of technology on education today?  

The great library

firstly, and most obviously, a gigantic library of knowl-
edge is available to anyone with an internet connection.  
if you’re old enough, think back to the times when you 
had to buy or borrow a book to access information—
how archaic that sounds today. Today’s students have 
access to wikipedia when doing their homework.  a 
more recent phenomenon, however, is the increasing 
amount of educational courseware that is available 
online.  Universities like miT are beginning to make 
available, online and free, nearly all of their course 
content, including lecture notes, exams and videos of 
lectures.  Distance universities like the open University 
have embraced the internet and offer a huge volume of 
courseware online, including audio and video lectures 
via iTunes.  

as more content is made available, so the content cura-
tors and aggregators are entering the fray.  US-based 
startup einztein, for example, is a searchable directory 
of courses offered by a range of educational content 
providers, from universities to museums. Spain’s em-
agister is a similar initiative. and from Germany comes 
the world Lecture project, a massive directory of video 
lectures from universities around the world. 

Distance learning, while hardly new, has changed dra-
matically with the use of live video and audio conferenc-
ing.  Distance learning institutes have always been keen 
on using new technology—think of the open Universi-
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is practiced in the world today? 
not to any significant degree yet, and that is because 
there are at least two key barriers to change.  firstly, 
much of the above described technology has the poten-
tial to change the very systems, models and methods 
of education.  This is difficult, because much of the 
traditional teaching methods and models are hardwired 
in national regulation (e.g. prescribed curricula), legacy 
infrastructure (e.g. blackboards, classrooms & cam-
puses) and personnel (e.g. the current generation of 
teachers, trained in classic teaching methods).  

Teaching typically involves a number of different activi-
ties, for example, instruction (explaining a concept at 
the blackboard), coaching and correcting exercises.   at 
present there are millions of teachers out there trying to 
explain difficult mathematical concept to their students. 
Some excel at this, but many are awful. hence, why not 
rely on technology (videos of excellent tutors) for that 
component of the teaching process?  also, why should 
teachers spend hours per day marking standardized 
exercises and homework, when those exercises could 
be tailored to the capabilities of individual students and 
automatically corrected?  The time savings would be 
enormous, freeing up teachers to focus on coaching 
and facilitating group work.  one could imagine a future 
where such technology does indeed enter the class-
rooms at scale but to get there educational authorities 
will have to adapt their curriculum and their prescribed 
teaching techniques. and most importantly, the very 
role of a teacher will evolve and hence require different 
teacher training and evaluation systems.

a second barrier to open online education is that few of 
these initiatives offer an alternative to formal, location-
based education. miT’s open courseware (ocw) site has 
an important disclaimer. it states that ‘ocw is not an 
miT education’ and it does ‘not grant degrees.’  indeed, 
the problem with most of the online content, whether 
it is offered by professional providers or by amateurs, 
is that it does not constitute formal, certified educa-
tion.  But to most students, what really matters is a high 
school diploma or university degree.  That’s the route 
to a better job and standard of living. a lot of good has 
come from the above initiatives, but its impact has been 

limited mainly to the life-long or DiY learning market.  if 
you have an internet connection, and you’re motivated 
to learn, then nothing is stopping you.  But if you want a 
university degree and its associated credibility, nothing 
beats an ivy League university.  only problem, it costs 
a lot of money, and there are limited spaces available. 
nevertheless, there are brave attempts to disrupt these 
business models that are based on scarcity.  increasingly 
this is an artificial scarcity, because so many compo-
nents of the educational process—such as courseware 
and communication technology—are free or nearly free.  
The University of the people, an initiative by Shai reshef, 
is one such attempt to offer tuition-free accredited 
university education to practically any capable students 
who wants it worldwide.

The Knowledge Graph

Ultimately and ideally, however, we need a way to rec-
ognise all learning and that is where the concept of the 
knowledge graph could prove useful.  as argued by edu-
cation blogger kirsten winkler in this edition of The fifth 
conference, the knowledge graph—an analogy of the 
social graph—will record all our interactions with edu-
cational content, be it online or offline, be it formal or 
informal.  every time you attend a (virtual) class, watch 
a (video) lecture or read an eBook, this information 
is recorded and somehow verified.  Similar to today’s 
‘social operating systems’ like facebook, that collect 
information—mainly trivial information—related to our 
social connections, the knowledge graph will record all 
knowledge- and education-related interactions.  The 
technology is available to do this; what it will take is the 
widespread adoption of a standard or platform (again, 
much akin to facebook) to which knowledge providers 
of all types can plug in.

Rethinking the role of education

The web is leading us to question many of the tradi-
tional ideas of what we think learning and knowledge 
is.  The idea that our individual minds are containers 
that need to be filled with knowledge, via the consum-
mation of books and lectures, is becoming somewhat 
archaic.  in many countries there has been a shift away 

from classroom instruction and the testing of students’ 
‘knowledge’, toward group work, coaching, and the 
assessment of students’ ‘skills’.  This makes sense given 
the near instant access we have to the world’s archive 
of knowledge. what matters today are the skills to 
navigate that archive, to create knowledge and to apply 
knowledge effectively.  This is not only about educa-
tional methods; it also raises questions about the role 
of educational organizations in society.  if creativity and 
innovation are the new mantras, the skills we need for 
the future, then surely educational institutes too should 
lead by example.  

for example, the entrepreneurship school knowmads in 
the netherlands isn’t exactly clear whether it is a busi-
ness or a school. The first thing its students are asked to 
do is set up a company. what follows is a tailored pro-
gram of coaching and real-world project work for corpo-
rate clients. Similarly, the School of communication arts 
in London has formed partnerships with leading adver-
tising agencies to offer a year-long vocational training 
programme for budding advertising professionals.  in 
line with the above discussed trends, it has no fixed 
curriculum. instead it relies on a transparent wiki that 
is developed by the industry’s experts on an ongoing 
basis.  as such, they’re creating an environment where 
students can tap into valuable networks, both coaching 
networks and professional networks. furthermore, these 
two schools are great examples of educational initiatives 
that are taking on a more proactive and creative role 
in society. not content with simply purveying knowl-
edge, they are actively creating real-world projects and 
businesses.  in this sense they are questioning some 
pretty fundamental principles of education as we know 
it. perhaps the future of education lies in the past. now 
that we have built the global brain, perhaps we will be 
rediscovering the vocation, the craft.
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as citizens, we are becoming more 
and more transparent to each 
other. i won’t rehash the whole 
controversy of checking facebook 
profiles prior to job interviews or 
eric Schmidt’s suggestion to let 
people change their names when 
turning 18 to white wash their 
past.
 
The essence is: in the future one 
will be more defined than ever 
by one’s Social Graph and digital 
footprint. however, the ques-
tion is, should we be defined and 
thus evaluated by party photos, 
our 1378 “friends”, a farmville 
high score, or other parts of an  
entertainment-based web history? 
Turning this question around, does 
my high score in farmville say 
anything meaningful about my job 
qualifications? These questions 
help emphasise why i think we 
need to establish the knowledge 
Graph.

WHAT IS THE KNOWLEDGE 
GRAPH?
The knowledge Graph, similar to 
our Social Graph, will collect all of 
our interactions with content and 
people on the internet and parts of 
the offline world. however, unlike 
the Social Graph that collects 
trivial data, the knowledge Graph 
will collect information that dem-
onstrates our knowledge and all 
related human connections. This 
includes not only the classic school, 
college and university careers, 
but also every piece of informal 
learning we do in our lifetime. 
 
right now, there is basically no 
way for us to prove what we 
know beyond official certifica-
tion, although we have ever 
more avenues of learning. i can 
go to academic earth or Udemy 
academic and watch an entire 
course about roman architec-
ture and potentially i will have 
gained a level of understanding 

the walled Gardens 
and the wild Forests

Recording Knowledge in  
the New Age

equal to someone who attended 
class. The difference is that the 
person attending school will have 
a certificate to prove it; i won’t. 
 
i can sign up for services like Live-
mocha and learn a new language 
entirely online, in the process 
getting my verbal prowess up to 
the same or possibly better level 
than somebody who attended a 
classic language school. however, 
this person will have a certificate 
of attendance or a test result 
at the end, whereas i won’t. 
 
Learning new skills or achieving a 
personal goal adds value, creates 
a lasting appreciation as well as 
measurable results other than the 
personal satisfaction. we need a 
unified method to collect, evalu-
ate and archive the knowledge we 
acquire during our lives.

The knowledge Graph can be 
connected to all kinds of different 
devices and services, similar to 
facebook connect. possible uses 
of the knowledge Graph are:

Location based +

an application installed on a  +

mobile device automatically and 
regularly tracks your attendance 
in the roman architecture class. 
it also registers the profiles of 
every student in the room as 
well as the professor and adds 
those to a micro network.
Learning application +

During your commute you are  +

doing a 15-minute learning 
sprint with a Spanish learning 
application on your mobile 
device. Your score and progress 
will be saved in your knowledge 
Graph.
Video lesson +

You are watching a recording  +

of a lecture at Stanford Uni-
versity on your tablet device. 
The knowledge Graph registers 
what you saw and for how long 
you watched. The same is true 

for an episode on the Discovery 
channel or any other documen-
tary you watch on TV or VoD.
eBooks +

The knowledge Graph registers  +

which book you buy and read on 
your ereader and records this 
information.

HOW IS DATA VALIDATED?
every provider of knowledge from 
academia to learning apps will have 
to validate their content. most lan-
guage learning applications today, 
for example, are already built on 
certain frameworks that comply 
with official school curriculum. 
academia already has some expe-
rience with validating educational 

content based on a credit system. 
what we need to do is open this 
credit system to informal learning 
and simply validate the content 
that is learned, be it the vocabulary 
we learn through a mobile appli-
cation or the general knowledge 
about marketing from taking a 
video course.

MAKING USE OF THE KNOWL-
EDGE GRAPH
The knowledge Graph will be built 
on the principles of the semantic 
web and therefore be able to 
understand the data and pieces 
of information that will be added, 
not only by individuals but also by 

companies and institutions in the 
education space. 
Due to this, it can be used in 
various situations and will not only 
simplify but also add fairness and 
objectivity to important decisions. 
people will have the choice to open 
their knowledge Graph to the pub-
lic or make it private and only open 
it via request or invitation.

RECRUITMENT
This brings us right back to the 
beginning as to why we need 
a knowledge Graph. if you are 
applying for a job or you want to 
study at a university, your recruit-
ers will most likely go online and 
search for your name, either on 

facebook or Google. part of the 
data they get from those sources 
is often related to the private life of 
the person they are scanning. This 
adds no measurable value other 
than to validate social behav-
iour outside the place of work or 
study and therefore conclusions 
are made on a very limited basis 
of information. in the case of a 
person very aware of sharing pri-
vate information on the web, the 
virtue of such search nears zero. 
 
The knowledge Graph will deliver 
exactly the kind of information 
that recruiters need. it will act as a 
repository of the composite skills 

‘We need a unified method to 
collect, evaluate and archive the 
knowledge we acquire during our 

lives.

KIRSTEn WInKLER, ExPERT on THE nEW EDUCA-
TIon EnTREPREnEURS, MAKES An APPEAL FoR THE 
KnoWLEDGE GRAPH.
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and abilities of an individual. The 
knowledge Graph can be filtered 
for special skills or a certain focus 
in one’s learning. as it is con-
stantly evolving, employers will 
also be able to follow the progress 
of their staff, and shed light on 
a person’s competencies for a 
higher or even different position. 
 
headhunters can search public 
knowledge Graphs and more 
accurately find people for a posi-
tion they need to fill. This not 
only makes their own jobs a lot 
easier and more efficient, but also 
increases the chances of career 
progress for people who constantly 
invest in their own knowledge.

CAREER DECISIONS
one life, one job, and a single 
knowledge base is a fast receding 
mirage that will disappear in our 
lifetime. we are living in a time 
where most of us won’t have the 
same job for life. it is therefore 
essential to see the opportuni-
ties ahead. The knowledge Graph 
can filter possible careers i could 
apply for with my current back-
ground, but also show me what 
i need to add to my skill set in 
order to work in a different job. 
 
of course, the same is true during 
our studies. By automatically scan-
ning and validating information in 
its database, the knowledge Graph 
can show me what careers are 
open to me with the current set of 
courses, plus what other options 
i might have by adding another 
certification. if i choose to take a 
second program of study during 
my work life to qualify for a better 
position, the knowledge Graph can 
show me not only what but also 
where to study. it can also help 
organise those studies depending 
on my changing learning prefer-
ences such as when, where and 
how i want to learn.

LIFELONG LEARNING
The knowledge Graph is not static, 
as discussed earlier in my point 
about career decisions and the 
spotting of connections between 
careers or possible gaps in our 
knowledge we might want to fill. it 
will therefore also address the sus-
tainability of our collected knowl-
edge, as we all need to constantly 
revise what we have learned to 
keep it in our long term memory.
 
This will not only be helpful in later 
phases of our lives but especially 
during our academic career. The 
knowledge Graph knows what we 
are studying and what we need 
to revise to be well prepared for 
upcoming exams. instead of pan-
icking three weeks before an exam, 
the knowledge Graph will bring up 
the topics we need to learn before 
they vanish from our memory. This 
way we will not only be prepared 
for the exam but also more relaxed 
and open to learning new topics. 

WHO COULD IMPLEMENT THE 
KNOWLEDGE GRAPH TODAY?
every service that offers learning 
content on the internet today 
has found a way to measure the 
progress of the learner. most likely, 
those measurements are based 
on already existing frameworks. 
Therefore, extracting this data and 
feeding it to the knowledge Graph 
would not be a technical challenge. 
 
as difficult as this may sound, i feel 
the work of creating and sustaining 
the k.G. should be a shared effort 
between academia and the for-
profits. we need to eliminate the 
unjustifiable differences between 
the walled gardens of formal learn-
ing and the wild forests of informal 
learning. This way, everyone will 
benefit, as continual learning from 
a range of sources will make sense 
as each can be validated and ulti-
mately rewarded.

BIO
Kirsten Winkler has been involved 
in the emerging field of educa-
tional entrepreneurship from day 
one. She is one the most experi-
enced entrepreneurs in the sector 
and today is active as a journalist 
(she hosts EDUKWEST, a series of 
webcast interviews with education 
entrepreneurs, and blogs at www.
kirstenwinkler.com), a consultant 
and an entrepreneur, working on 
her own products and services for 
the online education market.
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the programme committees in 
computer science and business 
administration.  These people are 
helping us set up the programmes 
and oversee their quality.  in addi-
tion, another 2000 professors 
from all over the world—some 
active, some retired—have offered 
to support us in our programmes.  
obviously we couldn’t possibly 
manage so many staff members, 
but it shows how overwhelming 
the support has been thus far.  
also from students: we’re cur-
rently in our fifth term and have 
accepted over 530 students from 
more than 100 countries.  They’ve 
been exceptionally supportive 
of our work; and tolerant of mis-
takes.  every week we ask for their 
feedback and on a regular basis 
they also complete an in-depth 
questionnaire for us.  To illustrate, 
on the question of whether they 
would recommend the university 
to their peers, 96% say that they 
would.  i think the reason is that 
they really appreciate what they 
are receiving here; not that it is 
perfect.

A greAter mission
i want to emphasise two things.  
firstly, the main reason that we 
want to offer people access to 
higher education is so that they 
can improve their standard of liv-
ing and their social position.  That 
is why we started with two pro-
grammes: computer sciences and 
business administration.  These 
are programmes that are geared 
to help people get jobs; and they 
are culturally unbiased.  That is 
important.  Unlike for example 
a history programme, business 
administration is a pretty univer-
sal discipline.
Secondly, we think it is important 
that we include people from dif-
ferent backgrounds and regions in 

The vast majority of people in 
the world—millions, if not bil-
lions of people—do not have 
access to higher education. 
Imagine if they could. Imagine 
the scale of human potential 
that would be unleashed; 
and the impact that would 
have on people’s lives every-
where.  Until recently, such 
ideas would remain no more 
than fanciful imagination.  
But with the world rapidly 
coming online it should, in 
principle, be possible to offer 
a form of higher education 
to the masses.  Shai Reshef, 
an educational entrepreneur, 
believes it is possible.  In 2009, 
he launched University of the 
People, a non-profit tuition-
free online university that 
aims to make higher educa-
tion accessible to practically 
anyone.  Shai Reshef explains 
what he is trying to achieve 
with University of the People. 

online educAtion works
There are a couple of insights that 
led to the creation of University of 
the people.  firstly, i discovered 
that online education works.  i 
have been involved in education 
for about 20 years now.  among 
other things, i was involved in the 
creation of the first online uni-
versity outside the U.S.  it was an 
institute associated with the Uni-
versity of Liverpool, but was based 
in the netherlands.  i spent three 
years there building this university 
until we sold it in 2004—with 
mixed feelings i have to say.  on 
the one hand it made me realise 
how powerful online learning is.  
for example, as a student you can 
combine your studies with other 
activities more conveniently.  also, 
for the university it offers a means 
of reaching people practically 

Building a 
university for  

the world
Shai Reshef, founder of University of the 

People, is trying to make tuition-free  

university education accessible to  

disadvantaged communities

anywhere in the world.  The main 
problem with such initiatives, 
however, is that this type of edu-
cation is still very expensive and 
therefore remains out of reach to 
most people in the world.  
The other important lesson, which 
i learned later on, is that com-
munities exist where people help 
each other out with homework 
and study; and that they do so 

without getting paid.  That was 
a revelation for me.  i thought 
that i understood human nature; 
but clearly i didn’t.  however, the 
key facilitators for these sorts of 
behaviour are the social networks.  
They’re needed to bring like-
minded people together and to 
create a platform for exchanging 
help and support.  

open source And open 
mAteriAls
if you link these lessons to the 
emergence of open source tech-
nology and open access study 
material (there is a tremendous 
amount of coursework freely 
available online) then you inevi-
tably come to the conclusion 
that it must be possible to bring 
tuition-free education to the 
world.  in most parts of the world 
higher education is very expensive 
or simply not available.  others 
cannot attend university because 
it is too far away and they cannot 

leave their family.  cultural fac-
tors play a role too, with women 
often excluded from higher edu-
cation.  as a result, there are so 
many people out there who do 
not have access to higher educa-
tion.  They’re quite simply stuck; 
they’re blocked in their attempts 
to develop themselves and seek a 
better career.  for all these people, 
free online education would be a 

huge benefit.  and it is possible 
to offer such education today.  To 
be honest, i cannot think of a bet-
ter or more important use of the 
internet than education.   with 
University of the people i’m doing 
what must be done! i didn’t invent 
anything new; i’m just combining 
what exists already and am trying 
to get it done.

overwhelming support
we announced the project in 
January last year (2009) and from 
the first minute we received tre-
mendous support all round.  for 
example, we have partnerships 
with the United nations Global 
alliance for icT and Development 
(GaiD), the information Society 
project at Yale Law School and 
UneSco.  Top academics from 
many of the first tier universi-
ties in the world—e.g. columbia, 
nYU, insead, etc—are joining our 
advisory committees, both the 
general advisory committee and 16

‘I cannot think of a better or 
more important use of the internet 

than education.
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our classes.  That is so vital.  There 
is nothing like education to bring 
peace to the world; to bring people 
from different sides of the world 
together; to work together and 
learn about each other.  That is a 
great mission!

prActicAlities
Students have to apply if they wish 
to participate in a programme.  The 
basic admittance criteria are a high 
school diploma and proficiency in 
english.  if these are verified the 
student is accepted and begins 
with two orientation courses, 
one is an english language course 
and the other is a computer skills 
programme.  Students must pass 
these two courses if they wish 
to continue.  This is important 
because it assesses their ability to 
cope with academic studies.  
once through the orientation 
courses, students can participate 
in the academic courses.  These 
are all 10 week courses with 
specific start and end dates.  in 
other words, students who join a 
class—typically about 20 students 
per class—all start together.  each 
week starts on a Thursday and 
ends on a wednesday.  at the start 
of the week the students log into 
their ‘class’ independently, where 
they will find the lecture of the 
week, the reading material, the 
homework assignment and the 
discussion question of the week.  
This is the core of our pedagogy.  
The first student to come online—
typically in asia—begins the 
self-study and then replies to the 
discussion question.  as the other 
students come online they also 
respond to the discussion ques-
tion—and to the previous replies 
from other students.  This process 
caries on until all have commented 
at least four times.  in this way, 
most of the study and support is 

done by the students themselves; 
although there are instructors 
available for support if needed.  
at the end of each week there is 
a brief test and a final exam at the 
end of the 10 weeks.  it is impor-
tant to note that nothing is done 
live or in real-time; no use is made 
of video or audio tools.  Students 
have total flexibility and we want 
to ensure that people from all over 
can participate, even if they have 
really poor internet connections.  

no limits
as i said, we have over 500 
students today but in principle 
there are no limits to our student 
number.  we hope to be able to 
serve all the people who need us.  
could we reach 100,000 students? 
why not?  i hope that we are build-
ing a model here that shows to the 
world that it is possible to teach 
masses of people at a fraction 
of what it costs in a live setting.  
especially in developing nations 
it would make sense to spend 
scarce resources on online higher 
education, as opposed to physical 
universities that cost millions to 
build, and to which so few people 
have access to anyway.   This is not 
to say that online universities need 
to replace physical universities.  
on our part we would welcome 
collaboration with any university 
that wants to work with us.  we’re 
not here to compete with existing 
universities; we’re here to sup-
plement the existing model.   a 
student from an ivy League Uni-
versity recently asked me whether 
we are creating competition to 
their university.  no, obviously 
not.  with University of the people 
we are targeting people who have 
nothing.

BIO
Shai Reshef is an educational 
entrepreneur. He is the Founder 
& President of University of the 
People. In 2009, Reshef was 
named one of Fast Company 
magazine’s “100 Most Creative 
People in Business, selected by 
OneWorld as one of its “People 
of 2009”, awarded a fellowship 
by Ashoka and welcomed to the 
United Nations Global Alliance for 
Information and Communication 
Technologies and Development 
(GAID) as a High-level Adviser.
An expert on innovations in educa-
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tion and technology, Reshef has 
spoken internationally at confer-
ences including DLD: Digital, Life, 
Design in Munich, Hacking Educa-
tion in New York, the World Eco-
nomic Forum on the Middle East 
in Jordan, UNDESA-GAID Global 
Forum in Monterrey, Mexico, and 
Fourth University Industry Council 
Symposium in Kolkata, India. He 
has also lectured at Yale and Har-
vard. In March 2010, Reshef was 
the keynote speaker at Google’s 
ThinkEducation conference.
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is perceived to be very valuable; 
people are clicking through to 
other videos and making use of 
the social features.  You can post 
a question on math and science 
and any user in the community 
can respond.  in the process, 
we’re seeing a really active social 
community emerge.  This is really 
exciting; and it just keeps growing 
thanks to the search engine traffic 
we’re receiving.  at the moment 
we have about 128,000 registered 
users.   That’s pretty significant, 
considering we launched in late 
2008.  

thoughts on the future 
of educAtion

i think we’re in the first stages of 
a major disruption; at least, i hope 
it will be a major disruption.  The 
internet has changed so much 
in our lives, but education hasn’t 
changed much at all—but i think 
it will.  The technology is available 
and costs are declining, which 
means that the best education can 
be made available globally to prac-
tically anyone.   at the same time 
our existing educational system is 
under extreme financial pressure.  
in the U.S. we’ve had numerous 
protests because schools and uni-
versities have needed to start rais-
ing fees.  and in the wake of the 
Bush programme “leave no child 
behind” there’s been tremendous 
pressure on schools to raise their 
test scores.  many people think 
that schools are failing them.  
Government simply doesn’t have 
the luxury to pay for the type of 
education we had in the past.  So 
there has to be a disruption. The 

San Francisco-based Bright-
storm wants us to join the rev-
olution.  Indeed, Brightstorm 
founder Jeff Marshall thinks a 
revolution in education is due.  
Few will dispute the power of 
good teaching.  It can make 
or break your performance 
at school, especially in chal-
lenging subjects like math and 
science.  The problem is that 
highly effective instruction—
i.e. those moments where an 
inspiring teacher manages 
to explain something really 
complex really well—is so 
rare.  So why not leverage 
those moments? Why not use 
technology to make the best 
education available to practi-
cally anyone in the world?  Ex-
teacher Jeff Marshall explains 
what he is trying to do with 
Brightstorm and reflects on 
the future of education.

teAching roots

“in the early part of my career, 
back in the l 90s, i was a teacher at 
a public school.  i love teaching; i 
always have, it’s something i really 
value.  But one of the challenges 
in teaching, i found, is that i could 
only teach about 100 students or 
so per year. That’s really limiting 
if you think about it, particularly 
because there is such diversity in 
the quality of teaching. we’ve all 
experienced that at school; some 
teachers are really effective and 
inspiring, while others aren’t.  The 
structure of schooling also plays a 
part obviously; when you teach a 
class of 30 kids you have to find a 
way to engage all 30 but that may 

Disrupting education
Jeff Marshall, founder and CEo of  

Brightstorm, explains why education’s  

traditional classroom model is  

up for disruption

end up being too fast or too slow 
for some in the class.  Brightstorm 
has its roots in the realisation that 
with technology we can share 
our knowledge and teaching with 
millions, as opposed to hundreds.  
with current technology it is possi-
ble to make the very best teachers 
accessible to every person in the 
world.  That’s what we’re trying to 
do with Brightstorm.  we find the 
best teachers, film them teaching, 
and build online educational pro-
grammes around that. 

finding the best 
teAchers

over 250 teachers have applied 
for teaching work at Brightstorm.  
This means we can be very selec-
tive.  we put all the applicants 
through a rigorous selection proc-
ess, which includes a live interview 
and an interview via webcam.  The 
webcam interview is important, 
because we need to assess their 
‘online’ presence.  in this way we 
can select the very best teachers, 
specifically for what we do: online 
teaching.  

fremium model

at present we have two core solu-
tions.  our premium solutions are 
test preparation programmes for 
college admission, such as for the 
SaT and acT tests.  we charge for 
those services.  in addition we offer 
about 2,000 free videos that cover 
the high school math curriculum.  
Those are free.  The math content 
is designed to be supplemental 
material to the programme that 
the student is already in.  most of 

us recognise the situation: you’re 
at home doing your homework 
or preparing for a test, but you’re 
confused.  it happens to most stu-
dents, and it happens frequently.  
You can see it happen by looking at 
Google search queries; people are 
constantly looking for help.  The 
problem is that it is really difficult 
to find effective content.  rarely 
will you find a high quality video 
of a teacher explaining the issue.  
That’s where our content comes 
in.  and with math covered we’re 
now filming the science topics.  
in addition to the online instruc-
tion, we also provide a homework 
checker programme for which 
we’ll charge a small monthly fee.  
Basically it allows you to enter 
a question in the interface and 
retrieve an instant answer.  There 
is no human intervention in this 
service; it’s all based on compu-
ter algorithms.  That’s why it’s 
instant.  for example, if you enter 
a quadratic equation the tool will 
offer a drop-down menu offering 
you a number of choices in how 
you want to address the problem; 
it’s a very logical, step-by-step 
approach. 

A community emerges

we’re doing well thus far.  The 
feedback to the test prep pro-
grammes has been great.  But 
we’re doing even better with the 
free services.  These are show-
ing huge organic growth and 
really high engagement level.  To 
illustrate, we’re receiving about 
double to triple the time of site per 
visit that a typical wikipedia ses-
sion attracts.  clearly the solution 
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great thing about online educa-
tional platforms like Brightstorm 
is their scalability.  it disrupts the 
most important cost driver of edu-
cation: the teacher-student ratio.
human interaction obviously 
remains very important.  But 
one aspect of good teaching is 
instruction; that is, explaining a 
complex issue.  There seems to 
be little reason why that aspect 
of teaching cannot be done via 
video.  obviously you can do this 
via audio too but i think it is very 
important to still see someone 
explaining.  next to instruction, 
there are many other aspects 
to teaching, like coaching and 
organising group work.  it is in that 
sense that i hope the role of the 
teacher will change.  Group work 
on projects is really powerful; and 
teachers have a very important 
role to play in facilitating such 
work.  Teachers can move from 
group to group, supporting stu-
dents in their work.  That’s where 
the really rich interaction happens.   

The idea that a teacher’s primary 
role is to prepare and deliver lec-
tures seems so obsolete to me.  
it is such an ineffective model, 
compared to the model where a 
student is coached, facilitated and 
challenged by an engaged teacher.  

a teacher should be a guide on 
the side, not a sage on the stage.  
human interaction is really 

important, but the idea that most 
education is achieved via a teacher 
delivering instruction to a group of 
30 students is a myth; that proc-
ess of instruction happens in less 
than 5% of the time.  

BIO
Jeff Marshall is founder and CEO 
of Brightstorm, a San Francisco-
based company that offers online 
educational material covering the 
high school curriculum. 

‘A teacher should be a guide on 
the side, not a sage on the stage.”
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in india and china, the accelerat-
ing decline of public investments 
in universities in the United States 
and elsewhere and an ever grow-
ing demand for university access 
everywhere, much less attention 
has been paid to university cur-
ricula. But for the university as a 
community of scholars and stu-
dents, that is its central function 
and the key to its internal renewal. 
Universities are embedded in 
multiple institutional, economic, 
financial, political and research 
networks. all of these generate 
pressures and constraints as well 
as opportunities. The curriculum, 
however, is the core domain of the 
university itself.

here we present a set of eleven 
overlapping principles designed to 
inform an international dialogue 
and to guide an experimental 
process of redesigning university 
undergraduate curricula world-
wide. There can be no standard 
formula for implementation of 
these principles given the huge 
diversity of institutional structures 
and cultural differences amongst 
universities but these principles, 
we believe, provide the founda-
tional concepts for what needs to 
be done.

as a central guideline teach  +
disciplines rigorously in intro-
ductory courses together with a 
set of parallel seminars devoted 
to complex real life problems 
that transcend disciplinary 
boundaries.
Teach knowledge in its social,  +
cultural and political contexts. 
Teach not just the factual sub-
ject matter, but highlight the 
challenges, open questions and 

“The crisis of the university is intel-
lectual.” Based on this premise the 
curriculum reform initiative grew 
out of a working group of scholars 
that met at the Wissenschaftskolleg 
zu Berlin during the academic year 
2009/10. The group sees curricula 
as the core mission of universities in 
educating the global citizen of the 
21st century. To this end it initiated 
a broad discussion of both guiding 
principles for curricula design and 
specific experiments that aim to 
implement these principles in specific 
local contexts worldwide. The prin-
ciples of the Manifesto so far have 
been endorsed in principle by three 
universities, Arizona State Univer-
sity, Jacobs University Bremen and 
Leuphana Universität Lüneburg.

The current crisis of the university 
is intellectual. it is a crisis of pur-
pose, focus and content, rooted 
in fundamental confusion about 
all three. as a consequence, cur-
ricula are largely separate from 
research, subjects are taught in 
disciplinary isolation, knowledge 
is conflated with information and 
is more often than not presented 
as static rather than dynamic. fur-
thermore, universities are largely 
reactive rather than providing 
clear forward-looking visions and 
critical perspectives. The crisis is 
all the more visible today, as the 
pace of social, intellectual and 
technological change inside and 
outside the universities is increas-
ingly out of step. while universi-
ties worldwide are undergoing 
many, often radical, structural 
transformations, ranging from the 
Bologna process in europe and the 
exzellenzinitiative in Germany to 
the rapid expansion of universities 

Curriculum Reform 
Manifesto:

Principles for Rethinking  
Undergraduate Curricula  

for the 21st Century:
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uncertainties of each discipline.
create awareness of the great  +
problems humanity is facing 
(hunger, poverty, public health, 
sustainability, climate change, 
water resources, security, etc.) 
and show that no single disci-
pline can adequately address 
any of them.
Use these challenges to dem- +
onstrate and rigorously practice 
interdisciplinarity, avoiding the 
dangers of interdisciplinary 
dilettantism.
Treat knowledge historically  +
and examine critically how it is 
generated, acquired, and used. 
emphasize that different cul-
tures have their own traditions 
and different ways of knowing. 
Do not treat knowledge as 
static and embedded in a fixed 
canon.
provide all students with a  +
fundamental understanding of 
the basics of the natural and 
the social sciences, as well as 
the humanities. emphasize 
and illustrate the connections 
between these traditions of 
knowledge.
engage with the world’s com- +
plexity and messiness. This 
applies to the sciences as 
much as to the social, political 
and cultural dimensions of the 
world. Such an engagement will 
contribute to the education of 
concerned citizens.
emphasize a broad and inclusive  +
evolutionary mode of thinking 
in all areas of the curriculum.
familiarize students with non- +
linear phenomena in all areas of 
knowledge.
fuse theory and analytic rigor  +
with practice and the applica-
tion of knowledge to real-world 

problems.
rethink the implications of  +
modern communication and 
information technologies for 
education and the architecture 
of the university.

curricular changes of this mag-
nitude and significance both 
require and produce changes in 
the structural arrangements and 
institutional profiles of universi-
ties.  This is true for matters 

of governance, leadership, and 
finance as well as for systems of 
institutional rewards, assessment, 
and incentives; it is bound to have 
implications for the recruitment 
and evaluation of both professors 
and students as well as for the 
allocation of resources and the 
institutional practice of account-
ability. The experimental process 
of curriculum reform we hope to 
stimulate by offering these guid-
ing principles will thus require the 
collaboration of scholars and edu-
cators willing to transform their 
scholarly and educational prac-
tices and of administrators willing 
to support experimentation and to 
provide the necessary structural 
conditions for it to succeed.

These principles are the conclu-
sion of deliberations by a working 
group of scholars that met at the 
wissenschaftskolleg zu Berlin dur-
ing the academic year 2009/10. 
Some were fellows at the kolleg, 
others joined the group because 
of their interest in these issues. 
The wissenschaftskolleg sup-
ported the work of its fellows. in 
addition, these principles have 
already been adopted by a first 
group of institutions as a blueprint 

for local curriculum reform. The 
group involved in drafting these 
principles represented diverse 
disciplines (from the natural and 
social sciences to the humani-
ties), geographical origins (europe, 
north america, and india) as well 
as career stages (from former 
university presidents to students). 
They invite their colleagues around 
the world to join in this effort of 
re-thinking and re-shaping teach-
ing and learning for the university 
of the future.

BIO
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‘ The current crisis of the 
university is intellectual
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been learning so much about 
entrepreneurship, especially in the 
area of web start-ups.  it has this 
incredible concentration of smart 
and dynamic people; i’ve never 
experienced anything like it.
we launched Supercool School 
in January this year but the gen-
eral idea has been around much 
longer.  it’s something we’ve been 
discussing for years.  The platform 
began to take shape, however, via 
a project we did for Google.  They 
asked us to develop an applica-
tion—a teaching application—for 
their engineers.  That’s where we 
learned the key lessons for build-
ing the software.  Google’s educa-
tion people got really excited about 
the platform but by that time we 
were already dreaming about 

Less than a year ago, Bjo-
ern Lasse Herrmann and his 
business partners launched 
an online teaching platform 
where anybody can set up his 
own school.  Bjoern—a 25-year 
old who hails from Germany—
is clearly bitten by the Silicon 
Valley bug.  As Bjoern explains 
it, Supercool School is no ordi-
nary e-learning tool.  Here is a 
platform that has the potential 
to change education globally. 
It is an infrastructure that will 
give people anywhere in the 
world access to practical, use-
ful education—and the social 
context for keeping people 
motivated.  Bjoern Herrmann 
reflects on the idea, the 
vision.

A fAscinAtion with 
educAtion

i guess you could say that i have 
a personal mission statement; call 
it the root of my inspiration.  Sim-
ply put, i want to unleash human 
potential.  That’s something that 
fascinates me deeply.  The ques-
tion is; how do you that?  

The basic principle is pretty obvi-
ous: if you provide people with the 
right education and support then 
you can unlock their potential.  
But practically that is difficult.  
for example, i recall an event at 
high school that perplexed me.  
it involved a competition where 
project teams had to compete 
against each other.  i really wanted 

Building a super 
cool school for  

the world
Bjoern Lasse Herrmann talks about the 

ideas behind Supercool School,  

a platform for creating  

online schools

to win so i gathered some of the 
top students together in our team.  
i really thought that would do 
it; but we ended up losing. That 
was a real lesson for me.  clearly 
school grades don’t always predict 
success in the real world.  This got 
me thinking a great deal about 
education and modern manage-
ment techniques, with the result 
that education—and people 
development more generally—has 
been a red line running through 
my career thus far.  for example, 
before i moved to the States i sat 
on an education expert council 
for the German government and 
i founded a performance network 
that was based on some organi-
sational consulting work i did 
earlier.  my product was based on 

the idea that you need to assess 
people’s soft skills—social skills, 
leadership, empathy and such—in 
order to deploy them optimally in 
the organisation. it may sound a 
bit superficial but it does have an 
important impact.  

to silicon vAlley

my current business partner Steli 
efti had been writing about the 
idea of a world school for years 
and was already in the U.S.  we 
got connected via a mutual 
friend who worked at Google and 
talked about the idea of setting 
up a project in this field.  That’s 
when i also made the move to 
Silicon Valley.  The atmosphere 
here is incredibly intense.  i’ve 
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‘Let’s do for education what 
blogging has done for media.

something bigger. we wanted to 
create a platform that everybody 
could use, a platform that could 
change education globally.

the ideA

Supercool Schools is based on a 
simple idea.  Let’s do for educa-
tion what blogging has done for 

media.  Let’s offer education to 
anyone—education that is rel-
evant to them—but let’s base it 
purely on the supply and demand 
of people.  There are so many peo-
ple out there with useful skills that 
they can teach to others—so let’s 
leverage, or unleash that potential 
for teaching and learning.  obvi-
ously this is a model that focuses 
on practical skills; it is not based 
on certificates or formal education 
programmes.
Learning is bit like dating.  You 
need to connect to the right 
people.  and you need the right 
social context.  That’s in essence 
what we’re trying to facilitate with 
Supercool School.  it’s an online 

platform where people can launch 
their own school; but in addition 
we’ve focused very heavily on the 
social and community building 
functionalities.  for the right sup-
port and motivation you need to 
be part of a broader community.  
for example, Startup School is 
one of the bigger schools on the 
platform and it works because it 

gives people—from all over—a 
supportive social context in which 
to learn about entrepreneurship.  
it’s about connecting people with 
similar mindsets and values.

bigger ideAs 

So to sum up, there are three key 
components to the model: one, a 
platform for education; two con-
necting people; and three, a social 
context.  That’s the basics.  But 
more ideas followed.  for example, 
we’re also beginning to look at this 
as a type of Linkedin for education.  
could this evolve into an enor-
mous repository of knowledge or 
skills profiles?  as a user you could 

gradually develop your profile on 
the basis of the skills that you have 
acquired.  
at present the platform is still a 
prototype.  it has to be seen in this 
way.  we have deliberately kept 
the tool very simple to begin with, 
with a minimum of features.  we 
simply wanted to implement the 
core idea and test whether there 
is demand for this.  and demand 
there is.  we launched the site 
in January 2010—that’s about 8 
months ago now—and almost 
1,400 schools have been set up 
since then.  Some schools have 
more than 2,000 students already 
and nearly all of them are grow-
ing.  So now we’re really going for 
it.  we’re adding features, we’re 
investing—perhaps this thing can 
change the world in some way!

meeting demAnd 

why the success?  i guess that 
people are really excited about 
the platform and it’s spreading 
via word of mouth.  we’ve done 
no marketing and we have a very 
small team.  we’ve been ‘boot-
strapped’ as they say here.   all our 
time and money has been invested 
in the product itself.  That’s been 
the focus.
i don’t see Supercool School com-
peting with formal education.  at 
this point i think it is just meeting 
demand for more practical learn-
ing.  There are a lot of jobs out 
there that require ongoing updat-
ing of practical knowledge.  in 
most areas, learning is becoming a 

part of your work.  we’re meeting 
demand for that type of learning.  
and learning is also becoming a 
part of your day-to-day life.  for 
example, how many elderly peo-
ple can use facebook or a smart-
phone?  There’s a lot of demand 
out there for that type of learning.  
Basically society is made up of 
people who have particular skills 
and people who are looking for 
those skills.  The trick is to match 
those people.
most of our schools have been 
set up by men in the age category 
35-45 who have an entrepreneur-
ial background.  They tend to have 
a strong educational background 
and already have an income.  So 
why do they do it? i think they do it 
because they’re passionate about 
learning.  They’re knowledge seek-
ers; they’re constantly learning, 
but they’ve also experienced a 
great deal in their lives.  That’s a 
fundamentally different profile to 
the typical school teacher, who 
often is someone who values 
security and hasn’t done much 
outside school teaching.  
personally, i see platforms like 
Supercool School integrating with 
formal education.  The online 
model has some real advantages 
that are difficult to replicate in the 
physical world: people can choose 
who they learn from, who they 
learn with, and when they learn.  
That’s a powerful driver.

BIO
Bjoern Lasse Herrmann is a 
25-year old education entrepre-
neur.  He co-founded Supercool 
School, an online platform that 
allows anyone to set up their own 
school. Previously, he founded and 
led a number of Education and 
Development related projects in 
Germany and Bangladesh. Bjoern 
was an economics graduate stu-
dent from the University of Man-
nheim, Germany.
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‘Most teachers we spoke with 
were pretty frustrated with the 

web; it is simply too difficult to find 
quality content for educational 

purposes

attention spans and thus require 
educational material that quickly 
captures their interest and imagi-
nation. The best people to develop 
those materials are teachers; but 
they need the tools and time to 
do so. most teachers, however, 
are swamped with routine and 
time-consuming tasks like cor-
recting homework. Technology 
could make a positive difference to 
teachers’ lives. There is a tremen-
dous opportunity today in leverag-
ing technology to make education 
more efficient and effective.

BIO
Gonzalo Baranda is co-founder of 
Blinklearning. Gonzalo graduated 
in Business from CUNEF in Madrid 
and hold an MBA from Columbia 
Business School. Before founding 
Blinklearning, Gonzalo worked 
for Morgan Stanley in London as 
an analyst and J.P. Morgan as a 
strategist analyzing macroeco-
nomic trends.

One could argue that educa-
tion is one of the last fron-
tiers when it comes to the 
transformative power of 
digital technologies.  Millions 
of teachers around the world 
are still spending hours every 
day correcting their students’ 
homework and exercises, 
when much of that work 
could easily be automated. 
Students are also confronted 
with standardized educa-
tional material that pays scant 
regard for their individual 
capabilities and needs, when 
it is possible to customize 
that material using technol-
ogy.  Madrid-based Gonzalo 
Baranda and co-founder Joao 
Menano sensed the opportu-
nity and launched e-tutoring 
company Blinklearning.   

not the first time

The original idea of Blinklearning 
has its roots in our earlier expe-
rience with an internet-based 
business.  in 2000, my co-founder 
Joao menano and i founded a 
social networking site, which 
we subsequently re-launched 
as an e-learning platform. Then 
the internet bubble collapsed. 
our single source of revenue—
advertising—dried up and we were 
forced to return to our original 
careers. Joao joined Telefonica in 
madrid and i moved to London 
where i worked for several years in 
the banking sector. we also took 
time off to do an mBa.

educAtion is the next 
frontier

Two years ago we reviewed how 
the internet market had evolved 
since we left it and came up with 
several conclusions. The main 
insight was that the education 
sector—and especially schools—
had only marginally taken 

Personalising education
Meet Gonzalo Baranda, co-founder of Blinklearning,  

a company that is trying to personalise education

advantage of new internet-based 
technologies.  obviously there is 
plenty of content available on the 
web, but very little of it is of real 
educational use. most of the con-
tent available is simply text with 

a few interactive features and it 
doesn’t have any structure to truly 
help students learn. 
we realized we were onto some-
thing, so we started interviewing 
teachers to see how they made use 
of the web. many teachers clearly 
rely on the web to source material 
for presentations but most were 
actually pretty frustrated; it was 
simply too difficult to find quality 
content for educational purposes. 
we also found that the more expe-
rienced teachers who relied more 
on their own traditional classroom 
material lacked an easy method to 
apply online content or add inter-
active features.
our idea for Blinklearning was 
to develop a tool to solve those 
problems. we have developed an 
extremely easy to use tool whereby 
teachers can create content for 
use both in the classroom and at 
home for homework. for students, 
it is an interactive educational tool 
that allows content to be tailored 
to their needs and capabilities. 
and for teachers, it is an efficient 
way to both develop content and 

track their students’ progress, for 
example - by automated correc-
tions. we also realized that we 
needed to get parents on board, 
so the tool also allows them to 
track their child’s progress.  finally, 

there is a social component to it 
where teachers can share their 
material online and thereby tap 
into a much larger pool of quality 
content.

personAlise educAtion

in a way, we are trying to ‘person-
alise’ education. it is our view that 
education must be adapted to 
the needs of each individual stu-
dent. it does not make sense that 
all students in a classroom are 
taught the same content at the 
same pace, when their capabili-
ties vary substantially. This results 
in the best students not being 
challenged enough while the 
struggling students do not receive 
enough support. Today it is pos-
sible, via technology, to efficiently 
track the individual performance 
of every student and subsequently 
provide those students with tailor-
made content and exercises.

The quality of educational mate-
rial is also of pivotal importance 
to learning. children have short 
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periodically.  it would take up to 
five years to integrate haas in 
their methods but you can’t work 
with technology in that way. it’s a 
different cycle; a different world in 
fact, and they don’t have the in-
house expertise to deal with that.
as a result, our main distribution 
partner is not an educational pub-

lisher but will be an icT supplier to 
schools. otherwise the products 
would possibly have been released 
when already outdated; thereby 
taking away a great opportunity 
for teachers to benefit from iT 
tools like mijn naam is haas in the 
classroom.  

chAnging educAtion
we think that there is huge poten-
tial for these types of educational 
technologies.  a key challenge 

Some say that education is the 
last sector to hold out against 
the transformative impact of 
technology.  If that is the case, 
then pre- and primary school 
(or K-12 as they call it in the 
U.S.) is the castle’s keep. In 
the Netherlands, however, a 
friendly hare is breaching the 
gate. ‘Mijn naam is Haas’ is a 
serious game whereby chil-
dren co-author a storyline for 
‘Haas’ the hare and thereby 
achieve specific learning 
objectives in vocabulary, story 
comprehension and problem 
solving.  Meet Sanneke Prins 
and Berend Weij, creators 
and founders of Mijn naam is 
Haas.

beginnings
we came up with the idea when 
we studied art at Utrecht School 
of the arts in the master of arts 
program. we were involved in a 
project that explored the potential 
use of technology in a kindergarten 
setting. The purpose of the project 
was to see if technology could 
help with interactive language 
education, where traditionally the 
teacher would have to work with 
various materials to stimulate 
interaction from the children.  The 
game was especially focused on 
children with Dutch as a second 
language. Via this project we cre-
ated a first prototype of the game 
which subsequently got tested at 
various participating schools.  The 
schools were enthusiastic.  The 

A disruptive hare
Children in pre-primary and primary school 

in the netherlands are beginning  

to experiment with  

an educational  

video game 

concept worked, but teachers 
wanted more content and material 
so that they could continue using 
it throughout the year.  also, they 
wanted to be able to use the tool 
with a broader mix of children—
older, younger, faster, slower kids.  
That was in 2007, and it was the 
first time that the idea of founding 
a company to expand the material 
and further develop the technol-
ogy came up.  
at present we are at the stage 
where we have an intelligent 
tutoring system that can adapt to 
the child’s needs.  it provides sta-
tistics for the teachers so that they 
can assess children’s progress at 
an individual and at a group level. 
also, you can adapt the content so 
that haas can work with specific 
educational themes, for example, 
the weather and the seasons.  
The technology itself isn’t that 
complicated.  The front end is 
adobe flash and the game engine 
combines a number of different 
existing engines.  The main chal-
lenge is the link with education 
and the tutoring system.  That’s 
why it is so important that we 
partner with educational experts 
and that we test the tool in school 
settings.  for example, one of our 
key partners in the development 
of the game is the expertise cen-
tre for Dutch Language education 
nederlands.  They’re working 
with us for the language learning 
objectives and they’re doing an 
effects study too to see if the tool 
really works.  

to mArket
This may come as a surprise to 
some, but the main barrier to 
adoption that we have encoun-
tered is not the government or 
the schools.  on the contrary, 
the government supported us 
financially thereby recognizing the 
product and its sustainable busi-
ness model, individual teachers 

and schools both express their 
enthusiasm regularly. The main 
obstacle today is the fact that the 
established educational publishers 
are unwilling to experiment with 
this type of technology for this 
type of target audience.  we sus-
pect that they’re struggling to deal 
with these concepts in their busi-
ness model.  Their whole model is 
based on mostly ‘offline’ physical 
products connected to a didacti-
cal method that gets updated 

‘We realize that we’ve probably 
chosen a difficult route by 

targeting schools, but it is a matter 
of principle for us
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is that we’re still in the starting 
blocks of really integrating iT in 
education.  Sure, governments 
across europe are supporting spe-
cific iT initiatives in education but 
we still lack an integrated vision 
on how education will change as a 
result of technology.  Technology 
will change the role of teachers 
and will disrupt many of the clas-
sic methods and models, much 
of which is ‘fixed’ in regulation.  
change will be difficult.  
But in our experience, government 
certainly has been supportive.  it 
is thanks to the support of the 
government—via subsidies and 
partnering educational agencies—
that we’ve made it this far.  we’re 
now at the point where we have a 
product that is ready to scale up to 
international market and to diver-
sificate the product range even 
further.  But the fact remains that 
our target market—children aged 
from 3 to 7 in the netherlands—is 
reasonably small.  we can’t expect 
to recoup our development costs 
in that market; we have to rely on 
government support for the initial 
realisation. with more opportuni-
ties abroad we feel that we can 
keep expanding the universe of 
haas. 

commitment to schools
we realize that we’ve probably 
chosen a difficult route by tar-
geting schools, but it is a matter 
of principle for us.  we also are 

developing a distribution chan-
nel for the home market but our 
priority is to get this into schools, 
and to show that it works.  we 
want to work with teachers in 
schools to explore the opportuni-
ties in these types of technologies; 
we want to bring that innovation 
into the schools.  also in terms of 
funding, by relying on subsidies 
instead of private investors, we 
have retained our autonomy and 
are able to commit to our work in 
schools. private investors would 
probably have demanded more 
rapid commercialization in the 
home market.  But we’re on the 
right route, and the ipon award 
was a huge recognition for us; it 
shows that the educational sector 

values our work; and we embrace 
that responsibility.

BIO
Sanneke Prins and Berend Weij are 
the creators and founders of Mijn 
naam is Haas, an Amsterdam-
based studio of serious, educa-
tional games.
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to claim their online presence at 
TeachStreet.  at the start we obvi-
ously still had many unclaimed 
classes but as the site got going 
most have come onboard.  Today 
we’re almost at 100%--nearly 
all the entries are claimed and 
managed by their owners.   along 
the way we also started growing 
organically—teachers started 
approaching us proactively—
which allowed us to stop the data 
collection work.  obviously this is 
the better type of growth; but the 
initial data collection was essential 
in order to avoid ghost town.  and 
that’s why we haven’t expanded 

to europe yet.  we’ve got years of 
work to do to fully cover the U.S.  
That said, we’re open to partner-
ing with other players in europe, 
and we’ve already partnered in 
some other countries, and those 
sites will be live in 2010.

winner tAkes All?
we’re convinced that in the future 
this will be the primary way in 
which people find classes.  You 

Buying a scooter gave Dave 
Schappell, founder and CEO 
of TeachStreet, the impetus 
for building an Amazon-like 
platform that is specialised 
exclusively on learning.  He’s 
not the only one trying to 
match teachers and students, 
but TeachStreet is emerging 
as one of the top contenders 
in the market.  Mainly this is 
because it is one of the few 
platforms out there that has 
significant inventory in classes.  
Dave explains what he is try-
ing to do with TeachStreet and 
shares his reflections on the 
future of education.  

the scooter
“i thank my scooter for the idea.  
about three years ago, in 2007, i 
purchased a scooter.  But in the 
U.S. you need to get certified to 
ride one, which means you either 
need to deal with the Department 
of motor Vehicle’s bureaucracy or 
take classes from a certified driv-
ing school.  So when i asked the 
dealer for advice about a school he 
pointed me to a bulletin board at 
the back at the store.  There had 
to be a better way, i thought, to 
match people like me with the 
providers of such classes.  To put 
that in perspective, my career 
background is at amazon, where i 
was responsible for building their 
marketplace for used and third-
party goods.  all i did was apply 
the lessons learned at amazon to 
teaching services.  
it is a simple idea—an online 
marketplace for teachers and 
schools—but when i looked 
around i couldn’t find anything like 
it yet.  i’m a class taker; whenever 
i want to learn something i tend to 

Building a 
marketplace  
for learning

Dave Schappell, founder and CEo of  

TeachStreet, explains how he is building 

 the Amazon for learning

look for a class, whether for pro-
fessional skills such as software 
development or for more personal 
interests such as piano playing or 
wine appreciation.  it amazed me 
that there was no online market-
place or central hub for connecting 
experts and knowledge seekers. 

promoting the teAcher
what is unique about TeachStreet 
is that we focus primarily on the 
needs of the teacher.  our cus-
tomer is the teacher, and our goal 
is to provide tools and services for 
teachers so that they can focus on 
what they love doing: teaching.  
Therefore, we’re not an education 
company; we don’t create class 
materials or offer infrastructure for 
online learning like Sclipo, Udemy 
or edufire.  on the contrary, we’re 
primarily a marketing company.  
we help teachers market their 
services.  Traditionally, teachers 
market their services via word of 
mouth or via directories and bulle-
tin boards.  But they have no way 
of tracking the effectiveness of 
those channels, or whether these 
are worth their while.  at Teach-
Street, teachers are offered low-
cost web space, lead generation 
services and they have a way to 
track the value of that service.  This 
also allows us to price our service 
fairly; we only charge for verifiable 
value.  in a sense we’re trying to 
be the Switzerland of educational 
services.  we’re a neutral party; a 
central hub or meeting place for 
all educational services and their 
customers.
 
Avoiding ghost town
we started out locally in Seattle 
and only promoted physical, real 
world classes.  Today we’re active 

in every major city in the U.S. and 
we’re also covering online classes.  
That obviously internationalises 
the model significantly.  if you’re in 
Brussels you can take photography 
lessons from a teacher in Seattle.  
But the bulk of our inventory is 
still comprised of physical classes.  
That’s how we started and it 
allowed us to avoid the ‘ghost 
town’ trap that many online learn-
ing platforms fall into.  many of 
these companies went about their 
business in the wrong order: they 
first built the platform, without 
having a critical mass of classes.  
So when potential students come 

along they find no classes.  we did 
it the other way round; we first 
looked for the inventory.  
most people are really comfort-
able learning via a physical class. 
So we leveraged that installed 
base of learners and teachers.  we 
hired a team in the philippines to 
scour the internet to find all the 
teachers and schools in the Seattle 
area.  we subsequently contacted 
all these schools and asked them 

‘Many of these companies went 
about their business in the wrong 
order: they first built the platform, 
without having a critical mass of 

classes.  
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can use the general search engines 
such as Google to find classes but 
these tend not to deliver focused 
results.  eBay and amazon also are 
potential competitors but again 
they aren’t specialised.  They’re 
mainly technical platforms.  in 
a way, our goal is to become the 
eBay or amazon of learning.  other 
competitors probably include Yelp, 
craiglist and Yahoo Store Builder.  
But again, the difference is that we 
can build a dedicated platform for 
learning providers and learners, to 
really customise it to their needs.   
This is not to say that we’re there 
yet.  in all honesty, i give ourselves 
a 3 out of 10, even though we 
probably are the best available at 
present.   we can do a lot more to 
personalise the site for individual 
learners, to help them find what 
they need, as opposed to relying 
on them to know what they’re 
looking for.  also, we could do 
more to help teachers develop and 
promote their online presence.   
and obviously we need to up the 
game in traffic generation.  
i’m acutely aware of the fact that 
this could be a winner takes all 
market.  That’s the scary truth.  
The benefits for our students and 
teachers grow as the main player 
in the market grows.  But today 
the market is still very fragmented.  
an emergent player could prob-
ably destroy us all tomorrow.  
You never know where the next 
facebook will come from.  and 
what will be the trigger or key suc-
cess criterion: a simpler and more 
elegant site?  That’s probably why 
facebook won it.  i have a back-
ground at amazon where we built 
stuff at scale, so this still feels a bit 
like ‘Day one’ to me. 

the future of educAtion
The impact of technological 
developments and the internet 
should have a tremendous impact 
on education. Think about it. i 
studied in the mBa program at 
wharton and can only wonder 
why those excellent professors 
don’t sell their lectures online.  
Surely people will be willing to pay 
for such content?  it doesn’t make 
any sense.  The only explanation i 
have is that these schools rely on 
that exclusivity for their business 
model and hence will resist any 
attempt to open such content up. 
change is unavoidable but i sus-
pect that the transformation will 
not be uniform across the entire 
educational sector.  Some will 
embrace change and some will 
resist it.  when you talk about the 
future of education it is important 
to make a distinction between 
higher education, lifelong learn-
ing, and kindergarten to 12th 

grade (k-12 as it is called in the 
U.S.).  Those are the three main 
subsectors in education.  in the 
higher education space you have 
non-profit, private universities 
like harvard and for-profit schools 
like the University of phoenix.  i 
suspect that the for-profit schools 
will evolve rapidly because they’re 
so focused on marketing.  But the 
non-profits will try to protect their 
premium pricing models.  Their 
core cost driver is the teacher-
student ratio which usually is 
limited to about 150 students per 
class.  These schools are com-
ing online in the sense that a lot 
of the learning material is being 
made available to their students 
via the internet, but they’re not 
opening it up; they want to keep 
charging the same prices for the 
full programmes.  That’s probably 
why those professors aren’t selling 
their lectures online; they’re pro-
tecting that business model.

the mArket wins
with TeachStreet we operate in 
the middle space: lifelong learn-
ing.  That’s where i expect most 
of the transformation to hap-
pen.  our role is pretty specific 
in the sense that we’re a central 
hub connecting learners and 
schools, whether they’re online 
or real-world schools.  it will be 
interesting to watch how the mar-
ket for online learning platforms 
develops, although at present this 
market is still very fragmented.  
and at this stage i don’t think 
there are enough teachers out 
there looking for online learning 
capability.  if i ran one of those 
emergent platforms i’d probably 
focus my energies on signing up 
rock star teachers and use them 
to attract people to the platform, 
to get them used to taking classes 
online.  
The worst part of the education 
sector is k-12.  That’s the space 
controlled by government and 
where most of the bureaucracy 
is.  There are many companies 
out there developing technology 
to make teaching more effec-
tive, but unfortunately there’s a 
lot of resistance to new ways of 
doing things.  i prefer the lifelong 
learning and professional learn-
ing sector because that’s where 
the market functions.  That’s 
where people pay for education 
themselves and hence where the 
top education will always win. 
here the incentives are in place to 
experiment with new technologies 
and methods.   

BIO
Dave Schappell is founder and 
CEO of  TeachStreet. Dave focuses 

on developing the product vision, 
building the team and making 
TeachStreet an inspirational place 
to accomplish great things.   Dave 
developed his experience creating 
customer-focused marketplace 
initiatives at Amazon, JibJab and 
Unitus.  As a Director at Amazon.
com from ‘98-‘04, he was a driv-
ing force in the emergence of the 
marketplace platform (used and 
new product sales by third-party 
merchants) that grew from 0% 
to more than 24% of Amazon’s 
unit sales today.  Prior to joining 
Amazon, Dave was a CPA and 
consultant with Arthur Andersen 
LLP. Dave attended the MBA pro-
gram at The Wharton School at 
the University of Pennsylvania and 
has a BS from the Pennsylvania 
State University.
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she says, “providing invalu-
able business advice and financial 
support.”
She received, and rejected, a major 
investment offer from a corporate 
sponsor. her reasoning was clear: 
“i think the relationship between 
an entrepreneur and their funding 
partner must be built on trust, 
culture and a shared vision. while 
the prospect of having money to 
set up offices, grow a team and 
expand obami’s marketing spend 
was extremely attractive, the busi-
ness would have only benefitted in 
the short run.
“There’s no denying it was a tough 
call, but a lot of other entrepre-
neurs i have met, who have taken 
funding at the first opportunity, 
voiced deep regrets for having 
done so, and this too may have 
added to my decision.
“although the business could do 
with the cash, i know that obami 
has to identify partners that can 
bring more to the table – like 
access to schools, for example. 
with this in mind, we are now set-
ting up partnerships that will help 
obami to expand its user base 
in the South african and african 
markets. Going forward, there are 
many opportunities.”
keeping the project going in the 
face of funding and logistical 
hurdles was a matter of hard work 
and a willingness to adopt change 
when needed. having customers 
that are now dependent on the 
system has motivated her even 
more to see obami through.

for-profit in educAtion?

a typical challenge in the educa-
tion sector is a scepticism of for-
profit businesses. This was not 
hard to overcome, mallinson said, 
because schools themselves don’t 
pay much, if anything at all.
“apart from having to pay for 
optional SmS credits, obami is 
free for schools,” she explains. “By 
providing the platform at no cost, 
those schools that need a system 
like obami most, are not excluded 
from using it.”

In early 2006, Barbara Mallin-
son, a South African entrepre-
neur then based in the United 
Kingdom, was building a social 
network. Then Facebook con-
quered the market. Her solu-
tion? Transform her product, 
called Obami, into a network 
designed and customised for 
schools back home. 

education in South africa finds 
itself in a state of crisis. Despite 
being the most expensive gov-
ernment service provided to 
citizens, with an annual budget 
of r165 billion (€17 billion), pass 
rates are dismal, resources are 
poor and outdated, and teachers 
demonstrate low levels of subject 
knowledge and poor pedagogical 
practices.
Barbara mallinson, a South afri-
can living in the Uk, found events 
overtaking her while developing a 
social network called obami. her 
hope was to create a platform that 
would offer greater privacy and 
more flexibility in sharing than 
that provided by mySpace and 
the other networks she had seen 
up until then. She also wanted to 
include tools relevant to personal 
administration, to position obami 
as a relatively more “productive” 
network. when facebook took 
over the world, however, the com-
petitive landscape had changed 
irrevocably.
on a trip back to her home coun-
try, she got to talking to some con-
tacts, and realised that schools, 
which form such highly visible net-
works between children, teachers 
and parents in the real world, lack 
the same presence online.
“most of obami’s applications – 
such as blogging, photo sharing 
and calendaring – were already 
suitable for the school environ-
ment,” she says, “so it was a 
matter of getting in touch with 
schools and running a pilot to see 
if obami needed to be sculpted 
more appropriately. we’ve since 
closed access for enhanced secu-
rity, included a profanity filter, 
added in friend automation to 

A social network 
built for schools

Educating the Facebook generation
By Ivo Vegter

reflect school relationships, and 
most recently, added in e-learning 
features to improve the educa-
tional offering.”
obami developed into a platform 
that permits communication 
between learners, teachers, par-
ents and even educational admin-
istrators; accessible through the 
web, mobile phone, SmS or email. 
it also provides for content deliv-
ery, distributing resources aligned 
with the curriculum which can be 
easily updated, as well as materials 
around further interest topics for 
knowledge building, such as aiDS 
awareness and education pro-
grammes, or anti rape and abuse 

campaigns. Teaching and learning 
features, such as media sharing 
and self-expression, as well as 
assignment and test assessment 
tools, are also provided.
The initial focus for establish-
ing obami’s presence lies with 
independent schools, of which 
20 have been signed up since the 
official launch in September 2009. 
These private schools are low-
hanging fruit not only because of 
their relative prosperity, but also 
because although mobile penetra-
tion is remarkably high in South 

africa, only 12.9% of public-sector 
schools have the technical prereq-
uisites in terms of computers and 
internet access.
“as and when infrastructure 
improves in the public sector, 
through government and corpo-
rate social investment initiatives, 
obami hopes to use the platform 
as a means of sharing content and 
knowledge between the currently 
divergent educational sectors,” 
mallinson promises.

globAl business, big 
chAllenges

The project rapidly developed into 

a big challenge for mallinson, who 
worked largely alone in the initial 
stages. She outsourced develop-
ment to india, which presented 
difficulties with time zones and 
managing people she had never 
met.
other challenges extended to 
finding the right investing partner. 
it was a time consuming proc-
ess, and mallinson’s time was 
demanded in all other areas of the 
business. “i have been fortunate 
to have friends and family who 
have come on board as partners,” 

‘Acting as a for-profit 
organisation within the education 

sector allows businesses to be 
more than just sustainable. There 

is a greater incentive for such 
organisations to grow and deliver 
greater value which has a better 

social outcome
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revenue is generated through a 
partner platform, which facilitates 
content sponsorship, moderated 
advertising and other channels 
for marketing and educational 
partners.
“in any case,” adds mallinson, a 
marketing and economics gradu-
ate from the University of cape 
Town, “acting as a for-profit 
organisation within the education 
sector allows businesses to be 
more than just sustainable. There 
is a greater incentive for such 
organisations to grow and deliver 
greater value which has a better 
social outcome.”

working on buy-in

obami is running well at a number 
of schools now, and the benefits 
are beginning to show. 
“on top of school communica-
tions and e-learning, a lot of kids 
have started to use obami for 
social reasons as well, which is 
great, given the safe nature of the 
community,” says mallinson.
“The major challenge so far has 
been in getting participation from 
teachers. Bringing a new technol-
ogy to a bunch of people that are 
not necessarily 100% confident in 
using computers and the internet 
has been difficult. of course there 
are a number of teachers who 
have participated enthusiastically, 
to their own and to their pupils’ 
benefit. obami is working best at 
those schools that have imple-
mented it decisively. Just as it is in 
business, new systems work well 
when change is actioned and lead 
by management.”

A life-long Ambition

mallinson has always wanted to 
run her own business. from selling 
apples and pears on the street to 
“publishing” her own magazine, to 
making and selling vintage teddy 
bears with friends at school, she 
has always displayed an entrepre-
neur’s ambition. 
“i even responded this way in a job 
interview on my arrival in London: 
‘where do you see yourself in three 

years’ time?’ my response: “i’ll be 
running my own company.’”
a few years spent in big compa-
nies merely served to confirm her 
aspirations. “i was frustrated by 
bureaucracy, and how so many 
great opportunities were being 
missed because it took so long to 
sign anything off.
“So, when the idea for obami 
came along, and it morphed into 
something for the education sec-
tor, i saw it as my chance to build 
my own business while doing 
something good for my country. 
it’s a cliché, but it’s true.
She initially settled in the coastal 
town of knysna upon her return 
from London, because of its 
inexpensive, outdoors lifestyle. 
however, the pressures of a star-
tup business have forced her and 
her partner to relocate to Johan-
nesburg, the hub of commercial 
activity in South africa, and the 
city where mallinson grew up. She 
hopes that success will permit 
them, one day, to return to the 
place they both love.
as for obami, she says “the great-
est measure of success will be in 
it making a difference across all 
of africa’s (and other developing 
markets) schools and not just 
the independent South african 
schools that it currently serves.”

BIO
Barbara Mallinson is founder and 
Director of Johannesburg-based 
Obami, a social network platform 
for schools.
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we took a three week holiday, as 
opposed to the 6-8 week holiday 
that is typical in education.

the school As 
fAcilitAtor

as a school, our job is to facilitate 
the process of learning.  we pro-
vide the building and the iT infra-
structure, we arrange at least four 
projects from partners, and we 
have a team of seven people who 
help facilitate the process and 
organise workshops with external 
experts.  But ultimately it is up to 
our students; if they decide to do 
nothing, then nothing will happen.  
You don’t take an education here; 
you make an education.  
we also commit to a number 

of underlying principles.  These 
include team learning, action 
learning—we firmly believe in 
action, in doing things in the real 
world—and diversity.  our stu-
dents come from all over the world 
and we, as a school and a Tribe, 
purposely seek out this diversity.  
The selection process for new 
students is very rigorous, involving 
interviews and workshops around 
real-life assignments from clients.  
The point is to build a diverse and 
committed team of individuals. 
and when it comes to the second 
intake during the year we involve 
the existing students in this selec-
tion process.  Thus, in September 
four new students will join the 
coop.  That’s life; in business peo-
ple also leave and join teams.

After grAduAtion

The basic programme is one year 
in length but students have the 
option to extend it for another 
6 months; it’s up to the group.  
Beyond that students may want 
to carry on with the cooperative 
or some may want to start their 

Education is often criticised 
for being too theoretical and 
that it leaves young people 
ill-prepared for the real world. 
Here’s an antidote. At Know-
mads, an entrepreneurial 
school in Amsterdam, students 
aren’t exactly taught anything 
in the traditional sense of the 
world.  Instead, they’re asked 
to form a company and get to 
work. The school offers a help-
ing hand, obviously, bringing 
in customers, expertise and 
infrastructure. And perhaps 
most importantly, they’re 
injected with a healthy dose 
of entrepreneurial spirit and 
a belief that they can make a 
difference in the world.  Pieter 
Spinder, principal, Tribe leader 
and rebel, explains.

fired

“i did work once in education, 
at the hva (The hogeschool van 
amsterdam, University of applied 
Sciences), but my contract wasn’t 
extended. my students performed 
terribly when it came to their 
test scores, i think the worst 
ever in the history of the school, 
but conversely i did get the top 
scores ever in student feedback.  
That’s because i had an alterna-
tive way of working with my stu-
dents: i went out and did things, 
as opposed to sitting in class.  it 
was all a little strange i found, my 
training as a lecturer and the sub-
sequent instructions about what i 
had to do. it was all very specific 
and regimented, which just didn’t 
make any sense to me, especially 
in context of my field, market-
ing. So i got removed from my 
lecturing position, but the school 
did subsequently hire me to do 
other things. at the moment i am, 
for example, the initiator of the 
minor Sustainable Leadership and 
entrepreneurship. 

roots in kAos

Three years ago i came across 
the concept of the famed kaoS-
piLoTS school in Denmark; two 
guys here in holland were setting 
up a Dutch version of the school.  

Is it a business  
or a school?

i immediately joined them and 
have never left.  Since then the 
kaoSpiLoTS school has become a 
formal educational centre, which 
we didn’t want to become, so we 
parted ways and redefined our 
program under the knowmads 
concept.  So it’s a new start for 
us.  in february we launched the 
new programme with 12 students 
and in September another four 
students will join us.  

eArn while you leArn

The core principle of our school 
is that students must earn while 
they learn, and learn while they 
earn.  we find it strange that you 
can determine three years upfront 
what a programme’s curriculum 
should be, what students should 
be learning.  The world is chang-
ing so fast! our approach is to 
connect the curriculum to real life 

assignments.  we currently have 
five partners—companies such as 
kLm and royal haskoning—who 
bring to us some of their core 
strategic challenges.  They come 
here to the school to present 
these issues to our students.  
Then it’s up to the students to 
come up with potential solutions. 
The school facilitates that process 
obviously, but the way we do that 
is pretty unique.  
our students each pay a €4,500 
fee for the year-long course; but 
that money is in fact an invest-
ment in their education.  we ask 
the students to form a limited 
partnership in which they all 
become shareholders.  our first 

group of students decided to 
form a cooperative; they had the 
choice to form a limited company 
too.  as a group—we call them the 
Tribe—they then prepare project 
proposals for our partners.  These 
proposals for action must include 
a clear outline of objectives, 
the time-line and obviously the 
costs—which they then present 
back to the partners.  The partners 
can then decide to go ahead with 
the project or ask for some fine-
tuning.  The whole idea is that the 
projects are a combined effort—a 
form of co-creation; we want our 
partners to be very involved.  
once the plans have been 
approved, the school then looks 
the expertise that is needed.  Some 
of it can be found in-house but 
much will need to be brought in 
from external partners.  for exam-
ple, in our project around envi-
ronmental sustainability for royal 

haskoning, we felt it was neces-
sary to take a closer look into the 
cradle-to-cradle concept. So we’ll 
fly in the relevant experts to do a 
workshop here at the school.  now 
the point of that workshop will not 
be to give a general presentation 
on cradle-to-cradle theory; no, 
we ask them to customise the 
workshop to the specific needs 
of our students’ project.   The 
whole point is that these projects 
succeed and that the cooperative 
earns its dues, that it is profitable 
or at least break even.  in a way, 
we’re both a school and a busi-
ness; we’re a crossing between 
the two.  This has certain implica-
tions.  for example, in the summer 

‘Education should be front-
running but too often it isn’t; it 

simply follows the evolution of the 
market.” 

Meet Pieter Spinder,  

Tribe Leader at Knowmads, where the first 

thing that students do is set up a company. 
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own business.  we help them with 
that, using the Startup wheel, an 
action-learning method developed 
by David madié from copenhagen/
new York.  we’re also planning to 
expand our floor space here to 
build a type of hub, an incubator 
of sorts for starts-ups.  This would 
be fantastic for the programme 
since we could involve our resident 
entrepreneurs as coaches.   a third 
option for graduating students 
is to connect to an international 
project.  again, this is something 
we can help them with.  for exam-
ple, in our last programme under 
the kaoSpiLoTS umbrella, we all 
went to israel and palestine where 
we worked with local nGos and 
companies.  

the future of educAtion

i’m optimistic.  a lot is happening 
in education circles in holland.  The 
hva (The hogeschool van amster-
dam) and the han (hogeschool 
van arnhem en nijmegem), for 
example, are both trying to adopt 
entrepreneurial and action learning 
principles.  and the response from 
other educational establishments 
to knowmads has been amazing. 
we’re getting a great deal of posi-
tive feedback and media attention 
too.  also abroad there are some 
very exciting concepts, like Yip (a 
social entrepreneurship school), 
hyperisland (a media school) and 
the Vega School in South africa.  in 
a way, they’re all trying to do simi-
lar things: they’re trying to prepare 
students for the future and they’re 
playing a pioneering and active 
role in society.  They’re actually 
creating things and playing a pro-
active role in their environment.  
That’s what education should be 
in my opinion.  education should 
be front-running but too often it 
isn’t; it simply follows the evolu-
tion of the market.  education has 
the opportunity to play a much 
more pioneering role in the mar-
ket and society.  we need to give 
young people a new way of learn-
ing, of engaging with the world.  
we need to encourage them in 
the belief that they can change 
the world, that they can create 
a better world.  and that means 
working with head, heart and 

hand; most schools focus exclu-
sively on the head, on knowledge, 
when experience and feeling and 
action are equally important.  i’m 
a happy guy, but i would be really 
really happy if education were truly 
front-runner in society.

BIO
Pieter Spinder is tribe leader, ini-
tiator of Knowmads, entrepreneur, 
co-creator, ideamaker, market-
eer, storyteller, idealist, positive 
change consultant, and Former 
Teamleader Team 1 KaosPilots 
Netherlands.
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for entrepreneurs.  The universities 
are starting to do more for entre-
preneurs, but they usually take an 
academic perspective.  when it 
comes to entrepreneurship, i think 
a sports analogy is more accurate.  
entrepreneurship is a hands-on 
discipline.  and it is a craft that is 
constantly changing.  The modern 
world is changing so rapidly—the 
market, the technologies, the 
tools that entrepreneurs use. 
That’s why an academic approach 
to entrepreneurship training can’t 
be as effective as a hands-on 
approach.
To facilitate our learning process 
we have involved mentors who 
are themselves successful ceos 
of young fast growing technology 
companies.  They learned—and 
are learning—the hard way the 
lessons that our founders need to 
know.  These are people who are 
still in the thick of things today.

In what way does the Founder 
Institute differ from other startup 
acceleration programmes such as 
YCombinator?

an important component of 
our programme is what we call 
the bonus pool.  This is a type 
of shared ownership pool that 
is set up for every class.  all the 
stakeholders—the founders, the 
mentors, the institute—will own 
a piece of each new company, or 
more accurately, will own a piece 
of the upside of the companies 
(stakeholders aren’t technically 
shareholders).  The idea is that 
all the stakeholders involved in a 
particular programme—say the 
Brussels programme—will have a 
shared goal that their companies 
succeed.  This creates a specific 
dynamic and sense of common 
purpose in the group.  and it is 
a key aspect of the way in which 
we are trying to export and inter-
nationalise Silicon Valley. we do 
two programmes per year in each 

Startup acceleration pro-
grammes have become all 
the rage, witness the fame 
of YCombinator, TechStars 
and Seedcamp. But here’s 
one with a difference. The 
Founder Institute, set up in 
2009 by Adeo Ressi, wants 
to create 1000 companies a 
year around the world.  That is 
hugely ambitious.  Secondly, 
the Founder Institute doesn’t 
invest directly in its startups. 
Instead, it works with a bonus 
pool whereby all the stake-
holders linked to a particular 
programme—the entrepre-
neurs, the mentors, the insti-
tute—share in the potential 
upside of each venture. That 
creates a specific dynamic, a 
Silicon Valley dynamic, which 
the Founders Institute will be 
injecting in 30 cities around 
the world. 

Can you tell us a little about the 
Founders Institute?

Basically the founder institute is a 
4 month training and apprentice-
ship programme for entrepreneurs 
to help them launch meaningful 
and enduring companies.  That’s 
an easy sentence but all these 
words are there for a reason.  
every year approximately 25,000 
technology companies are cre-
ated worldwide; but only about 
3,000 end up being ‘meaningful 
and enduring’.   we don’t want to 
launch companies that do not go 
anywhere.  
i’m an 8-time entrepreneur; a serial 
entrepreneur.  The entire time 
that i have been an entrepreneur, 
i have never come across a good 
training and networking program 
that is specifically geared to entre-
preneurship.  if you’re an athlete 
there is a clear path for you; there 
are all sorts of dedicated training 
and coaching programmes avail-
able. But there is nothing like that 

Exporting  
Silicon Valley

Serial entrepreneur Adeo Ressi is exporting 

Silicon Valley to 30 cities around  

the world, including Brussels
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city and in this way we’re not only 
helping our founders, but we’re 
also having an impact on the 
broader ecosystem in that region.  
we’ve clearly seen that effect in 
other cities where we’re active.  
once the founder institute starts 
operating in a city, then the stake-
holders in the area begin to cluster 
around it; and this can have a sig-
nificant impact on the quality and 
quantity of technology companies 
created.  
The fact that we don’t invest in our 
startups makes us pretty unique.  
it’s a subtle difference but it allows 
us to keep the entrepreneur’s 
interests in mind.  for example, 
we don’t expect our founders to 
quit their job while they’re on the 
programme.  if we were investors, 
we probably would—as the Vcs 
behind other accelerator pro-
grammes do.   we want to do what 
is best for the entrepreneur, and 
sometimes that can mean that an 
entrepreneur should give up and 
try something else.  if we were 
shareholders in these companies 
we might be more inclined to push 
the entrepreneur on, even when 
that might not be the right deci-
sion for the entrepreneur.  once 
the entrepreneur is ready then 
we do go out to help find funding.  
close to 40% of our graduates 
have attracted investors.
Scale is another important differ-
ence.  our goal is to create 1,000 
companies per year.  That’s a radi-
cally different scale to the other 
startup acceleration programmes 
out there.  To achieve that number 
we will need to be active in at least 
30 cities.  Today we’re in 13 cities 
and only a year old, so we’re firmly 
on track to get there.  we have 
more than 250 mentors and hun-
dreds of graduates. 
finally, the social science testing 
is pretty fundamental to our suc-
cess.  all applicants need to do a 
test that predicts their likelihood 
of succeeding as an entrepreneur.  

This test currently has a 73% 
accuracy rate in predicting entre-
preneurial success.  That allows 
us to work much more efficiently.  
for example, in the selection proc-
ess, we don’t even need to ask you 
about your business idea.  

What is the Institute’s business 
model?

The running costs of local pro-
grammes, such as catering and 

mentor travel, are charged back to 
the entrepreneurs in a course fee, 
so there is negligible cost to the 
parent company. But ultimately 
we’re betting on our ability to 
make entrepreneurs successful 
with the bonus pools.  we retain 
15% of each bonus pool, which 
provides us with upside and 
administration fees for managing 
the pool for ten years.  

Why are you doing this?

when i sold my last company in 
2007, i made myself a promise 
that, before i’d start another tech-
nology business, i would make 
the world significantly better 
for entrepreneurs.  my two next 
companies were set up with that 
in mind.  The first is Thefunded.

com, which is a global review site 
of Venture capital companies.  at 
present it is the largest commu-
nity of ceos in the world.  we have 
about 15,000 members and we 
process about 100 new ceo appli-
cations per day.  But Thefunded 
has a problem in the sense that 
not all applicants are really worthy 
of being members.  That got me 
thinking about how we could help 
these entrepreneurs.  one option 
was to develop a ‘light’ version 

of Thefunded, but we eventually 
concluded that a good training 
programme was the most press-
ing need for these entrepreneurs.  
our first programme we tried to 
extend through remote telepres-
ence.  even though i think those 
participants still had a fantastic 
experience, it was pretty clear 
that you can’t beat the real thing, 
where the strength of personal 
relationships and teamwork come 
to play. That led to our decision to 
physically expand the programme 
around the world. 
 
In your experience, is Europe 
different when it comes to 
entrepreneurship?

Yes, but not in the way that is obvi-
ous.  The legal context for setting 

up companies is more cumber-
some in europe compared to the 
U.S., but we expected that.  in each 
country we have to customize the 
contractual side of things to the 
local incorporation laws.  
another difference i’ve noted is 
that european entrepreneurs have 
a tendency to come up with solu-
tions that apply well to the local 
market; but from a technology 
market perspective that is too lim-
iting.  You need to think global or 
at least at a european scale.
on the positive side, we’ve had 
a very strong semester in paris.  
The french entrepreneurs are just 
as good as anywhere else in the 
world.  and i have the test scores 
to prove it.  Brussels right now has 
the largest number of applicants 
in europe. That’s fantastic, seeing 
that enthusiasm. This is your shot 
Brussels, i’m excited.  You could 
see the programme as a type of 
shock therapy, a defibrillator, to 
boost entrepreneurship in the 
region.  if you’re thinking about 
becoming an entrepreneur i’d 
encourage you to apply and take 
the test.  most people who dream 
about being an entrepreneur are 
looking for an indicator of some 
sort that they’re ready, that there’s 
an opportunity for them.  well, this 
test is highly predictive of entre-
preneurial success; i can’t think of 
a better indicator.  here it is.

BIO
Adeo Ressi is Founding Member 
of TheFunded.com, an online 
community of 12,000 CEOs to 
research, rate, and review funding 
sources worldwide. Adeo also runs 
the Founder Institute, a mentoring 
program that helps entrepreneurs 
launch hundreds of world-class 
companies each year. The Insti-
tute is the eighth start-up that 
Adeo has founded or built, four of 
which were acquired and three of 
which are still operating. Adeo also 
serves on the Board of the X PRIZE 
foundation, a non-profit chartered 
to inspire human achievements 
through competition.

‘ I made myself a promise that 
before I’d start another company I 
would make the world significantly 

better for entrepreneurs
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those businesses.  Those students 
are then sent to a speed dating 
event with mBa students from a 
business school.  The goal is to find 
a compatible partner and get the 
business ready for serious funding.  
So from an agencies’ perspective, 
if one or two business in that five 
year investment period become 
valuable it should translate into a 
nice roi.

300 mentors

But it isn’t all about money.  The 
advertising agencies also give us 
their people.  we have approxi-
mately 300 mentors, from various 
disciplines in the creative sector.  

our mentors don’t all come from 
the agencies; we also work closely 
with people like Saul klein, the 
venture capitalist who runs the 
Seedcamp programme.  That’s 
fantastic inspiration.
each day we can expect a visit 
from about four to six men-
tors.  But they don’t come in to 
teach. instead, they come in to 
talk to the students about their 
projects.  They come in to listen, 
to advise, and to coach.  our 
learning approach is described by 
educationalists as andragogical.  
Basically it is a form of vocational 
training whereby students take 

How do young people best 
prepare themselves for a 
career in industries that are 
being transformed in cycles 
of months instead of decades, 
such as the communications 
sector?  Is a classic university 
education, based on rigid 
curricula, classroom lectures 
and academics as teachers, 
still relevant to such indus-
tries?  Marc Lewis, dean of 
the recently opened School 
of Communication Arts 2.0 
in London, clearly doesn’t 
think so.  Continuing in the 
spirit of the original and now 
legendary School of Commu-
nications Arts that operated 
in the 1980s and 90s, SCA 2.0 
offers its students a hands-on 
vocational training supported 
by a network of industry men-
tors.  But it is really breaking 
ground with its curriculum, 
an open and transparent Wiki 
that is developed by industry 
professionals, and its incuba-
tion programme for “ideapre-
neurs.” Marc Lewis explains.

in the footsteps of John 
gillArd

firstly, to be clear, the school isn’t 
new.  we are, in fact, reopening a 
school.  John Gillard, who ran the 
school from 1985 to 1995, was 
one of the greatest educators i 
have ever met.  i was one of the 
last scholarship students at the 
school before it closed.  
John detested the way that crea-
tivity was taught at universities.  
he wanted to create the antithesis 
of university education.  Universi-
ties focus on the how; John felt 
that we should focus on the why. 
if you only focus on the how then 
you may get a visually interesting 
result but you will lack depth.  But 

Rethinking the 
relationship with 

industry
Meet Marc Lewis, dean of the re-established 

School of Communication Arts in London, 

 a school that is rethinking the  

relationship with industry

it is the ideas that really matter.  
John had an amazing vision and 
was a superb leader but had to 
retire when his health declined.  
as a result the advertising industry 
pulled its funding and the school 
had to close.  
we decided to reopen the school, 
but we’re going to fix two mis-
takes.  firstly, the original school 
was too dependent on John, being 
the charismatic leader that he 
was. The industry supported him 
instead of the idea.  That isn’t a 
sustainable model.  So we’re fixing 
that via a new business model.
The second mistake was that the 
school lacked diversity.  i was one 
of two students on a scholarship 
and minority groups were totally 
underrepresented.  i recall it was 
about 2%, when about 60% of 
London’s population consists of 
minority groups.  Diversity is so 
important, for at least two rea-
sons.  for one, as communicators 
we need to have empathy for all 
parts of society. and secondly, 
diversity is essential to the creative 
process.  if we don’t have diversity 
in our industry then it shouldn’t be 
any surprise that all our communi-
cation will look the same.
Thus, in the new school, 15 of our 
50 students will be on a full schol-
arship.  By 2015 we aim to have 
50% of our students on a schol-
arship.  But that’s the limit; we’ll 
go no further than 50%.  That’s 
because we are an exclusive and 
elite school.  and we are expen-
sive—our annual fee is £12,000.   
we want to make sure that people 
understand and recognise the 
value of this education.

An entrepreneuriAl 
Angle

our business model is reliant on 
the advertising agencies.  The 

problem with advertising agencies 
is that they’re cash flow busi-
nesses; they lack stable revenue 
streams.  So we need a model that 
supports long-term commitment.  
we’ve solved it by incorporating an 
entrepreneurial dimension to the 
business model.  our partner agen-
cies not only fund the scholarships; 
they also become shareholders in 
our investment fund.  it works as 
follows.  advertising agencies can 
participate as ‘heroes’ or as ‘leg-
ends’.  heroes pay £5,000 a year 
and after 5 years receive 1% of the 
fund. Legends pay £20,000 a year 
and receive 5% of the fund after 
5 years.  we’ve collected about 
£290,000 in agency sponsorship.  

£150k will be used to cover our 
first 15 scholarship places and 
£40k goes to an emergency pot 
to cover unexpected costs for 
students.  That leaves £100k for 
the investment fund; and that’s 
where the long-term commitment 
comes in.
at the end of the first term, each 
student has to present a business 
plan to our investment panel of 
experienced entrepreneurs.  Ten 
students (out of our class of fifty) 
will each receive £10,000 in seed 
funding.  in return, the investment 
fund—and thus indirectly our 
partner agencies—takes equity in 36

‘ The point is to create a free 
repository of knowledge for any 
student anywhere in the world.
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responsibility for their own learn-
ing.  our students need to figure 
out whom to turn to for support, 
knowledge and inspiration.  more, 
by connecting our students to 300 
mentors they also are meeting 
their future employers, clients and 
suppliers.  it’s not what you know 
and not who you know; it is what 
you know about who you know.

An open curriculum 

finally, our partner agencies and 
mentors contribute to our wiki. 
They’re constantly uploading arti-
cles, case studies and other mate-
rial.  The point is to create a free 
repository of knowledge for any 
student anywhere in the world.  
The communication sector has 
gone through tremendous change; 
in fact, it is probably changing 
faster than any other industry.  
But our professional qualifications 
are based on fixed curricula that 
hardly change.  if things change so 
rapidly then we need to adapt our 
curriculum constantly, we need 
to let it live.  and the best way to 
do that is to involve the industry 
itself.  people who are active in 
the industry should be compiling 
the curriculum.  indeed, i think 
this is the first time that a cur-
riculum that was created by the 
industry is up for accreditation.  
That’s important too; it has to be 
accredited.  only an accredited 
curriculum opens doors and is 
valued in society.  But at the same 
time it should be open and freely 
available.  and most importantly, 
it must iterate. it must iterate or 
die.  we see this as an important 
evolution in education; creating 
open and accredited curricula.
involving industry can be a difficult 
issue for educationalists.  But we’re 
not preparing people to become 
doctors.  our ultimate goal is to 

create prosperity and that means 
we need to connect to industry.  
obviously you need to retain your 
autonomy.  nicholas negroponte 
of miT Lad understood that per-
fectly.  he invited the corporate 
world in but held them at arm’s 
length.  for our part, we are trying 
to be as inclusive and transparent 
as we can.  we’re open to new 
agencies and we rely on the wiki 
to keep everything transparent.

BIO
Marc Lewis is dean and founder of 
the School of Communication Arts 
2.0 in London.  
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organisations       2| 
and work
on empowerment, engagement and 
the demise of the corporate 
enterprise

a tale of mounting pressure on large companies as the 
fundamentals of our economic model change. 

John hagel iii, John Seely Brown and Lang Davison 
at Deloitte’s centre of the edge, the initiative-takers 
of the Big Shift index, conclude in a 2009 paper that 
“(US) firm performance continues to deteriorate as 
competition intensifies, driven by the spread of a new 
digital infrastructure and public policy initiatives that 
reduce barriers to entry and barriers to movement. in 
other words, firms are failing to capture the benefits for 
themselves or for their shareholders of even the modest 
productivity improvements they have achieved. These 
benefits instead appear to be captured increasingly by 
creative talent and customers, who are gaining more 
market power as competition intensifies.” 

Some talk about a revolution, some about the ‘rup-
ture’ and some describe it as the ‘big shift’.  what-

ever you wish to call it, a pretty fundamental change is 
happening in the way we work and the way we organize 
ourselves for work. But that is easy to say; the hard part 
is predicting let alone understanding what the future 
will bring and how we, as workers or as organizations, 
best prepare today.  

amidst the many gurus and quacksalvers who claim 
to understand the future of work, there are some 

with real foresight and rigour. over ten years ago, at a 
time when the concept of ‘blogging’ was just beginning 
to emerge, the cluetrain manifesto was published. in 
this influential work, the four authors announced that 
a ‘global conversation has begun’ (sound familiar?) that 
is profoundly changing the way markets and organiza-
tions function. The argument ran basically as follows. 
The internet is allowing people to connect with each 
other and share knowledge at tremendous speed. This 
is happening within and across organizational boundar-
ies; and beyond the control of those organizations. as a 
result, the formal hierarchies within organizations are 
being subverted and “markets are getting smarter—and 
getting smarter faster than most companies.” To survive 
in this newly networked world, companies will have to 
open up and engage in authentic conversations with 
workers and markets.   

in the latest edition of the manifesto, published in 
2010, the authors admit that they probably overstated 
their case, but given the dramatic rise of the ‘social’ web 
since (recall, the manifesto was written before anybody 
had heard of wikipedia, facebook, Twitter and the 
iphone) they clearly were on to something.  

Since the publishing of cluetrain manifesto an ava-
lanche of books and gurus have announced the end of 
business and work as we know it, some more convinc-
ing than others.  But in recent years there has been an 
interesting initiative to measure, using a set of objective 
indicators, the deep and longer term change in the way 
we do business. The Big Shift index, as it is called, tells 
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The authors argue that in order to succeed compa-
nies will need to tap into the ever expanding flows of 
capital, talent and knowledge.  as the pace of change 
accelerates and competition intensifies, the sources of 
economic value are shifting from stocks of knowledge 
to knowledge flows since what we know today becomes 
obsolete ever more rapidly.  in an interesting set of 
conclusions, John hagel and his colleagues contend that 
while the digital infrastructures are largely responsible 
for driving this change, the most valuable knowledge 
flows, those that lead to the creation of new knowl-
edge, still happen in physical, face-to-face contexts. in 
other words, tightly knit teams really matter—even if 
they cross organizational boundaries. and in a nod to 
the hrm hype of the day, “workers who are passionate 
about their jobs are more likely to participate in knowl-
edge flows and generate value for companies.” finally, 
and in tune with the cluetrain manifesto, companies 
will need to undergo “institutional innovations” that 
shift the “rationale for the firm from scalable efficiency 
to scalable learning.”  

The works referred to above are a useful conceptual 
context when talking to hr managers today. in our 
interviews with Belgian hr managers, for example, a 
number of consistent themes emerge that make sense 
in context of the deeper transformation of our economic 
model.  in a world that is changing ever more rapidly, 
where product and innovation cycles are shortening, 
where competition is increasingly global and intense, 
companies are prioritizing two key capabilities: innova-
tion, i.e. the ability to create new improved products, 
services, processes and business models, and agility, 
i.e. the speed and flexibility in which the organization 
reacts to challenges and opportunities. in the eyes of hr 
managers, a company’s people strategies lie at the heart 
of this challenge.  

a number of hr priorities are apparent. for one, 
employees need to be ‘empowered’ to take initiative 
and make the right decisions at the right time. To ac-
complish that, power must devolve and organizational 
hierarchies must flatten. cisco’s recent reorganization 

is an exemplary case in that regard which will be closely 
watched. But more radical approaches exist too, wit-
ness the sociocracy movement.  But if you empower 
employees then you obviously need to give them the 
required ‘knowledge’ resources to support their creativ-
ity and decision-making power. here an interesting 
debate is taking shape.  The classic command & control 
organization will be tempted to take a DiY approach to 
this challenge by blocking external ‘distractions’ such 
as the web, Twitter, facebook, etc and instead build 
an internal ‘knowledge management’ system. much 
lambasted by the cluetrain authors—knowledge cannot 

be ‘managed’!—this approach runs counter to the trend 
that people are already tapping into borderless and 
unmanaged knowledge ‘flows.’ Similarly, companies 
are grappling with the question of whether they best 
impose a formal training regimen on their people or 
whether they should create instead an infrastructure for 
continuous learning and leave the actual content, time 
and place of learning up to their empowered employees.

The logical counterpart of employee empowerment is 
engagement.  You can free up your people; you can give 
them the resources they need to do what is right for 
the company; but if they’re not motivated in their work 
you’ll end up with nothing. as much as engagement 
seems all the hype in hr circles, it remains a remarkably 
vague and tenuous concept. what is engagement, how 
do you measure it, and how do you ‘manage’ such an 
individual and emotional aspect of motivation?  Values 

‘ There is no magic formula, 
there are no easy twelve 
steps; the only thing you can 
do is be resolutely genuine 
and keep on inventing.

and culture are an oft quoted answer to that question. 
But again, how do you ‘manage’ an organisation’s val-
ues and culture? There is more to organizational culture 
than compiling a corporate value statement. Trendy 
internet companies such as Zappos claim to understand 
this and are experimenting with a number of striking 
tactics—e.g. the quit bonus—to ensure high employee 
engagement.  others are institutionalizing ‘fun’ as a 
business process. But as Schumpeter, a columnist at the 
economist helpfully pointed out, many of these tactics 
are inherently contradictory. The moment you start 
imposing fun it ceases to be fun. 

There are no easy tactical answers here and that is why 
the cluetrain authors were on to something when they 
diagnose “the simple, if painful, prognosis: organiza-
tions must encourage and engage in genuine conversa-
tion with workers and markets - or go belly up.” There 
is no magic formula, there are no easy twelve steps; the 
only thing you can do is be resolutely genuine and keep 
on inventing. 

while there probably will always be large corporate 
enterprises, some private, some state-owned, to man-
age large-scale industrial activity, one could question 
whether these are the natural habitat of empowered 
and engaged employees. Several studies, including the 
Big Shift index, have observed that the vast majority of 
employees are not passionate about their work. That is 
the harsh reality of many places of work, leaving aside 
the question of whether an alternative reality is possible. 

To gaze into the future it may be useful to look at the 
young, who are the future. if the Sandbox network, a 
community of young achievers, is representative of 
tomorrow’s leaders, then we are likely to see a lot more 
entrepreneurship, where engagement and empower-
ment comes natural, and a lot more experimentation 
with new forms of social organization that build on fluid 
knowledge flows as opposed to the other way round.
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People make the difference. Most companies are waking 
up this fact. But people are not easy to manage.  It isn’t 
a matter of tweaking a few dials to optimize perform-
ance.  On the contrary, the management of a company’s 
human resources is primarily a matter of finding the right 
balance between often contradictory levers.  Koen Dewet-
tinck, Associate Professor and HRM expert at the Vlerick 
Leuven Gent Management School, offers his view on the 
key debates and trends in HRM.

FINDING THE BALANCE
The way we manage people is becoming both ‘harder’ 
and ‘softer’.  It is becoming harder in the sense that 
companies are operating in an increasingly competi-
tive environment.  Companies are realising that their 
people make the difference and hence there is pres-
sure to continuously improve performance. Employ-
ees are confronted by increasingly stringent targets 
and performance metrics. The way we handle people 
is also becoming softer, however, in the sense that 
companies are investing more in their organisational 
culture and the development of their people.  Compa-
nies recognise that they need to create a great place to 
work if they wish to attract and retain the talent they 
need.
The challenge is to find a balance these two somewhat 
contradictory policy directions.  For example, one can 
set tough performance targets but at the same time 
create an environment where people feel empowered 
and supported in their careers.  This is why education 
and training is so important.  You have to provide the 
necessary support otherwise people will feel over-
whelmed.

LIFELONG LEARNING
Due to demographic factors—the ageing population—
there is increasing pressure on people to work longer.  
In light of this, we should question our assumptions 
about what a typical career is.  At present we have a 
very linear perspective on our careers: you study until 
you’re 25, then you have your career, and then you 
retire.  If we are going to work longer, then we should 
allow for more flexibility in that trajectory. For one, we 
need to think more in terms of lifelong learning.  The 
world is changing so rapidly, hence it is essential that 
we keep on learning and updating our skills.  But peo-
ple also need to be able to take a break in their career, 
to study or simply to reassess their priorities, and pos-
sibly change track.  
The boundary between education and training is 
blurring. Learning increasingly is something you do 
on the job too; not just at school.  Via project work 
and coaching models people are given more perspec-
tive in their careers, more opportunity to learn new 
skills and pursue different career directions.  This 
is also where e-learning comes into the picture, to 

help make continuous learning possible.  E-learning 
programmes are very flexible—they’re independent 
of time and place—and can be tailored more easily 
to the needs of individuals.  At this point, however, 
e-learning has not taken off quite as expected.  Hybrid 
forms that combine classroom learning, e-learning 
and coaching are more popular.  Nevertheless, it is an 
unstoppable trend.  The Vlerick Management School 
is actively investing in e-learning.  We have devel-
oped an e-learning platform which is currently being 
tested.   Obviously we do not see it as replacement of 
our existing programmes; we regard it as a comple-
mentary channel.  
This multi-pronged approach is important.  Coaching 
too is a powerful component to education.  Companies 
increasingly rely on coaching as a way to strengthen 
the learning process.  A specific group may undergo 
classroom training but this is then followed up with 
coaching on the job to ensure that this knowledge is 
actually applied, that it translates into behaviour and 
action.  E-learning will inevitably gain traction but it 
is clear that companies still value face-to-face contact.  
At the Vlerick School we operate in an internation-
alised context.  We have two campuses in Flanders, 

one in St-Petersburg and a joint venture in China.  Our 
current full time programme has over 40 nationali-
ties represented in class.  That is incredibly enriching.  
Bringing people together physically remains a power-
ful component of our value proposition.
Learning is also becoming more social. We are now 
seeing training programmes being split up over a year 
and involving more interactive components such as 
a blog or forum to share lessons learned and to pro-
vide ongoing feedback.  This allows people to reflect 
more on the knowledge they are gaining and how this 
knowledge is applied in their careers.

THE CHANGING ROLE OF HRM
The role of HR Management is clearly evolving.  On 
the one hand it is becoming more rigorous and ‘hard’, 
in the sense that HRM is under pressure to prove its 
value and its business impact.  HRM is learning the 
language of business.  If it wants to be taken seriously 
at board level, then it needs to evolve in that direction.  
On the other hand companies increasingly recognise 
the value of their organisational culture.  But this 

‘ The boundary between 
education and training is 
blurring.
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is so much more difficult to grasp, to measure.  You 
can’t create an organisational culture where people 
are motivated and engaged with their work, simply by 
applying technical HRM skills. This is more a func-
tion of the leadership and management skills across 
the entire organisation.   HRM can play a strategic 
role in this regard, by supporting the development of 
those skills, but it is ultimately the business lines that 
carry the organisation’s values and culture.
We see HRM evolving into three reasonably distinct 
activities. Increasingly, companies are relying on a 
shared services model for the transactional aspects 
of HRM.  These are activities that can be outsourced.  
The second component is business process design, 
for which dedicated expertise centres are set up.  And 
thirdly, HRM serves as a business partner, support-
ing the business on the ground with people-related 
issues.

LOYALTY
Some trends contradict each other which again high-
light the balancing exercise that HRM faces.  Take 
loyalty for example.  On the one hand the traditional 
idea of lifelong employment and mutual loyalty (com-
pany to employee and employee to company) does not 
hold anymore. Most companies cannot make such 
promises anymore. And employees’ expectations have 
changed too. The way most companies reacted to the 
current recession has simply accentuated that evolu-
tion.  Hence there is a lot more career mobility and job-
hopping.  But on the other hand, the high-performing 
companies are those that still do offer long-term 
career perspectives to their people.  Top performing 
companies typically are widely recognised for their 
strong employment brand and hence their ability to 
attract and retain the best talent in the market.  

FOUR CONCLUSIONS
In context of all these trends, I could summarise my 
advice to companies in four points.  Firstly, make the 
right decisions about who you place in management 
positions.  Do they have the right capabilities and 
motivation? Secondly, do not be satisfied with the 
status quo.  You should strive for continuous improve-
ment and change.  Often this will elicit resistance, 
but it is necessary to create drive and energy in the 
organisation. Thirdly, find the right balance between 
challenging people and offering sufficient support.  It 
is essential that you challenge your people because 
that way they feel that they’re developing and grow-
ing, but take care not to overwhelm them.  Finally, 
take a good look at your knowledge management 
strategy.  In light of the ageing population, but also 
the increasing career mobility, it is important that you 
have the systems in place, and the values, that stimu-
late knowledge sharing.

BIO
Vlerick Leuven Gent Manage- +

ment School is the leading 

management school in Belgium. 

It offers an international MBA 

programme and numerous 

training programmes for 

company executives. The school 

has three campuses: Gent and 

Leuven (in Belgium) and St. 

Petersburg.

www.vlerick.com +

Koen Dewettinck, HRM expert at the Vlerick Leuven Gent Management School,
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one blogger attended i would have 
been very excited. as it turned out, 
we sold 600 tickets. The media 
jumped on it. Techcrunch wrote 
about it, before the event even 
happened. They were followed by 
a few news publications, includ-
ing the San francisco chronicle, 
and then the big guys—Business 
week, The wall Street journal, 
cBS/aBc—came to the event. 
That created huge momentum. i 
was involved in the organisation 
of the next three events but all 
the other events after that hap-
pened completely autonomously, 
using the wiki we had set up. That 
was amazing to see. Some of the 
events i didn’t have even know 
about until much later.

reflection

Later in 2009 i went on a trip 
around the world to think about 
the next step in my life. By then 
there were two small pockets 
in the US where people were 
organising Laidoffcamp events. 
There were others too, but the 
whole point of Laidoffcamp is 
to help people find jobs or start 
businesses, so in sense we were 
actively eradicating our own driv-
ing forces. most of the people who 
helped organise Laidoffcamp got 
jobs. This is in contrast to Barcamp 
where participants do not change 
their situation that radically.

Riding the wave
Christ Hutchins’ founder of LaidoffCamp, 

reflects on the key decisions in a career that 

mirrors the transformative times we live in

Chris Hutchins has had a 
colourful career. In order, he 
has been a banker, a consult-
ant at major consulting firm, 
he got laid off, he worked as 
a freelance consultant, he 
gained fame for creating an 
unconference that is actively 
destroying its own driving 
force, and he is currently busi-
ness development manager at 
a tech start-up. In a way, Chris’ 
career has undergone—and 
drawn inspiration from—some 
of the major socio-economic 
changes of the past decade.  
In this interview, Chris reflects 
on his career choices, the 
power of unconferences, and 
the state of education and 
entrepreneurship today.

expectAtions

 “i grew up in a pretty fortunate 
environment where i had things 
mapped out for me: private school, 
private college and then prob-
ably an ivy League university. But 
after school i decided that i didn’t 
want to go on that route. instead i 
went to a large public university in 
colorado. Later on, when i talked 
to my old friends from back home, 
who were attending those top 
universities, i heard that they all 
had jobs lined up already, typically 
in investment banking. But i had 
absolutely no idea what i wanted 

unemployed people around and 
a lot of them have really valuable 
skills and talents. There had to be 
a way to tap into that capital.   

lAunching A conference

one of my friends was one of the 
founders of Barcamp, another 
unconference. That really took 
off and the media loved it. So i 
borrowed a part of the name and 
called it Laidoffcamp.  Beyond 
that i didn’t worry too much 
about the concept or the format. 
my first priority was to get a 
number of unemployed people 
together and to organise a small 
unconference—a community 
discussion—where we could share 
ideas and expertise, for example, 
about how to market yourself as 
a freelancer, how to prepare for 
a job interview, or even how to 
complete a tax return form.  we 
tried to organise something pretty 
low-key and informal, but with a 
good mix of people. and that we 
got.  for example, some of the 
folks had been in the workforce 
for 40 years but didn’t know what 
Linkedin was. 
 
momentum

our first event was in march 2009 
in San francisco. it blew away all 
my expectations. i had hoped for 
about 50 to 100 attendees and if 

to do. i thought i was pretty smart 
and ambitious so i also went for—
and got—a banking job.  

lAid off

i spent several years in the corpo-
rate world, culminating with a con-
sulting role at the monitor Group. 
The consulting job was hard work. 
for about a year i worked really 
long hours, but always with a 
lingering doubt about the point 
of it all.  it was a job where you 
simply worked for someone, with 
very little say in where the com-
pany was going.  and then the 
financial crisis hit.  i got laid off a 
month before christmas, which 
gave me plenty of time to think. 
nobody was going to hire me just 
before the holiday season, except 
retail stores. i spent that time with 
some good friends, smart people 
who were doing interesting things. 
one of those weekends i spent in 
Boulder with my friend andrew 
hyde, who is the founder of Star-
tupweekend. Startupweekend is 
a type of ‘unconference’ where a 
number of aspirant entrepreneurs, 
developers and designers spend a 
weekend together working non-
stop. at the end of it they have the 
basics of 10 to 15 web products, 
at demo or proof-of-concept level. 
That’s when i got the idea to do 
something similar but for unem-
ployed people.  There are so many 
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when i got back from my trip i first 
looked for some consulting work; i 
needed to earn some money.  and 
at the moment i’m considering a 
job at an interesting start-up in 

San francisco (ed. note. chris got 
the job – he is currently employed 
as business development manager 
at SimpleGeo).

entrepreneurship

entrepreneurship has become very 
hot. Twenty or even ten years ago, 
people’s ambition was to get a job. 
But now, entrepreneurship is the 
expected thing to do, perhaps too 
much so. i suspect that the larger 
companies are suffering because 
their best and brightest stars are 
out there starting companies. for 
myself, i’m not sure i’m ready yet. 
i don’t know if i have the brand or 
the experience right now. i was 

lucky enough be invited to speak 
at South by Southwest, but that’s 
because it’s the only conference 
that looks at people’s knowledge 
about a topic and not just the Vip 

status of speakers. i realise that i 
need to find a way to accelerate the 
path to entrepreneurship, but at 
this stage i think i can learn a great 
deal from other people. That’s why 
i want to join a start-up.  
in Silicon Valley the new trend 
among Vcs is to invest at the 
earliest possible level, along the 
lines of Ycombinator and Tech 
Stars. These two started it but 
now there are about twenty of 
these initiatives. The concept is 
very appealing. rent out some 
office space, invite 20-30 aspirant 
entrepreneurs and give them a 
little money and plenty of coach-
ing in return for equity.  for the 
entrepreneurs it’s great too. why 

not spend a summer giving it a 
go. and if it works you’re pretty 
much guaranteed that the Vcs will 
look for additional funding. what i 
wonder about, however, is how we 
could expand this entrepreneurial 
energy to other sectors. These 
types of initiatives always happen 
in the technology/internet space 
because it’s so cheap to start an 
internet company.  But how do 
you stimulate entrepreneurship 
and innovation in more capital 
intensive industries, the bedrock 
of much of our economy? 

educAtion

education is due for some pretty 
fundamental change, i suspect. 
education is typically a one-to-
many relationship. i noticed that 
at school there was increasing 
focus on group work but ulti-
mately the core principle of one 
person—the teacher—telling the 
students what to learn remained 
in place.  But often that teacher 
does not have the right experience 
or knowledge to effectively teach 
what young people need. for 
example, i had a marketing profes-
sor in his 60s who was teaching us 
e-marketing; but he had no idea 
what people were doing online. 
i suspect that this one-to-many 
relationship will change. everyone 
has a piece of knowledge that is 
relevant and valuable to someone 

else. The challenge is to facilitate 
that exchange. i think that the 
skills that teachers will need in 
the future are facilitating and 
conducting productive learning 
conversations.  

orgAnisAtions

Things are changing in the way we 
organise for work too. we’re seeing 
these coalitions of people emerge 
who have vetted each other. a 
little like the coops of residents 
that run apartment blocks.  or in 
the way that co-working spaces 
begin to function like integrated 
businesses. They’re not only 
sharing costs anymore, but also 
cross-selling services and sharing 
in wealth. obviously there is still 
resistance to these more open, 
more fluid forms of organisation 
but it is beginning to change.  
companies are gradually waking 
up to the fact that it’s about peo-
ple, not companies.

BIO 
Chris Hutchins, currently Senior 
Manager of Business Develop-
ment at San Francisco-based 
SimpleGeo, is passionate about 
technology, rock climbing and 
startups.  In his previous life, he 
was an investment banker at Allen 
& Co. and a management consult-
ant at the Monitor Group. After 
being laid off in 2008, he gave up 
on the corporate world, founded 
a social learning community 
called LaidOffCamp and started 
working as freelance consultant 
for several Internet companies. 
In 2009, he spent seven months 
travelling around the developing 
world, learning about life, culture 
and mobile technology. He cur-
rently resides in the Mission in San 
Francisco, where he’s on an endless 
quest for the best Mexican food.

‘Entrepreneurship is the expected 
thing to do, perhaps too much so.”
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The new employee has already 
been invented several times before. 
The term refers to someone who 
resolutely takes charge of his own 
career. This largely comes down to 
constantly upgrading one’s own 
competencies in the context of a 
developing labour market. Job secu-
rity for these employees no longer 
means an indefinite employment 
contract. When it comes right down 
to it, in fact, such a contract doesn’t 
give job security. Just ask the Opel 
employees. Real job security lies in 
developing competencies that make 
you widely employable in the labour 
market.

as mentioned already, there is no 
sign of this new employee just 
yet. The proportion of employees 
who feel free and uncommitted 
is somewhere between 5% and 
15%. a large number of employees 
would rather stay with their cur-
rent employers till the end of their 
careers. many of them, including 
younger employees, don’t have 
any ambition to ever change their 
jobs.

why does this new employee not 
exist yet? one important reason 
is that the new employee quickly 
degenerated into a caricature. it 
was said that ordinary jobs would 
disappear and that employees 
would only perform projects in 
future. The average employee 
would hop from project to project. 
for a while now there has been a 
much-viewed movie on YouTube 
called ‘did you know’? This movie 
outlines a vision of the future 
which is at times intriguing. one 
of its claims is that in the future 
employees will have had 14 dif-
ferent employers before they turn 
38. This is absolute nonsense. it 
is completely untrue that in the 
future careers with companies 
will be short by definition. it is 

The new employee
Labour market specialist  

Jan Denys questions  
the concept of the  

new employee

true that they will be more varied 
and employees will change their 
employers somewhat more often 
during their career, but it won’t 
be that dramatic. Longer careers 
in companies will remain the 
norm, although they will no longer 
be lifelong careers. Such claims 
frighten the average employee. 
The vast majority don’t find it 
attractive at all to constantly have 
to to change jobs. By laying it on 
so thick this vision of the future 
becomes very unappealing for 
the average employee and, work-
ing to the contrary, puts him off. 
he becomes conservative and 
wants to avoid taking risks. he 
starts thinking about joining the 
civil service where lifelong careers 
are still the norm and will remain 
so in future, albeit less so than at 
present.

a second reason is that we haven’t 
really organised our labour market 
yet to cater for this new employee. 
our entire system presupposes 
the employee who stays with one 
employer for life. our social pro-
tection, for instance, focuses on 

avoiding or discouraging dismissal. 
Social protection still does not 
take enough account of mobility in 
the job market, of changing jobs. 
with us, employees who are dis-
missed always get a lot of money 
(the one more than the other) but 
only in a minority of cases do they 
get counselling to help them find 
other work.

it is high time we redefined ‘the 
new employee’. for such a defini-
tion to appeal to a larger group of 
employees it must be more realis-
tic and less pretentious. we must 
not go overboard. when we speak 
of a new employee, two elements 
are essential:

firstly, the employee should no 
longer see his job as a point of 
departure but rather as his career. 
This means for a start that he or 
she must learn to look further 
ahead – say by 5 or so years – when 
taking certain decisions. it also 
means thinking a bit more deeply 
about one’s career from time to 
time. Transcending the short-term 
perspective is the first imperative 
for the new employee.

a second condition is that the 
employee must learn to keep 
looking outward during his career. 
he should ascertain from time to 
time what his position might be 
in the external job market. This 
could lead to another job but it 
also gives the person in question 
considerable protection against 

unexpected dismissal. The person 
who remains oriented towards the 
external job market is far better 
prepared to take the step of mov-
ing to a new job.
only when enough employees 
have adopted such an attitude 
could we speak of an open and 
modern labour market.

BIO
Jan Denys is a Belgian labour 
market specialist. His book ‘Free to 
work – voor een open en moderne 
arbeidsmarkt’ was published by 
Houtekiet.

‘ The new employee quickly 
degenerated into a caricature
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last year (2009) with the help of 
funding from family, friends and 
fools.  and we’ve just announced 
a second round of funding from 
centralway, a Swiss-based ven-
ture capital company. This isn’t 
the classic Vc investment where 
they’re looking for a major finan-
cial return; their main agenda is to 
be close to the network because 
it is such a tremendous source of 
potential new companies.

members

There are three steps to becoming 
a Sandbox member.  obviously you 
may be invited, but if you apply for 
membership then we first ask you 
to fill in an online profile, basically 
a c.v. outlining what you’ve been 
up to.  The second step we call 
the wow part. here we ask you to 
provide a video, a song, an essay—
anything, as long as it creates a 
wow impact.  Then the third step 
is to be recommended by a mem-
ber.  if you don’t know any mem-
bers then we’ll find people in the 
network who could recommend 
you.  we’d probably first ask you to 
attend a dinner and meet some of 
the people.
we have about 450 members at 
present.  our intention is to keep 
it manageable; we don’t want to 
be too big.  everything depends 
on the quality of the network, the 
mutual trust, the passion.

the next 10 yeArs

i’m 27 years old, so i guess i have 
3 years left hey?  But seriously, 
we don’t want be 40 looking after 
a community of people in their 
twenties.  hence, our goal for the 

Young achievers; most of us 
know the type. Not yet 30, 
but already achieving things 
that most don’t manage in an 
entire lifetime. They’re rare. 
But you do find them pretty 
much everywhere, in all coun-
tries, both rich and poor. In all 
disciplines, in the sciences, in 
business, in art, and in fields 
that today are still difficult to 
define. As individuals they’re 
already having an impact on 
the world. But now they’re 
being linked up.  In little over 
a year, Zurich-based Antoine 
Verdon and his friends have 
created a close-knit and glo-
bal community of over 400 
young achievers under the 
age of 30. The business model 
of Sandbox—as the com-
munity calls itself—may still 
be unclear, but undeniably 
they’re on to something pow-
erful, possibly very powerful. 
Antoine explains the thinking 
behind Sandbox and reflects 
on the values of this emerging 
generation.

the stArt: high school 
networks

The concept behind Sandbox is 
an old idea in fact and dates back 
to when i was about 16 years 
old.  at the time i was president 
of my high school student com-
mittee and regularly networked 
with other student leaders 
across Switzerland. That was a 
fantastic and really energising 
experience.  So we continued to 
build on our network, organising 
parties and such.  By the time 
we were 20 we were pretty well 

Accelerating 
achievement

Meet Antoine Verdon, co-founder and CEo 

of Sandbox, a global community 

of young achievers

connected but we realised that 
if we wanted to develop further 
we’d have to extend the network 
internationally.  

extending the network

The first idea was to organise a 
big international conference, but 
unfortunately that didn’t happen. 
we struggled to find sponsors and 
then the financial crisis hit. So we 
took a different tack. we raised a 
little money to start a business 
with two objectives in mind: firstly, 
we decided to continue build-
ing our network on the basis of 
both online and offline activities.  
online we rely on a social network 
platform, a bit like facebook but 
private. and offline we started 
organising small gatherings and 
dinners in different regions of 
the world.  we asked some of our 
members to serve as ambassa-
dors to organise these events and 
to look for new members.  

business model

Secondly, we’ve been working on 
a business model. for example, 
we’ve been asked by several large 
companies to help them with 

their marketing and social media 
projects.  in other cases we’ve 
been asked to participate in work-
shops that form part of their lead-
ership development programmes.  
They want to expose their manag-
ers to some of the ideas that our 
members are working on and 
thinking about. what works about 
these projects is that they’re valu-
able both for the companies and 
our members.  companies love it; 
their people gain a lot of inspira-
tion from our members.  and for 
our members it fits in our goal to 
accelerate their careers.  it offers 
them interesting experience and 
connections within the corporate 
world.  
Looking ahead, we’re planning 
a number of regional and global 
events.  These won’t be your 
classic conferences; we’ll place a 
lot more emphasis on interactiv-
ity and working together.  we’re 
also going to expand our edito-
rial activities.  and finally, we’re 
exploring the idea of setting up an 
investment fund, call it a Sandbox 
fund.  a lot of our members are 
entrepreneurs who are actively 
looking for funding.  obviously 
we’ll do this with a partner.
we incorporated Sandbox in may 
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next 2-3 years is to develop a sta-
ble business model and to attract 
younger people who could take 
over the running of the project.  
we want to create a highly recog-
nisable brand, comparable to say 
TeD, but targeting a very specific 
age group with a very strong added 
value for members.

reflections on the 
corporAte world

The corporates are taking an 
interest; they’re observing us, and 
especially keen on the new ideas 
that emerge from our network.  
This younger generation clearly 
has a different way of working. 
They’re very creative and can 

achieve a great deal with very 
small budgets.  and they’re not 
particularly interested in working 
for large organisations.  we see 
that in our membership; people 
are looking for more freedom but 
at the same time they’re keen 
on taking on more responsibility.  
They want to have an impact on 
the world; and they realise that 
they have a major responsibility 
in shaping our world.  They’re the 

future.  So they want to act now 
and not just reproduce what their 
parents were doing.  
i think that there are several ways 
in which companies can attract 
and retain these people.  firstly, 
by helping them understand 
what their impact can be on the 
company’s strategy and vision; 
and more broadly on the world.  
Don’t sell a 9-5 job; instead, sell 
a greater vision, sell meaning 
and values.  There are several 
companies out there who really 
understand this. companies like 
apple, netflix and Zappos are 
creating entire manifestos about 
their values and vision.  They’re 
experimenting too.  for example, 
some of these companies have 

scrapped holidays.  instead, they 
hire people to do certain tasks and 
leave it up to them to plan their 
time.  This is working on the basis 
of trust and values, as opposed to 
hierarchical structures.  i guess 
the extreme example of these 
alternative organisational forms is 
wikipedia, but i think that some of 
these principles can be applied to 
commercial companies.

BIO
Antoine works in Zurich as CEO of 
Sandbox and Global Head of Com-
munity.  He has a Master of Law 
from the University of Fribourg, 
Switzerland. Passionate about pol-
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just reproduce what their parents 
were doing.
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‘ People often point to the 
Scandinavian flexicurity 
model as an alternative for 
our system but I’m not con-
vinced.  The Belgian model 
is in fact reasonably flexible.

Organisations are changing; and training needs to adapt.  
As companies attempt to transform themselves into net-
worked organizations where information is shared verti-
cally and horizontally, and where people are empowered 
to make faster and better decisions, so they also need to 
reassess the role of training. CrossKnowledge, a Euro-
pean specialist in distance learning solutions, is proac-
tively exploring the future of training and learning. This 
is a future where training is embedded in the day-to-day 
work of people; where training is customized to the needs 
of individuals; and where training has become a social 
phenomenon. Stephan Atsou, Director of CrossKnowledge 
Belgium, explains

ACCELERATING PACE OF CHANGE
“In the past decade the world has undergone tremen-
dous change. What we thought was impossible today 
is possible. From the terrorist attacks in 2001 to the 
financial crisis of 2007, the scale and frequency of dis-
ruptive events appears to have escalated dramatically. 
The previous generation of managers might have seen 
one or two major structural changes in their sec-
tor or organization; today’s managers are navigating 
constant flux. That places pressure on organizations, 
because change is difficult to manage. Whether com-
panies opt for change themselves (via strategic deci-
sions) or whether it is imposed on them (via a crisis), 
the consequences remain the same: people will need 
to change; they will need new skills and competencies 
and they will need to realign their goals.  

CONTINUOUS LEARNING
In years past, a company’s HR department would 
respond to organizational change by arranging a 
once-off training programme—for example, by send-
ing all managers on a 3-day classroom training pro-
gramme.  Leaving aside the question of whether one 
actually learns anything via such one-offs, this type 
of approach has also become unfeasible in light of the 
increasing frequency of change.  Companies cannot 
repeatedly send hundreds of people on training. On 
the contrary, the learning process needs to become 
part and parcel of people’s jobs. Training needs to be 
embedded in the work environment.  
Companies who are not working on this really strug-
gle in communicating the company’s strategy to their 
people.  Whenever we do surveys within companies 
it is striking how few people really understand their 
company’s strategy. What are the company’s goals? 
What are the core values of the organisation? How 
does your role link to the company’s strategic objec-
tives?  People often cannot answer those questions; 
and that should be a tremendous concern for com-
panies, because increasingly it is a company’s people 
who make the difference.  

VALUES
We believe that in today’s environment, values are 
the best driver of strategic execution.  For some years 
now, the acceleration of strategic change has pushed 
companies to reassess their organizational struc-

tures.  Companies are trying to create a more par-
ticipative management culture where information is 
shared vertically and horizontally across and beyond 

the organization. In this way they hope to empower 
people to make better and faster decisions and thus 
increase the organisation’s agility and capacity for 
innovation. But all that implies a cultural change.  
One is relying on people’s willingness and motivation 
to share information, to work in teams, to work more 
flexibly, to be creative and to take initiative. In other 
words, one is relying on the values that drive people’s 
behaviour.  Such value-driven strategy obviously takes 
ongoing effort to shape the organisation’s culture and 
value system. One-off training programmes simply 
will not do.

INFORMAL LEARNING
When you consider the skills and knowledge that 
people currently apply on their job, we estimate that 
on average about 30% of those competencies were 

‘ The online model also allows us 
to work with a range of innova-
tive formats that exploit infor-
mal learning principles

The future of 
training

Crossknowledge 
 is pioneering  
new learning  

formats

Stephan Atsou
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gained via formal learning. The other 70% is learned 
informally via mentoring, coaching and ongoing feed-
back from colleagues.  That is a key challenge as we 
see it. How can we leverage these informal learning 
processes?  We acknowledge that our training too 
only provides a fraction of what people really need for 
their work.  But we’re working on new methods to bet-
ter harness informal learning. 
The one lesson we have learned is to recognise the 
value of social feedback loops. People learn via con-
versations.  You could say that conversations are the 
stem cells of learning. There is nothing new to this. 
The ancient Greeks understood this too. The question 
is; can we exploit that fact to improve and accelerate 
learning?  At CrossKnowledge we believe we can. That 
is why we are trying to develop channels to enable 
informal learning—as a facilitator, not a prescriber.  
Sometimes this can be difficult for HRM. It entails let-
ting go, and allowing these processes to grow organi-
cally.

NEW LEARNING FORMATS
At CrossKnowledge our role is to help companies 
execute their strategy effectively.  We do this by devel-
oping people’s competencies and by helping to shape 
the organisation’s culture.  In that sense we try to take 
an integrated approach to training and learning.  We 
don’t do one off training programmes, for example, 
on time management. Typically, that isn’t a strategic 
priority.  Instead we help build the infrastructure for 
ongoing, strategically relevant learning.  Obviously we 
have a vast inventory of content, developed with the 
help of our faculty of top management professors, but 

what makes us really unique is our approach.  
On the one hand, we make use of distance and online 
learning methods. It is quite simply the most effective 
and efficient way to embed training in the workspace. 
Training can be customized to individuals’ needs and 
is lot more flexible to deploy—people can participate 
in the training modules when and where they like.  
On the other hand, however, the online model also 
allows us to work with a range of innovative formats 
that exploit more informal learning principles, from 
gaming formats to mentoring and community for-
mats. For example, in our mentored action learning 
formats we place trainees in an ongoing mentoring 
framework whereby they have to put into practice the 
lessons learned in a real-world context.  What used to 
be a 3-day classroom training course is now stretched 
out over 3 months with ongoing mentoring and real 
case application. We also are relying on social net-
work software to help companies develop ‘knowledge 
communities.’ Here the idea is to facilitate conversa-
tions on management practices and thereby stimulate 
informal learning.  It is via these methods that we are 
trying to embed learning in the work place, to make 
it more actionable, enduring and ‘connected’ to the 
organisation’s values and strategic goals.

BIO
crossKnowledge is a special- +

ist in online learning solutions 

for large enterprises and SMEs. 

The company has offices in 

Belgium, Switzerland, the uK, 

the Netherlands, Spain, Italy 

and France.

www.crossknowledge.net +
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When talking about the new gen-
erations of youngsters, people tend 
to emphasise the role of technology. 
In my opinion, too much so. It’s true, 
they grew up in a 24/7 informa-
tion society, and yes, they seem to 
handle all those applications better 
than the greater part of generation 
X or earlier. Teachers and parents 
often feel old and incompetent when 
they see their whizz kids handle 
their Ipods and laptops. To keep 
up with this tech savvy generation, 
we’re trying to develop new ways of 
learning and working. But when we 
ask those GenY-ers and Millennials 
about their view on us adapting to 
them, they don’t seem to like it. They 
expect us to be authentic, to act like 
we really are. 

There are a lot of myths going 
round about the current teens 
and tweens. for instance, no, 
they can’t multitask, just ask any 
neurologists. and no, they aren’t 
lazy. They do know what work is all 
about. They have to make choices, 

The no-nonsense  
generation

because there is too much infor-
mation to grasp in this world. To 
protect themselves, they need to 
select, often based on what they 
think is ‘real’. So they have become 
very no nonsense in attitude.

in a business kind of way they look 
at their schools and universities. 
never have there been so many 
complaints from students, both 
officially and on facebook. Stu-
dents are customers now and if 
they don’t get what they pay for, 
they complain. Youngsters who 
enter an institute for higher edu-
cation have been around in educa-
tion for a long time. They know the 

drill and are well aware that they 
don’t know that much yet, so they 
look at their teachers for content. 
But if the teacher is giving them 
stuff they don’t need, or he or she 
is teaching in a way that’s not effi-
cient or effective, they will react. 

for me, this new generation has 
realised that if you want luxury, 
you need to work. over the past 
decade the amount of students 
and pupils who have jobs during 
holidays, weekends and evenings, 
has multiplied. These kids need 
the money to pay their cell phone 
bills and all those other fun things 
a young human tends to do. 
They see how their parents both 
have to work day and night. mom 
and dad are part of the first gen-
eration with a lot of burnouts (and 
divorces). Their kids learned the 
hard way how much time is worth. 
who gives a damn about luxury 
when you don’t have a moment to 
enjoy it? This explains why young 
people do want to sacrifice on lux-
ury, in return for the almost holy 
work-life balance. Don’t get me 
wrong, they want a good life, but 
they are again pretty no nonsense 
about it. They see themselves 
as suppliers of ‘workforce’ to the 
company, not as employees. The 
boss pays for their time and work. 

They still can be loyal, but only to 
companies and goals they believe 

in. a lot is written about the 
importance of a flat organisation, 
but research by iBm shows that 
they can function perfectly in a 
hierarchal-based company. They 
do this spontaneously in games. 
But if you look closely at the 
qualities that they learn in world of 
warcraft, a main element is trans-
parent communication. They need 
answers to all the ‘why’ questions. 

They need to know what the 
company stands for. They want to 
know what their role is in the big-
ger picture. if this is clear, they will 
work even after hours, but will ask 
the same flexibility in return. Time 
has to be compensated with time, 
not money.

maybe you think, they should be 
glad that they have a job, and just 
shut up. i’m afraid i’ve got some 
really bad news for you. Demo-
graphics are on their side.  Today 
we’re covered somewhat by the 
economic crisis, but ultimately we 
will become victims ‘dejuvenation’. 
There just aren’t that many young 
people around compared with 
earlier generations. The main dis-
cussion so far has been concerned 
with who will pay for the pensions 
of the large group of elderly that 
soon will leave the workforce. But 
the other important question is 
‘who will do the work?’ we’ll pretty 
soon see shortages in almost every 
area. The war on talent won’t only 
be for the high potentials, but we’ll 
see this happening on all levels. 

‘ They can function perfectly in a 
hierarchal-based company

Pedro De Bruyckere  
demystifies Generation Y
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The rise of globalisation combined 
with the democratisation of the 
internet has led to a situation where 
contact is increasingly taking place 
between individuals rather than 
organisations. Employees are taking 
increasing responsibility for their 
own careers, which means that 
alongside traditional career trajec-
tories new forms are arising.

“The impulse for changes in 
careers, as for hr in general, very 
clearly comes from the external 
environment”, argues Vloeberghs. 
“i’m thinking of the ageing popu-
lation and the declining birth rate 
which results in a declining supply 
of labour.  i’m thinking of develop-
ments in technology which offers 
more opportunities, but also of 
changes in norms and expecta-
tions, such as an increasing 
demand for more participation 
and responsibility on the part of 
the employee.” The internal envi-
ronment also has an influence 
which varies depending on the 
sector. Traditional sectors, such as 
manufacturing, still tend to work 
with rather hierarchical systems, 
because quite a lot of things are 
regulated by means of processes. 
The services sector has very differ-
ent mechanisms which are highly 
customer or process oriented. The 

The rise of Proteus

Professor Daniël Vloeberghs 
argues that the third wave of 

globalisation, i.e. globalisation at 
the level of individuals, requires 
us to rethink traditional career 

concepts

evolution in career patterns is 
proceeding more quickly or more 
slowly, depending on the sector.

THE END OF COMMAND & 
CONTROL

an added factor impacting on 
multinational companies is a 
pronounced international context, 
as more and more companies 
are affected by competition from 
abroad, greater international 
mobility of employees, etc. “in his 
book ‘The world is flat’ Thomas 
friedman describes the evolu-
tion of globalisation”, Vloeberghs 
remarks. “at level 1.0 of globali-
sation, between 1492 and 1800, 
contacts developed at the level 
of countries which used colonies 
to secure their natural resources. 
That was the first form of glo-
balisation; before that there was 
hardly any direct contact. at the 
second level, 2.0, companies went 
abroad in search of new markets 
and new, cheaper labour, but since 
2000 we have evolved to globali-
sation level 3.0: contact takes 
place not so much between coun-
tries and companies, but rather 
between individuals--individuals 
who start collaborating and have 
direct contact with each other. 
The internet plays an important 
role in this as distance becomes 

less important and we can stay in 
constant contact via a laptop and 
other devices.”

in the past the driving force for 
careers was the organisation, and 
individual input was limited. Today 
the influence of the individual has 
increased markedly. “Two things 
have come about: individual career 
management (icm) - the expecta-
tions and possibilities of the indi-
vidual, alongside organisational 
career management (ocm) - the 
expectations of the organisation 
itself. in the past ocm was more 
important than icm, while today 
icm is coming strongly to the fore. 
at the same time ocm is changing 
shape, from its highly interven-
tionist role (command & control) 
in the past to a role that sets out to 
be more ‘supportive and develop-
mental’. much more use is made 
of performance assessments and 
career discussions, not to mention 
internal and external coaching. 
command & control sounds nega-
tive, but in a sense it’s also easy. 
employees don’t need to think, 
they are directed and their career 
milestones are decided for them. 
Today this delegation of responsi-
bility is more extensive and people 
increasingly have to work things 
out for themselves and think more 
about their own careers and the 

steps they need to take. This isn’t 
just about salary and status. The 
range of criteria for evaluating 
career success has become wider: 
increasingly there is space and 
attention for self-development, 
creativity, making concrete con-
tributions, continuous learning, 
autonomy, lifestyle... in short, 
there is a broader life perspective 
on career success.

NEW CAREER CONCEPTS

“So new career concepts are being 
created,” Vloeberghs continues. 
“in the past you had linear career 
progression, but today it’s very 
different. for instance, you now 
have the concept of a ‘protean 
career’, named after the god 
proteus who could easily change 
shape through his own initiative. 
another metaphor for the mod-
ern career is the ‘boundary-less 
career’: the crossing of bounda-
ries, both physical (international, 
of employer, occupation...), and 
career specific (deviating from 
existing paths, acquiring other 
competencies...). a characteristic 
of the protean career is that the 
employee is self-directing and has 
his own identity and specific val-
ues. furthermore, he enters into 
a contract with himself and not 
with an organisation. Someone 
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with a boundary-less career is 
independent of traditional career 
arrangements. Learning becomes 
important, to keep on developing 
further. coupled with this, new 
and increasingly important atti-
tudes come to the fore: a value-
driven and self-directing attitude 
and, on the other hand, physical 
and psychological mobility. on the 

basis of these four characteristics 
you can differentiate the differ-
ent archetypes and their careers, 
which the organisation can take 
into account in its ocm.”

in conclusion Vloeberghs refers to 
a study – which he recently took 
part in – into specific bottlenecks 
around ocm practices for highly-
educated employees in large 
organisations in the netherlands. 
“it was found that the personali-
sation of ocm, taking into account 
the individual situations of people, 

does not happen optimally. a sec-
ond point relates to the attention 
given to senior managers. in some 
companies 35+ is already senior; 
in many companies this term is 
used for 45+. Too little is invested 
in those ‘older’ profiles. Thirdly, 
companies still rely too much on 
formal and fixed career paths and 
don’t give enough consideration 

to differences and other possible 
developments. and, finally, there 
is a lack of monitoring of succes-
sion, to measure whether the 
ocm practices are achieving the 
envisaged organisational objec-
tives. These are challenges which 
hr can tackle. a good ocm which 
engages with the many changes 
taking place around us will make 
all the difference for companies 
competing in the job market.”

BIO
Professor Daniël Vloeberghs is 
professor of Human Resource 
Management at the Depart-
ment of Management, Fac-
ulty of Applied Economics, 
at the University of Antwerp.  
He is also part-time professor 
in Organizational Communica-
tion at the Faculty of Social 
Sciences, KULeuven, Belgium.

‘ People increasingly have to work 
things out for themselves
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Here’s a thought: Twitter and 
Facebook don’t actually produce 
much in the way of real social 
networks at all. What they do 
produce is more accurately described 
as transactional networks, or put 
more cynically, pretty pictures of a 
“collection” of contacts. Real social 
networks—i.e. people connected by 
trust-based relationships sustain or 
undermine the hierarchical structures 
of companies and countries. Karen 
Stephenson, President of NetForm 
Inc and Associate Professor of 
Management at the Rotterdam 
School of Management, argues 
that it is high time we measure and 
manage these kinds of networks.

Amid the cacophony coming from 
Twitter, Facebook and other social 
media, we have lost sight of the 
fact that networks are about trusted 
relationships between people, read 
emphasis on: trust & relate. More 
specifically, a social network is an 
aggregation of people connected by 
reciprocal trust-based relationships 
(through shared ideology, values, 
disciplinary interests, hobbies, etc).  
Trust is critically important because 
it mediates and moderates the 
uncertainty or ambiguity that often 
accompanies information exchanged 
in person-to-person communication. 
Diddling with the relatively new 
technologies of LinkedIn, Facebook, 
Twitter and admiring the pretty pic-
tures of the transactional networks1 
they produce is a far cry from the 
real power of a social network2.  

How? At any time a social network 
can undermine, overthrow and 
push aside hierarchical structures 
which may belong to companies or 

1  A transactional network is the exchange of information 
where there is little to no  uncertainty (“asset specificity”), 
hence a clean, clear-cut “transaction”. Transactions are gov-
erned by simple rules of protocol or contracts.
2  A social network is the frequent “interested” exchange 
of information where the uncertainty or ambiguity inherent 
in the information or in the exchangers is mediated by their 
trusted relationship.

The Future of Social 
Capital Standards:

countries. Trusted social networks 
continue growing organically, una-
bated and in plain sight of all this 
social media. So while China and 
Saudi Arabia are attacking technol-
ogy and the U.S. keeps producing it, 
it’s really the trust based networks 
we should be concerned about. 
Why make this distinction between 
transactional and trusted networks 
and why should we be so concerned 
about the latter? Let me explain.

There is confusion in the collective 
mindset about the terminology of 
the word “network” because there is 
no good taxonomy for detecting and 
classifying it. By way of example, a 
trusted network’s best camouflage 
is to thrive in the shadow of hierar-
chy, on the doorstep of a church3 or 
university and welcome you inside.  
As such, when these networks are 
discovered for the true structures 
they are, they are either deemed 
harmless and friendly or danger-
ous, but nothing in between. Such 
unthinking oversimplification is 
profoundly misleading.  Any trust 
network, whether it belongs to a 
terrorist cell or your grandmother’s 
bridge club, is neither good nor evil. 
What determines a network’s value 
in society or in a moment of time 
is how the network behaves in its 
environment amid other sensory/
economic factors. Every network is a 
living social collective that absorbs, 
interprets and dispenses informa-
tion through its connections. So if 
you are an unsuspecting member 
of a “harmless” professional trust 
network how can you really be sure 
about the AAA ratting of the infor-
mation you are receiving from your 
colleague? You trust that informa-
tion because you trust that person in 
your network. But the real answer is 
that you can no more be sure of that 
person than if Al Qaeda was sitting 
in front of you telling you the same 

3  See C.S. Lewis Surprised by Joy and The Problem of Pain, 
Machiavelli’s The Prince, Foucault”s Discipline and Punish.

information. No one can -- and that 
is why trust networks are not to be 
taken for granted but respected and 
brought under the light of measure-
ment. If we don’t measure these 
types of networks, we are doomed 
to be managed by them or at best, 
second guessing them.

If networks are so omniscient and 
powerful, then why aren’t they 
measured? This has been a question 
I have been asking companies, com-
munities and countries for several 
decades now. In utter exasperation, 
I have even stooped to chastising 
companies and governments for not 
being more proactive in measuring 
networks. In fairness to them, the 
initial reason networks were not 

measured was that we didn’t know 
how to do it. Once rudimentary 
technologies such as social network 
analysis became more sophisticated 
and wide spread in the last 5 years, 
the measurement issue has been 
largely, although not completely 
resolved. But the elephant in the 
room for why metrics elude net-
works is that the idea of measuring 
trust is a new and innovative idea. 
But here is precisely where my test 
case work for the last 10 years in 
the United Kingdom provides an 
answer. My own brand of measuring 
the networks as a way of assessing 
the effectiveness of public-private 
partnerships has been so successful 

that it has been adopted as one of five 
government measures.  I believe that 
if one could institutionalize (read: 
standardize), the measurement of 
networks as a “social capital” met-
ric, then network measures could be  
integrated with other human capital 
performance measures such as 360s 
or other routine management meas-
ures. I am haunted by the fact that if 
we had been measuring networks in 
the first place, we would have “seen” 
Bernard Madoff for the snake oil 
salesman he really was. We would 
have seen ENRON. We would have 
detected the financial fraud before 
the collapse. Post forensic network 
analysis of these networks has 
pointed a way to do this. 
I am certain that if we incorporate 

these measures systematically 
across companies and industries, we 
will be able to reduce the number of 
surprises. The answer is not “more 
government regulation” - that just 
elevates the surprise up the chain of 
command; it doesn’t extinguish it.  
The real answer is to systemically 
enforce a uniform social capital 
standard to measure human con-
nectivity as part of any person’s 
contribution to the work force. Why 
the work force? Because, we can’t 
measure every aspect of society, but 
we can surely measure the workforce 
because the idea of measurement 
has always been a part of a larger 
industrial policy - the social contract 

‘ Connection by technology 
without trust is cheap and cheerful 

and in the end, merely traffic.

 

Why Trust-based Networks Need 
Measures and Management
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of work, if you will.  Performance 
measures are already instituted, 
they are just incomplete and need to 
include the social capital component. 
After all, we don’t pay people unless 
they perform according to certain 
standards and we have instituted 
policies to measure that performance 
and to justify the standards. So why 
not round out the picture and meas-
ure the informal work networks, the 
missing link of the performance 
equation? In this way, the workplace 
can be made more transparent and 
accountable and the silent killer, 
nefarious networks, extinguished or 
at the very least, better controlled. 

i’m an anthropologist and empiri-
cal scientist by training.  There is 
an abundance of evidence that  
when tribes were really really 
local, trust enabled our primordial 
ancestors to cooperate and over-
come overwhelming odds. But as 
humans evolved, we have become 
increasingly more globally inter-
connected, particularly with the 
adoption and acceleration of inter-
net connectivity. we have become 
so co-dependent on technology 
that it has trumped the more 
traditional trust-based brand of 
connectivity. as the world contin-
ues to shrink, interdependencies 
silently and organically multiply 
in ways that supersede our ability 
to see and technology’s capability 

to moderate or regulate. in my 
opinion, trust is an over-utilized 
and under-measured connective 
tissue, and one we continue to 
dismiss because we assume it is 
naturally occurring, as natural and 
as good as the air we breath. what 
else could explain why the topic 
of trust isn’t a priority at DaVoS or 
TeD conferences. The air there is 
ripe with testosterone and tech-
nology but the only occurrence 
of trust is what is blithely and 
implicitly occurring amongst its 
members, completely unmeas-
ured. i’d be worried about that, 
wouldn’t you?

a 3-star admiral told me, “i can 
lead men and women into battle, 
but i am a prisoner of war in my 
own organisation.” The reason for 
his frustration is that U.S. military 
leadership rotates and U.S. senior 
service civilians don’t. military 
leaders are regularly frustrated in 
their attempts to change military 
culture because they are rotated 
before they get a chance  to 
understand what is really going on. 
That’s the primary reason why U.S. 
military has such a “stable” culture 
- not necessarily a good thing if 
you are trying to change it. But the 
military isn’t alone with this chal-
lenge. Look at the private sector. 
ceo’s come and ceos go, but cor-
porate culture remains the same. 

or look at education. parents have 
been attempting for years to get 
school systems to change, oust-
ing principles and presidents. Yet 
very little progress has been made 
because the core cultural values 
are held in place by the underlying 
networks among the constituency. 
Terrorist networks are no different. 
in the aftermath of 9/11, i pro-
voked controversy by saying that 
it mattered little whether osama 
Bin Laden was captured or killed 
because the “head” of a culture 
is immaterial. The real strength 
of a culture lay in its constituent 
and invisible networks, invisible 
because they are not tracked and 
not measured.

which brings me to why i am 
writing this preamble, part of a 
larger body of my research - trust 
is a non-random pattern of con-
nection that links corporations, 
governments and communities 
and can produce a myriad of 
unintended consequences. con-
nection by technology without 
trust is cheap and cheerful and 
in the end, merely traffic. Trusted 
connection without technology is 
subject to “locality” constraints. 
for humans to survive in a small, 
hot crowded world, we need both 
technology and trust, but not at 
the expense of the other. Trust and 
technology help humans connect 

across geographical distances or 
reach across a continental divide 
of cultural differences. So let’s use 
the very technology that connects 
us to measure us and thereby 
better manage the intended and 
unintended consequences of that 
connection. Trusted connection 
can be a good and glorious thing, 
knitting us into the warp and 
weave of the social fabric.  But in 
my world i also see the dark side of 
trust in destructive cliques (read: 
terrorism, street gangs, bullying 
clubs and white collar crimes). Let’s 
not leave trust to chance and good 
will. it’s a nuclear force far more 
powerful than any arms race.
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‘ People often point to the 
Scandinavian flexicurity 
model as an alternative for 
our system but I’m not con-
vinced.  The Belgian model 
is in fact reasonably flexible.
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Business stakeholders have long argued that the Bel-
gian labour market—and most of the European labour 
market—is too rigid and out of touch with the needs of 
our evolving economy. Indeed, much of this country’s 
employment legislation stems from a time when our 
economy was dominated by heavy industry and life-long 
employment was the norm.  We spoke to Chris Engels, 
chairman of Belgium’s leading HR law firm, Claeys & 
Engels, about his perspective on the problems that need 
urgent attention.

What in your experience are the key challenges that we face 
in Belgium from a labour legislation perspective?
“One of the most important challenges that we all face 
in Europe is our ageing population and the impact that 
has on the affordability of our social security system 
and pensions.  The fact is that people have to work 
longer, but on a political level there seems to be very 
little room for making this happen. There is plenty of 
talk, but the real change — adapting legislation and 
our social security system — is bitterly resisted.  Such 
efforts are political suicide especially in France, as 
well as here in Belgium.  
There seems to be a norm or sense of entitlement 
developing in society that we ought not to work 
beyond an ‘early retirement’ age of about 58-60 years.  
Such attitudes are difficult to change, but at a mini-
mum we should be creating better incentives for work-
ing longer.  Essentially we need to create room for a 
‘second career’ of sorts, where there is more flexibility 
and work-life balance.  But that means the right legal 
context needs to be put in place.  Take the employers’ 
perspective: if a company hires a person with 40 years 
experience and after a period of 2 years decides to let 
that person go (in context of a collective dismissal), 
then that company is liable for additional ‘bridge pen-
sion’ payments for another 5 years.  That is a clear 
disincentive for hiring older workers.  In fact, the 
whole body of dismissal legislation in this country is 
pretty crazy. An attractive legal context is needed for a 
second career, for both the employee and employer.
Another example with regards to the law is sup-
plementary pensions. According to Belgian law, this 
must be offered as a collective measure to all employ-
ees who belong to the same category at a particular 
company.  An individual who is already at pensionable 
age could argue, however, that he or she has no need 
for that measure, having accumulated enough pension 
rights across the course of his or her career, and thus 
would be a more affordable hire for the company.  But 

it is currently illegal to make such exceptions.  
Changing the law certainly will not be easy, politi-
cally or legally.  One potential obstacle to the creation 
of a specific legal framework for older workers is the 
EU’s anti-discrimination principle.  While this anti-
discrimination principle is admirable and necessary, 
it isn’t always beneficial to older workers.

ATTRACTING SENIOR PROFILES TO BELGIUM
The expense of our social security system also needs 
to be reviewed.  A key issue for attracting top manag-
ers to this country, and maintaining our international 
competitiveness, is the lack of ceiling on the amount 
of social security contributions. Meanwhile, there is a 
definite ceiling on one’s social security benefits.  There 
was a time when we could offer multinational com-
panies and their staff a more competitive framework 
via the concept of ‘coordination centres’ but that’s all 
gone.  U.S. companies constantly ask us about this, 
but there are few solutions available.  
Long outdated language requirements should be 
repealed. It rightfully amazes multinational foreign 
corporations that the employment contract for their 
CEO in their Zaventem location has to be concluded 
in Dutch.  Furthermore, the Dutch language version 
is the only enforceable contract for the company. This 
doesn’t make sense, and makes Belgium look outdated 
and narrow minded in times of a globalized economy.

TAKING RESPONSIBILITY 
We need not only point the finger at the policy mak-
ers; companies also have a responsibility.  For exam-
ple, the dismissal law in Belgium specifies employees’ 
rights pertaining to the dismissal payment, which for 
white collar workers is calculated using the Claeys 
formula (originally formulated by Thierry Claeys, the 
co-founder of Claeys & Engels).  Now if one relies on 
that formula, then dismissal payments can escalate 
significantly in line with an employee’s tenure at the 
company.  If you dismiss an employee at the age of 50 
who has worked his entire career at your organisation, 
then you need to pay the equivalent of approximately 
three years in wages.  In addition, if that person is at 
bridge-pension age then you will need to pay an extra 
€500 a month or so until that person reaches the age 
of 65 (the official retirement age).  But there is way to 
avoid such penalties, by simply adding a clause in the 
employment contract - at least for employees with a 
high starting income.  What surprises me is that few 
companies actually use this measure systematically.  

Employment law 
needs reform

Chris Engels, partner at Belgium’s  
leading HR legal firm, Claeys & Engels,  

argues for substantive  
reform of employment law
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Similarly, there have been plenty of complaints about 
the wage indexation system in this country, but when 
we had recent opportunity to apply a negative indexa-
tion, a number of companies did not take advantage of 
this.  Also, it is important to note that the indexation 
system is not written into law. On the contrary, it is 

a component of the collective bargaining agreements 
between the trade unions and employers’ associa-
tions. In other words, there is little point in looking at 
the government for solutions in this area.  Our social 
partners should take up their responsibility here. 

COMPARING BELGIUM WITH THE SCANDINAVIAN 
FLEXICURITY MODEL
People often point to the Scandinavian flexicurity 
model as an alternative for our system but I’m not 
convinced.  Our model is, in fact, reasonably flexible. 
In Belgium it is reasonably easy to dismiss someone—
it simply costs a lot.  In the Scandinavian model, but 
also in France, it is far more difficult to fire people. 
When you are dealing with the Nordics, as soon as 
you dismiss more than 2 or 3 people, you’ll need to 
work within a collective dismissal framework with 
all its implications.  I think the most important dif-
ference between our model and the Scandinavians, 
is cultural.  These are more homogenous, tightly knit 
societies where the various stakeholders socialize 
together more and take collective responsibility for 
national challenges.  Our society is more polarised; 
we take more radical positions against each other.  
That’s why it’s so difficult to talk about these differ-
ent social security systems in an abstract manner.  I 
suspect that these systems are more a manifestation 
of a society’s values and traditions, as opposed to the 
other way round. 

‘ People often point to the 
Scandinavian flexicurity 
model as an alternative for 
our system but I’m not con-
vinced.  The Belgian model 
is in fact reasonably flexible.
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History repeats itself time again. 
Organisations don’t go under 
because of dangers that were not 
seen ‘in time’ but because of threats 
that were not acknowledged in time. 
I blame global warming on scientists 
and engineers who did not innovate 
sustainably because they did not 
see or did not want to acknowledge 
the impact of, for instance, CO2. I 
blame the poor innovative capacity 
of organisations on managers and 
HRM because they did not see or 
did not want to acknowledge the 
pernicious effect of job descriptions 
and competency management on 
creative entrepreneurship. Without 
being aware of it we’ve managed 
to turn a whole generation of young 
talented employees into sheep.

SWITCH3D

Since graduating as an industrial 
engineer in 1978 my interest 
has shifted from technology to 
organisational development. it 
has turned out to be a challenging 
professional transformation in 
which passion for my new field of 
work gave direction to my hunger 
for learning. in the course of this 
learning process i as an engineer 
experienced the evolution of the 
internet from very close quarters. 
The enormous increase in speed, 
the opening up of information 
sources worldwide and now the 
large-scale introduction of video 
and social networks make it pos-
sible for driven people to learn 
rapidly and informally. and this 
is the cause of what i call the 
information crisis. we are facing 
a crisis in which two groups are 
standing diametrically opposed 
to each other. There are passion-
ate people who are learning extra 
fast and life-long from these new 
information streams, and there 
are those who have lost their 
passion for that which is new, 
and unconsciously live off formal 
credentials from long ago.

Organisations in  
trouble, the 2D  

sheep drama
Jef Staes, author of  

‘My Organisation is a Jungle’,  
makes the case for 3D 

 management

when i wrote the book ‘my organi-
sation is a jungle’ i remembered 
history lessons in which i was 
fascinated by the timeline hang-
ing above the blackboard. each 
period was indicated on it with a 
name that typified that period. The 
Stone age, the Bronze age and the 
iron age were some of them. This 
subdivision made it possible to not 
only describe our evolution but also 
to depict the various transitional 
crises. Time and again an older 
generation has had to give way 
to the next generation. Time and 
again people have approached that 
which is new as either a threat or 
an opportunity. what is happening 
today is no different, except that 
it’s not the processing of iron or 
bronze but the mental processing 
of an over-abundance of informa-
tion sources. The companies and 
organisations which are able to do 
this most efficiently and effectively 
come out on top or can respond 
very quickly to the new needs of a 
rapidly changing society. new and 
inspiring information is, after all, 
the source of learning – of creative 
entrepreneurship or innovation.

The chaotic period in which we 
now live and work is the fascinat-
ing but dramatic transformation 
zone in which we are switching 
from the 2D to the 3D age. The 
flat two-dimensional (2D) age, 
characterised by classroom learn-
ing, predictability and continuous 
improvement, is laboriously mak-
ing way for the three-dimensional 
(3D) age. The latter is an age in 
which more and more passionate 
talent will result in groundswells of 
new information and innovation. 
an age in which competition and 
cooperation among regions will 
play out by way of ongoing, con-
tradictory, rapid and sustainable 
innovation. The greatest barrier 
to entering the new 3D age, how-
ever, is the invisible walls which 
2D managers have unconsciously 

erected around our passions and 
talents.

2D VERSUS 3D MANAGEMENT

The meaning of the word ‘man-
age’ is straightforward. it simply 
means ‘to get things right’. in 
the 2D world it was easy for the 
manager to get things right. he 
simply had to be better at the job 
than the others, and acquire the 
authority to make his employees 
work. The 3D manager, however, is 
no longer the professional expert 
with the highest diploma and the 
most experience. he is a 3D pas-
sionate and 3D talented manager 
who succeeds in attracting and 
enabling passionate talent to work 
together spontaneously in making 
a challenging vision come true.

Since i became a training man-
ager in 1990, however, not much 
has changed in management 
training. although new bells and 

whistles have been added these 
last 20 years, managers are still 
being assessed and trained in 
the same 2D mental framework. 
we need drastic 3D innovation 
in the head-hunting, training and 
deployment of 3D managers. 3D 
innovation management can only 
happen with 3D managers who 
allow their employees to develop 
and deploy their talents freely. But 
this does require them as man-
agers to develop the necessary 

competencies to use human pas-
sion and talent as purposefully as 
possible.

for many 2D managers, however, 
this is unattainable. i therefore 
believe that the greatest resist-
ance to the transformation from 
2D to 3D organisations will be 
found among 2D middle man-
agement, the supporting 2D hr 
departments and the paralysing 
2D trade unions. The necessary 
change interventions are not that 
complicated, but do require cour-
age and perseverance. an example 
of this is the needed transforma-
tion from job descriptions to role 
descriptions.

JOB DESCRIPTIONS, SHEEP 
ARE BORN.

if we place ourselves in the mental 
framework of 2D management 
we see a manager who knows the 
job better than his employees and 

directs them by means of task or 
job descriptions. Job descriptions 
and the associated competency 
management are today’s hobby 
horses which many like to make 
a meal of.

Job descriptions, however, have 
a nasty side to them. when we 
cut out all the frills it’s simply a 
list of tasks which an employee is 
supposed to perform. we always 
try to find the right employee for 

‘ We’ve managed to turn a 
whole generation of young talented 

employees into sheep.
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a job but always there are tasks 
which he doesn’t like or lacks the 
talent to do. in 2D management 
it is therefore accepted that it is 
impossible to organise work in 
such a way that everybody receives 
a job consisting purely of tasks for 
which he has the passion and the 
talent. everybody is also expected 
to perform tasks which they don’t 
like. and this also applies to the 
manager himself.

Job descriptions and the depart-
ments where these jobs are 
performed have almost become 
tangible barriers which are placed 
around people in 2D organisa-
tions. people are obliged to stay 
within these fences, perform tasks 
which do not fully speak to their 
passions and talents, and attend 
training to make them better at 
what they don’t like. This is the 
outcome of the much acclaimed 
2D competency management 
system. for me it’s clear ... if you 
fence people in you get sheep ... 
and that, in turn, is the reason 
why creative entrepreneurship 
has almost completely disap-
peared from most organisations. 
we have built organisations that 
unconsciously transform people 
into sheep instead of utilising that 
which makes us unique as human 
beings: passions and talents.

FROM JOBS TO ROLES, THE 
END OF THE SHEEP DRAMA

in the rapidly changing 3D age it is 
impossible to survive if we do not 
succeed in making optimal use of 
the talents and passions of people. 
we need creative, enterprising 
employees. To achieve this we 
must replace job descriptions with 
role descriptions.

This sounds like a simple inter-
vention, but the consequences 
are huge. a 3D manager breaks 
with jobs and competency 

management. he makes a list 
of the roles that are needed to 
achieve his vision or mission 
and goes looking for passion-
ate talents to play specific roles. 
he doesn’t ‘own’ employees but 
gives them the opportunity to 
deploy their passions and talents 
in the best possible way. in a 3D 
organisation or 3D region people 
are increasingly going to work in 
roles that allow them to express 
their passions and talents. The 
number of people working for dif-
ferent managers, business units 
and even organisations will be the 
indicator of success in making the 
transition to roles. part-time work, 
the deployment of talented people 
with disabilities and an organic 
transition to full retirement will be 
further indicators of success.

This prospect, however, is daunt-
ing for 2D managers who cannot 
imagine how to organise like this. 
for 2D hr departments it is sac-
rilege because they have invested 
so much in 2D job descriptions 
and competency management 
that they cannot bear to admit 
that they might have had it wrong. 
for 2D unions it is hell because 
the entire job classification system 
and ‘working for one employer’ is 
being brought to its knees. for 3D 
managers, 3D employees and 3D 
unions, however, this develop-
ment represents an opportunity 
because it establishes a basis for 
creative entrepreneurship. mobi-
lising the right talents in the right 
places.

So what do you choose: sheep or 
creative enterprising people? it’s 
not a question of money, it’s a 
question of courage. The courage 
to change.

BIO
Jef Staes is a leading authority in 
Belgium on Learning processes and 
Innovative Organizations. With 
20 years of experience in dealing 
with learning and innovation, he 
currently assists organizations 
and companies in their quest to 
find a comprehensive answer and 
approach to the changing dynam-
ics of today’s market.  His Engine 
of Innovation® Mindset was first 
brought to paper in a Dutch book 
“The re-exam of a management 
generation” in 1999. His latest 
book “My Organisation is a Jun-
gle” (May 2008) further explores 
the dramatic difficulties Innova-
tion faces in most organizations 
today. Through the use of rich 
metaphors and exciting parallels, 
he engages you in the story of the 
Red Monkey.
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‘ The key lesson we have 
learned is that you cannot 
always control everything.  
You need to take risks, and 
sometimes you will make 
mistakes

With companies scrambling to improve their capac-
ity for innovation, they are well advised to take a closer 
look at K.U. Leuven. Belgium’s oldest university caters 
to the needs of 30,000 students and employs a total of 
17,000 people, making it one of the country’s largest 
employers. A bureaucratic edifice you might think. On 
the contrary, the university’s core business is innovation 
and its organizational DNA is geared to deliver exactly 
that. Professor Bert Overlaet, HR director of the K.U. 
Leuven, explains.

PREEMPTING CURRENT HRM FADS
“If you look at it from an organizational and HR per-
spective, Universities today find themselves in an 
interesting position and in my opinion have some 
useful lessons for companies who are keen to inno-
vate more.
It is a little ironic but many of the HR principles that 
are coming into fashion today have been common 
practice for years at this university.  Take teleworking 
for example.  While companies are trying to develop 
new policies for remote- and home-working, at the 
University this question has never formally existed.  
Our researchers and professors have always worked 
internationally. They travel a great deal to confer-
ences and they frequently participate in international 
research projects. Thus as soon as the various tech-
nologies became available we started using them to 
support remote work. Teleworking was never an issue 
at a policy level; obviously we support it.
In years past people from the private sector would 
often remark that our management structures are 
archaic and inefficient. Perhaps, but they are based 
on democratic principles; which is all the rage today 
in HR circles. Companies today are experimenting 
with flatter, less hierarchical organizational struc-
tures. They’re trying to create a more participative 
decision making process, whereby staff at all levels 
take increasing responsibility for their work and deci-
sions. Well that’s the way we have always worked. The 
best way to describe this university from an organi-
zational perspective is as a huge flotilla of SMEs.  
The university itself (without the hospital) employs 
almost 10,000 people, which makes us one of the 
largest employers in the country. Our population is 
exceptionally diverse; we employ doctors, academics, 
researchers, teachers, librarians, support staff, etc., in 
fields ranging from canonic law to satellite building.  
Some of these people work in an exceptionally high-
tech environment—they’re in the future—while oth-
ers study the past; we have a tremendous collection of 
antiquity here.  Our job is to coordinate and support 
that complex system, but our approach is very much 
bottoms-ups; we’re focused on supporting our people, 
not controlling them.

INNOVATION AS CORE BUSINESS
I think the reason for the interest in our approach is 
that companies are trying to develop their capacity 
for innovation; and that’s exactly the core business 
of a university. Creativity is essential for the type of 
work we do.  Sure, science is rigorous and highly com-
petitive, but it needs to be inherently creative.  Scien-
tists need to be able to buck the trend, to go against 
established practice or knowledge. Also, our goals 
are uncertain and often will only be realized in the 
long term.  Hence we cannot apply the types of short 
term performance criteria that companies are used 
to.  We are able to measure things like the publishing 

output, but there are important criteria—like creativ-
ity, research impact, teaching impact—that are much 
more difficult to measure. 

BALANCING ACT
One of the most important management challenges in 
a large organization is to ensure that employees are 
committed and motivated. Large organizations can be 
anonymous and bureaucratic which make that task 
particularly challenging. Fortunately, we have one 
part of the puzzle reasonably well under control, i.e. 
the commitment to one’s work. Many of our people 
are PhD students and researchers. They’re doing their 
own research hence they’re pretty intrinsically moti-
vated. They have their destiny in their own hands, so 
they don’t treat it as a 9-5 job. And neither do we need 
to work with card clocks and the sort.  
The commitment to the smaller organizational enti-
ties, the research teams or faculties, is also very 
high—that we’ve measured.  Our main challenge is 
to create engagement with the umbrella organiza-
tion, the University.  That’s the inherent tension in the 
model. We have a very flat, almost ‘cellular’ hierarchi-
cal structure, which is great for creativity and innova-
tion, but it can make it challenging to behave as ‘one’ 

organization. External stakeholders often expect us 
to behave as if we were a homogenous entity; that 
can be difficult.  Decision making can take some 
time, because we need to achieve consensus among 
our stakeholders.  For example, at HR we do nothing 
without consensus. We actively promote our services 
to the organization as a partner instead of forcing 
anything upon the various departments and faculties.  
That’s the inherent tension in the model.  But once 
we do get consensus, then we tend to execute well 
because the decision enjoys broad commitment across 
the organization.   

COMPETING INTERNATIONALLY FOR TALENT
The university competes for talent.  Our strategy is 
to develop our position as a top European university. 
This means that we need to attract the best students 
and researchers internationally. And that’s where we 
at HR are able to play a valuable role.  Traditionally, 
it was up to researchers and research departments 
to find each other. That hasn’t changed but we sup-
port our research departments in that task by offer-
ing a number of professional development services.  
For example, our academics are offered training 
programmes in project management skills, in people 
management, in recruiting and so on.  
Obviously you can expect that these individuals are 

Innovation as 
core business

Take a closer look at the organizational 
DNA of K.U. Leuven, a top-ten European 

university in terms of scholarly output
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competent in their specific discipline but as their 
career develops they will need other skills too, espe-
cially the softer social and management skills—and 
this is where we step in.  For PhD students too we offer 
career planning services.  In the past, if you pursued a 
PhD you would likely be heading toward an academic 
career. But today we produce about 500-600 PhD 
graduates a year, but only need about 50 new profes-
sors a year.  People are looking for careers beyond 
academia.  Again, we work with them to identify the 
competencies that will improve their employability. 
But ultimately there are limits to what we will do in 
preparing people for the labour market.  Our core mis-
sion is to produce thinkers, critical thinkers, creative 

thinkers. Most of our graduates will need further on-
the-job training but they will have had a very strong 
intellectual grounding.

TAKE RISKS, MAKE MISTAKES
The management of a large organization will always 
entail a balancing act.  Every organizational model 
has inherent tensions in it.  The key lesson we have 
learned is that you cannot always control everything.  
You need to take risks, and sometimes you will make 
mistakes.  That’s just a fact.  We have evolved, by 
virtue of our traditions and our core activities, into 
a highly decentralized organization.  It isn’t perfect 
but it is a good model for the business of innovation.

BIO
The catholic university of  +

Leuven (K.u. Leuven), Belgium, 

caters to more than 31,000 

students, around 12% of 

whom are international 

students from more than 120 

nations. It employs about 1400 

professors, 5,600 researchers 

and 3,000 administrative and 

technical staff, plus more than 

8,000 university hospital staff 

members.  Founded in 1425 by 

Pope Martin V, K.u. Leuven is 

today ranked among the top ten 

European universities in terms 

of its scholarly output.

www.kuleuven.b + e/english

Bert Overlaet, HR Director, KU Leuven
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now, that linear structure has 
a lot of positive aspects: it’s got 
accountability, it can issue orders 
pretty quickly, it assigns people to 
different levels of responsibility. 
The problem of this linear struc-
ture, however, is that you can’t 
steer it.

a dynamic system, like sociocracy, 
reacts depending upon what the 
feedback is. 

when you ride a bicycle, you have 
a dynamic system, with multiple 
pieces working and analyzing all 
at once; your brain is working, 
you’ve got your legs, your muscles 
all working. while riding that bike, 
you’ve got all this extraordinary 
measuring — your eyes, your 
nerves are measuring — and if you 
ignore that feedback, the system 
crashes. 

feedback happens in a traditional 
organization, of course. but it can 
be ignored; the boss, for example, 
can decide to simply not acknowl-
edge it. when that happens, like 
the cyclist ignoring the feedback, 
sooner or later it crashes.

for greater efficiency, you need 
a structure that is hard-wired for 
feedback.

how you get that feedback in 
sociocracy is the “circle” meet-
ing; it turns a linear system into 
a dynamic, more democratic 
system. 

when everyone gathers in a 
sociocratic circle meeting, the 
boss stays the boss, but everyone 
has to be equivalent in decision-
making. The boss can’t overrule 
the feedback coming back. You 
make decisions by consent within 
the circle, then you use double 

People are social animals, and 
the question of how to organ-
ize social groups — in every 
area, from private companies 
to towns — remains a major 
issue. Sociocracy, which origi-
nated in the Netherlands, is 
an attempt to combine some 
aspects of hierarchy while 
receiving input from all parts 
of an organization. John Buck 
is one of the major advocates 
of the system in the United 
States, co-author of “We 
the People: Consenting to 
a deeper democracy” and a 
consultant for the Governance 
Alive sociocratic company. 

sociocrAcy in A 
nutshell
Sociocracy is rule by the “socios”, 
people who have a social connec-
tion with each other — “socios” 
means partner — as opposed to 
the “demos,” rule by a mass of 
people or “autocracy,” rule by one 
person.

becoming involved in 
sociocrAcy
when i got out of college i went 
to work for Boeing as a technical 
writer. Boeing wasn’t a bad place 
to work, but it occurred to me one 
day that i wasn’t living in a democ-
racy. instead the company — like 
most — worked as an aristocracy: 
you had the Duke of operations, 
the earl of administration, all the 
way up to the “king” at the head 
of the company. we’re supposed 
to live in a democracy, but here, 
where i worked, i was a serf. 

i wanted to be where i was a 
citizen in the company — enfran-
chised in decision-making — not 
just an employee with no voice.

Sociocracy: 
an alternative 
organizational 

model
John Buck, a leading sociocracy advocate, 

explains the principles of this alternative 

form of governance

on expAnding democ-
rAcy to other AreAs 
besides politics
one thing sociocracy really 
questions is the perception that 
democracy only applies to the 
public sphere, like government, 
and not and not to the private 
sphere, where we spend much of 
our lives.

in this country, we had a demo-
cratic tradition — one that people 
often forget about — for just about 
anything you want to organize. for 
example, abraham Lincoln was 
elected captain of his national 
Guard unit during the Blackhawk 
war and early fire departments 
elected their officers. it’s a matter 
of deciding what the most effec-
tive way is of ordering your power 
and it’s clear that in many cases 
the current, top-down structure 
simply isn’t working.

Some people hear about soci-
ocracy and think “oh, i’m being 
asked to give up my power.” But 
that’s not the case. Sociocracy is 
designed to be in favour of eve-
rybody, including the owners and 
the managers. Sociocracy creates 
a more effective organization by 
“rewiring” the way it deals with 
power — to turn it from an aris-
tocracy into a democracy.

sociocrAcy is designed 
Around the consent — 
but not the consensus 
— of All involved
people often confuse consent 
and consensus. in consensus, 
you have to reach an agreement 
amongst everyone to go forward 
with a given decision. Socioc-
racy works not on consensus, 
but consent, which has a long 
democratic tradition. Look in the 
Declaration of independence; it 

says “governments exist by the 
consent of the people,” not the 
consensus. 

consent does not look for total 
agreement. You don’t get in your 
car and say “gee, car, should we 
go to the grocery store?” if you’re 
seeking consensus with your vehi-
cle, hopefully you’ve got a good 
psychiatrist. 

consent, on the other hand, is 
feedback; it’s a warning. for exam-
ple, the aforementioned car can 
withdraw its consent if pressures 
become too great. if you’re driv-
ing along and your tire goes flat, 
the car’s giving you an argument, 
saying “if you keep going this way, 
you’re not just doing hazardous 
driving, you’re likely to grind the 
tire down and damage the axle.” 

That’s how consent works in a 
sociocratic organization: decisions 
— made by a manager, for example 
— stand unless there’s a reasoned 
argument against them. Like the 
tire going flat, that feedback is a 
warning that something needs to be 
fixed before continuing on towards 
the organization’s common goal.

“circles” oversee certAin 
AreAs in A sociocrAcy 
And get consent from 
the orgAnizAtion
But traditionally, organizations 
aren’t set up to get that necessary 
feedback.

instead, you look at the traditional 
power diagram of an organization, 
you’ve got a boss, you’ve got people 
reporting to the boss, and you’ve got 
people reporting to those people - it 
can go many levels deep. That’s 
what’s called a linear structure; the 
“aristocracy” i worked with at Boe-
ing is a good example. 
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linking [representatives from each 
circle to other circles] to link the 
circles together to create feedback 
through multiple levels of the 
organization. everyone has a say 
and each part of this dynamic sys-
tem is working together towards a 
common goal.

the hurdles sociocrAcy 
fAces
when you’re trying to make the 
change to a more democratic, 
dynamic way of decision-making, 
you naturally run into some 
obstacles. The biggest obstacle is 
getting people used to the new 
process that sociocracy entails.

we’re dealing with the early adop-
ter syndrome; it takes a lot of work 
to get beyond the people who 
are always interested in this new, 
innovative stuff to those that are 
primarily interested in just going 
to work. That latter just want to 
copy their buddies; they’re used 
to the current system, even if they 
aren’t very enfranchised in it, and 
they’re worried about what change 
might mean.

That fear happens because we 
tend to internalize whatever struc-
ture we’re living in; changing our 
political structure as fundamen-
tally as sociocracy does is hard. 
it’s not uncommon for people to 
feel both skepticism and elation at 
the same time. The biggest hurdle 
is getting past that preconceived 
notion with education; that’s one 
reason children, ironically, pick 
this new system up more quickly 
than adults.

sociocrAcy spreAds
Sociocracy’s been around since 
the 1970s, it was first applied to 
an electrical engineering com-
pany, of all things. it’s used in 

organizations around the world. 
however, the forays into govern-
ment are just beginning. admit-
tedly, there’s nothing we can yet 
point to and say “that town is run 
sociocratically.”

But there’s a town in Quebec, 
Très-Saint-rédempteur, where the 
Quebec provincial government 

has put up $250,000 on the town 
to reorganize itself to run socio-
cratically over the next five years. 
it will be interesting to see how 
that evolves.

one thing in government socioc-
racy can improve is the incentive 
structure. for example, right now, 
if the police do a really good job of 
protecting you from robbers, then 
the insurance company profits. 
The police really need to have 
criminals to have their budget 
coming in. The incentives, then, 
really aren’t effective.

instead, consider what would hap-
pen if we had a system where, if 
someone robs you, the police 
pay you? right now, there’s a lot 
of disconnects, a lot of nonsense 
incentives like the way we handle 
policing. we don’t really think 
about how incentives in a society 
actually work, but they have a 
major effect because the parts of 

this dynamic system aren’t com-
municating, and feedback is being 
ignored.

To respond to that, what we’re 
trying to do is construct a circle 
structure for a town or area that 
would include not just govern-
ment, but other sectors of society 
as well. The common goal is to 

create a way to start straightening 
out all these different pieces of 
society that are pointing in differ-
ent directions, and get them actu-
ally communicating.

as sociocracy spreads, one thing 
that i hope spreads with it is the 
warmth i’ve experienced in a fra-
ternity, with a bunch of friends 
where people are really open and 
there’s a lot of joy and frivolity, as 
well as efficiency. with sociocracy, 
that joyful connection with other 
human beings is a lot more com-
mon, and people will hopefully 
realize that happiness and effi-
ciency aren’t mutually exclusive.

BIO
John Buck is co-author of “We the 
People: Consenting to a deeper 
democracy” and a consultant for 
the Governance Alive sociocratic 
company. More information on the 
details of sociocracy can be found 
at governancealive.com.‘We’re supposed to live in a 

democracy, but here, where I 
worked, I was a serf. 
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In decades past companies could thrive without having to 
pay much attention to their people.  There were enough 
capable people out there queuing up for a job.  Today 
that has ceased to be the case.  The population is ageing, 
young people’s expectations have changed and we are 
gradually evolving toward an economy where a company’s 
human capital will become the main asset for competition.  
The problem is that most companies, especially small and 
medium sized companies, still manage their people as if 
we lived in the boom years of the 1950s. Bart Gonnissen, 
founder and CEO of Select Human Resources, outlines 
the major trends in the HR business and how Select HR 
is playing into these trends.  Gonnissen’s main point is 
that companies need to take a more balanced approach to 
their people issues, focussing both on recruitment and the 
development of the people they already have.

BEGINNINGS
“I’ve been in the business for 20 years now, but got 
into it somewhat by accident. I’m an economist by 
training and first started work in the 1980s as an audi-
tor.  In the early 90s I first came into contact with the 
sector when I worked on the IPO of Creyf’s, a recruit-
ment agency.  Following the listing they asked me to 
step in as CFO.  Over the next 12 years—up to 2002—I 
helped develop the company into a leading European 
HR specialist.  At the time, Creyf’s only offered temp-
ing services of blue collar workers, which is commod-
ity business—price is the only differentiator.  Hence 
our strategy was to expand into value-added services 
and to open offices in cities across Europe.  In those 
12 years we grew the company’s revenues from about 
€80 million in 1990 to €1,5 billion in 2002.  By then 
we were active in 10 countries and offered a full suite 
of HR services.  Following my time at Creyf’s I spent 3 
years at the Carestel group, helping them restructure 
the company. 

QUALITY INSTEAD OF QUANTITY
By 2005 I was ready to return to the HR sector because 
I was convinced that there is still much opportunity in 
it.  But I wanted to pursue a different approach.  The 
typical high street recruitment business is a volume 
business: in order to grow you have to open more 
offices and employ more people. When I launched my 
company, Select Human Resources, I did so with the 
express intent to limit the number of employees to 

100 people.  We only hire quality people with experi-
ence and deploy them across the entire value chain of 
HR.  Our core strength is that we are able to tailor our 
services to the needs of our individual clients. This 
means that our consultants have had to learn to be 
real consultants again; to really listen to our custom-
ers and respond to their needs.  We launched the com-
pany in April 2005 and today in 2010 we have exactly 
99 people and generate about €35 million in revenues.  
Our position in the market is robust; being based on 
quality and a tailored approach to service delivery.
 
WAR FOR TALENT
The scarcity of talent will only get worse; we need to 
make no illusions about that.  What surprises me is 
that so many companies still do not seem to under-
stand the implications of that problem.  People are not 
queuing up anymore to work for you; economic cri-
sis notwithstanding.  And this problem will only get 
worse as our population ages.  Companies therefore 
need to realise that their people —people to be hired, 
as well as the people they have onboard at present—are 
the key to their future survival and prosperity.  Hence 
it is absolutely critical that companies concentrate on 
their people development strategies, on managing the 
flow of people through their organisation, from pre-
employment to employment to post-employment. 
 
MANAGE THE PEOPLE YOU HAVE
With the exception of some multinationals it really is 
striking how few companies are actively developing 
and motivating the staff they already have.
I would guess that about 1/3 of the average company’s 
employees currently have their CVs on a job board or 
in the database of a recruitment company.   I suspect 
that when the economy kicks in again we are going to 
see a lot more volatility in the job market. Once they 
receive a better offer they’re off.  This is reality.  The 
only way to counter this is to manage your people 
in such a way that they are motivated to stay with 
you.  But most companies do not see it that way yet.  
Instead, the HR strategy of most companies is still 
focused almost exclusively on recruitment.  But given 
the increasing scarcity of talent, this is not a sus-
tainable strategy.  Consider our recruiting business 
for example.  Most of our recruitment work involves 
moving people from one employer to another.  That’s 

Manage the 
people you have

Bart Gonnissen, founder and CEO of 
Select Human Resources, appeals for the 

professionalization of HR

Bart Gonnissen, CEO Select HR
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crazy if you think about it.  It certainly prevents us 
from accepting all companies as clients in a particu-
lar sector—say banking or engineering–because then 
we would lose fishing ground for finding people.  It 
is absolutely essential that at a policy level we start 
focussing on creating a larger inflow of engineers and 
technical profiles.
I see a very important opportunity for growth for Select 
Human Resources firmly in the development phase of 
HR services, such as competence management, career 
path planning and training; that’s our sweet spot.  
Pre-employment services like recruitment obviously 
remain very important but they will need to come in 
balance with employee development services.  
Good management of human resources is tremen-
dously important.  Some employers start to under-
stand this, but many don’t; to their detriment, because 
the cost of bad HRM is tremendous.  For example, hir-
ing the wrong person is hugely expensive if you add 
up all the time, effort and money spent on correcting 
such mistakes.   Also, companies often underesti-
mate the potential for developing people.  Too often, 
employers simply equate skills with a particular 
diploma.  Besides the fact that some qualifications 
are scarce, they are also not always a guarantee that 
the person has the skills or competencies to do the 
job in question.  That’s why leading HR managers are 
placing more emphasis on competence management, 
on mapping and developing the competencies of the 
people they already have.  That can be a far more effi-
cient and effective way of working, which also counts 
for the recruitment phase.
Programs to develop staff can also attract youth. They 
are often looking for an employer where they can 
develop and grow as professionals. 

BALANCING SECURITY AND FLEXIBILITY
Today’s economy demands flexibility. The different 
types of labour contracts allow a certain level of flex-
ibility, but employers need to apply a well thought 
approach. Temporary or interim contracts as they 
are called in Belgium can help when staffing require-
ments fluctuate permanently, or when sudden peaks 
in demand occur. Employees can be hired and put on 
leave within a few days. That does not mean that com-
panies can rely purely on these ‘interim’ contracts. 
Both employee and employer often demand more 

security.  In cases where companies need temporary 
staff, but also need the security that those people 
will stay on board at least until the need is fulfilled, 
employers can offer secondment contracts.  Also 
the employee can prefer this level of security. These 
contracts can be combined in such a way that people 
start on a temp contract, or in secondment, and later 
on be migrated to a permanent assignment.  A rapidly 
growing practice in engineering and ICT is one where  
specialised secondment agencies offer permanent 
contracts to engineers, and are subsequently deployed 
at client locations for project-driven work, or for a 
specific period of time. The employees have all the 
benefits— e.g. a stable employer, company car, insur-
ance, pension, etc — while the end customer has less 
burden, and more flexibility.
I suspect that secondment companies will increas-
ingly begin to identify themselves as training and 

development companies, in the sense that they will 
be offering a suite of training and certification serv-
ices for their employees, to help them develop their 
competencies while not working on projects.  Again, 
however, secondment is simply one solution.  
Ultimately, the vast majority of companies will still 
rely on a core group of permanent employees and these 
will need to be managed exceptionally well.  That’s 
the crux of it. As a company manager, your employ-
ees are as important, if not more important, than your 
capital. That’s why the term ‘human capital’ is appro-
priate; it may sound like consultant ‘speak’ but it 
really makes the point well.  The winners of the future 
will be the companies that excel in all facets of people 
management, across the three phases of employment: 
pre-employment, employment and post-employment.

‘ our consultants have had 
to learn to be real consult-
ants again; to really listen to 
our customers and respond 
to their needs

BIO
Select Human Resources is  +

an international HR service 

provider.  It offers a full suite 

of HR services, including 

recruitment, executive search, 

consulting, outplacement, and 

international HR services. 

www.selecthr.be +
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In the history of organizational 
design and management, there 
have always been mavericks; 
managers who ignored or trod 
over established practice, and 
instead experimented with 
innovative and sometimes 
quite radical new methods. 
Today, companies like Google 
(“don’t be evil”) and Zappos 
(famed for its “quit now” 
bonus) come to mind. But in 
the 1990s, all eyes were on St. 
Luke’s, a company that was 
shaking up the advertising 
business. We spoke to Andy 
Law, best-selling author and 
co-founder of St. Luke’s.

When you look back over your 
career, including your time at St 
Luke’s and the projects you have 
been involved in since, what is the 
main lesson or insight that you 
have learned about managing an 
innovative organization? 

Looking back over those years, 
the key insight for me is that you 
should never lose sight of your 
own personal values as you begin 
to innovate. To build an innova-
tive company you have to have an 
innovative and energetic leader. 
That’s why i say that you should 
never discount your own personal 
values and strength.  
if a business can normalize it will. 
The natural state of an organiza-
tion is not to innovative. at St 
Luke’s we told our people that 
part of joining St Luke’s is joining 
an experiment. we got our energy 
from experimentation. But as 
soon as a company stops with 
experimentation it will normalize. 

Keep 
experimenting

Andy Law argues that there is no blueprint 

for innovation; innovation is de facto about 

change and experimentation.

Ultimately, it is all about the 
people. i tried to build a company 
where the personal growth and 
development of our people were 
as important as business develop-
ment. many people in leadership 
positions try to factor out personal 
agendas by relying on abstract 
kpis and performance targets. 
They should do the opposite. They 
should experiment with ways to 
enhance their people’s lives.  
i have been lucky in my life in the 
sense that much that i have done 
and continue to do, are things 
that i really want to do. everyone 
should have that liberating experi-
ence, not because they have much 
money, but because they have the 
flexibility.

How do you assess the impact 
of the internet on the way that 
companies organize themselves?

i’m looking at this very question 
in my third book ‘being present’. 
The major effect of the internet is 
to ‘atomise’ the world of business 
into millions of different parts. 
mainly this is changing the way 
that organizations are viewed or 
perceived; but i don’t think it is 
changing the very nature of com-
panies in any fundamental sense.
when people talk about social 
networks i often find that they 
confuse the ‘social’ with ‘social-
ism’. i don’t ascribe to the belief 
that social networks are a new 
political force; that it is a transition 
to a global democracy of sorts. 
i don’t think they do that at all. 
Social networks are loosely affili-
ated clubs of people who choose 
to be like minded in some way. 
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will—if anything—become more 
conservative as they try to defend 
themselves against the prying 
eyes of the internet.
for companies it will become far 
harder to be seen and heard. with 

the internet it has become easier 
for smaller brands and companies 
to gain exposure, sometimes mas-
sive exposure. Larger companies 
are jostling for visibility in a world 
that they share with millions of 
other entities. it is becoming very 
hard for them to be ‘present’ in a 
meaningful sense.

But surely the internet does allow 
for flatter, more flexible organi-
zational models, as illustrated by 
your own organization The Law 
Firm? You have described it as a 
Global Nodal Network?

The internet tightens up rela-
tionship because everything is 
recorded and stored. The internet 
has the ability to track practically 
everything we do, so yes, it does 
create an opportunity to form 
looser organizational forms.  at 
The Law firm we have fallen in 
a hole in the middle, in between 
the two extremes.  we’re neither 

That’s not a new political force.  
Similarly, i do not think that the 
internet will change the way that 
businesses are constructed in any 
fundamental sense, although the 
internet is changing the way that 

companies are viewed. in the 
past, an organization was judged 
by its direct stakeholders, its 
customers and possibly its suppli-
ers. But today a company can be 
judged by anyone who wants to 
be a judge. as a result, companies 
will become more aware of their 
role in society, but they also are 
likely to become more secretive. 
new forces do not always lead to 
change.  Look at russia; they’ve 
gone through three very different 
political systems in the last cen-
tury but at base each system has 
operated in very similar ways. 
i personally do not think that the 
internet will change companies. 
But will it change people? Yes, it 
will change the way in which peo-
ple manage their reputations and 
earn a living. people can be more 
fragmented, in their identities, 
but also in their income streams. 
i think it is important to make 
that distinction between people 
and companies. Sadly, companies 

a tight, hierarchical organiza-
tion and neither are we a loose, 
open organization. for example, 
some of our nodes had exclusiv-
ity in their markets, but that was 
me behaving as a command and 
control company.  we do realize 
now that we need to open it up 
more.  we need to coordinate 
our activities around an idea or a 
concept, and use the logo simply 
as a badge.  That’s why i’m going 
to wind it down as a company, 
but focus more on the concept. 
we still need an anchor around 
which to collaborate; a commit-
ment toward a set of principles, a 
commitment toward innovation. 
entrepreneurship comes from 
unexpected corners—that’s what 
i’ve learned.  So let’s collaborate 
around a proposal, a concept, as 
opposed to an organization with 
me as its center. as a result, i need 
to reevaluate my role and skill set.

The type of ideas that you have 
experimented with at St Luke’s, 
and others like Ricardo Semler’s 
methods at Semco, are certainly 
interesting and often inspiring, 
but is it feasible to implement such 
ideas at large organizations who 
operate in mature, risk-averse 
industries?

There are some very large com-
panies out there who have very 
different and very clever ways of 
doing things. cemex, the giant 
cement maker, comes to mind.  as 
a consultant i’ve had more success 
working with large companies. 
obviously i don’t go in saying that 
all companies of the future will 
look like Google. on the contrary, 

my key argument is that most 
companies are only using about 
5-10% of the talent they have 
available in their organization. The 
key challenge is to harness more 
of that talent.
You should never blame a com-
pany for its past.  That’s like saying 
to someone that you’re too old 
to do much anymore. But you do 
have to look at the future. and 
that means inspiring people. The 
problem is, however, that they’re 
all reading the same textbooks. 
They’re all listening to the same 
consultants with the same ‘best 
practice’ advice.  There’s a clon-
ing process going on, which is a 
shame!  The whole point is to be 
different, to experiment—that’s 
where the energy comes from.  
companies who do it by the book 
end up on the shelf.  

BIO
Andy Law is the author of two best-
selling management books, Open 
Minds (1998) and Experiment at 
Work (2003). Andy co-founded 
the innovative advertising agency 
St. Luke’s in 1995. In the following 
years, the agency earned numer-
ous accolades for its innovative 
approaches to people manage-
ment and business ethics. Andy 
left St. Luke’s in 2003.  In 2005 
he founded The Law Firm, an 
international network of advertis-
ing agencies.‘ The natural state of an 

organization is not to innovative
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Absenteeism needs to be seen in the broader organiza-
tional context. Managers are beginning to realize, cor-
rectly we think, that absenteeism often is a symptom or 
sign of a deeper problem within the organization. In the 
past, illness and the resulting absenteeism was something 
that companies simply accepted. People get ill; that is only 
normal.  The problem is that there is tremendous variation 
in the rates of absenteeism. Where the absenteeism rate is 
high, management needs to reflect on why that is. 

AN INTERCONNECTED WORLD
Also in general we observe that there is an increas-
ing awareness among people, among managers, that 
the world is interconnected. Everything we do has an 
impact, on our environment, on the climate, on local 
communities. Consider the financial crisis; how prob-
lems in the U.S. home loan market ultimately led to 
a global financial and economic crisis.  Within com-
panies too, managers are moving away from linear 
solutions and instead looking for multiple levers of 
change.  Outcomes like revenue growth, profitability 
and quality cannot be managed simply by tweaking a 
discrete process here and there.  A company’s success 
is also a result of its people’s skills and motivation. It 
is a well documented fact that factors like employee 
satisfaction and stress are associated with outcomes 
like quality.  

ABSENTEEISM IN CONTEXT
Similarly, absenteeism can be linked to the satisfac-
tion and motivation of employees. Absenteeism often 
is a choice.  Unhappy and unmotivated employees are 
more likely to resort to absenteeism. And absenteeism 
itself can also lead to more frustration among employ-
ees as they are continuously let down by colleagues.  
To illustrate, consider the way a self-employed person 
approaches his or her illness. A motivated entrepre-
neur typically will continue working even if he or 
she has mild cold or flu symptoms; or depending on 
the severity of the symptoms reduce the workload 
as appropriate to the condition. To what extent are 
your employees taking that level of responsibility 
for their work and their colleagues? In cases where 
the employee has a good relationship with his or her 
manager, and is committed and engaged with his or 
her work and colleagues, then that person will more 
likely go to work notwithstanding some discomfort.  
In cases where the converse is true, the employee will 
probably opt to stay at home.  

As a manager you need to ask yourself: how can I pre-
vent absenteeism among my employees and if they do 
become ill, how do I ensure that they get back to work 
as soon as is possible? Obviously you need to work 
on the practical side of things, to make sure that the 
workplace is safe and healthy for your employees. But 
increasingly, managers are realizing that they also 
need to look at people’s commitment and engage-
ment to their work.  That is why absenteeism needs 
to be placed in the broader context and strategy of the 
organization.  You cannot rely on isolated initiatives to 
reduce absenteeism.  If those initiatives aren’t framed 
in a broader strategy to which all stakeholders—
including your employees and the trade unions—are 
committed then you will hit brick walls.  

INTEGRATED HRM STRATEGY
As a CEO you need to understand that your business is 
mainly a function of your people, not your machines.  
Machines are easy to manage.  If you maintain them 
well, then you obtain a reliable outcome.  Those prin-
ciples do not hold when it comes to people because 
people are unpredictable. There are so many different 
factors that can impact on the wellbeing and motiva-
tion of your people; and many of those factors you 
have little control over.  The best thing that you can 
do as a manager is create an environment where peo-
ple are able to do what they’re good at, what they’re 
motivated in doing, and where they’re able to make 
the right decisions.  

The Taylor model of management, based on high lev-
els of managerial control, does not work anymore. 
Companies are far more reliant on knowledge workers 
who need to make the right decisions for themselves 
and for the company.  As a manager you cannot have 
visibility and control over all those decisions. On the 
contrary, responsibility needs to be delegated; and 

‘ Create an environment where 
people are taking responsibility 
for their work and are moti-
vated to stay on the work floor.

Don’t repress  
absenteeism; 

prevent it
 We take a closer look at Mensura’s approach 

to managing absenteeism with two of the 
company’s consultants, Tanja Storms 

and Jan Geijsels. 
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delegated much lower down in the organization than 
has previously been the norm.  
In parallel, companies need to focus more on their 
strengths and their people’s strengths, as opposed 
to their weaknesses. Traditionally, companies invest 
a tremendous amount of time and energy in correct-
ing weaknesses when in fact you are likely to achieve a 
better return by focusing on your people’s strengths.  
If you apply this to absenteeism then the goal is to cre-
ate an environment where people are taking responsi-
bility for their work and are motivated to stay on the 
work floor.  This will depend partly on the employee’s 
motivation and commitment, partly on the manager’s 
and colleagues’ attitudes and partly on the company’s 
policies. The cultural aspect is really important here. 
For example, an employee who is feeling unwell but 
capable of working should be able to say to his or her 
colleagues: “help me out guys; I’m going to take part 
today but please understand that I’m not 100% today 
– please tolerate that.” Similarly, that employee needs 
to understand what the implications are of him or 
her being absent. “How will my colleagues manage? 
Will they understand? Am I needed?” That’s the type 
of decision making process and responsibility taking 
that needs to happen.

DASHBOARD
At Mensura we take an integrated approach to our cli-
ents’ problems with absenteeism.  We will obviously 
look at the medical aspects. For example, are there 
ergonomic or other physical factors that could lead to 
illness?  We also, however, look at the organizational 
culture via interviews, workgroups and surveys. And 
we look at your existing policies.  The goal is to develop 
a dashboard that will allow you to monitor a range of 

relevant factors in an integrated manner—and come 
up with appropriate solutions. For example, if you are 
confronted mainly with frequent short-term absentee-
ism then it may be best to commence with absentee-
ism conversations.  If there is long-term absenteeism, 
however, you should look at ergonomic factors in the 
broad sense.  
Your policies are important too. Some practices can 
be particularly unhelpful; especially those that reduce 
people’s sense of responsibility. For example, we gen-
erally recommend that employees should call their 
direct manager if they are ill, because that way they 
are directly confronted with the implications of their 
absence.  If they only need to call the HR department 
or worse, a call center, then you are making that proc-
ess anonymous and hence lowering the threshold to 
absenteeism.
In a way, this is all part and parcel of a broader trend 
toward business lines taking more responsibility for 
their operations and strategy.  Twenty years ago, the 
specialized silos such as HRM and IT came into being. 
Today we are seeing a swing back to the business line 
taking responsibility for their IT and HR strategies. In 
this sense the hierarchical line has to take up respon-
sibility for absenteeism and address the workforce on 
their solution capability and responsibility to fulfill 
the labor contract. As a result, a lot more pressure is 
being placed on managers today. The job has become 
a lot more complex. Pushing more responsibility on 
people’s shoulders is necessary to improve the agility 
of the organization and to stimulate employee com-
mitment and motivation, but it does increase pressure 
on people. The trick is to find the right balance.

BIO 
Tanja Storms is a Masters  +

graduate in psychology. At 
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well-being. In this role, she is 
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for Mensura Absenteeism.  He 
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Good results depend  +
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and solutions ranging from 

their strict legal obligations to 

so much more.
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policy, organisation of work, etc. 
it’s also important to introduce 
new employees properly so that 
they can be integrated smoothly, 
get to know the safety rules and 

other arrangements. But the 
link with the supplying company 
also needs to be maintained. we 
therefore provide the necessary 
time and space so that they can 
stay up-to-date with what’s hap-
pening in their parent company. 
The fact that we are neighbours 
is an advantage here.” hans aelter 
also points out the importance 
of a pragmatic approach: “in the 
course of collaborating you’ll be 
faced with matters that are diffi-
cult to put down on paper before-
hand. You then need openness 
and trust to resolve them.”

Dana also has collaboration 
agreements with other compa-
nies. Last year about twenty fTes 
were working at Tyco and hoer-
biger at any given time, and during 
the autumn of 2009 five employ-
ees moved to Daikin ostend for 
a few months. “it involves about 
fifty employees in total, about 

When orders dropped sharply 
due to the economic crisis, 
the DANA Spicer Off-Highway 
Products Division in Bruges, 
Belgium—a specialists in 
gearboxes for construction 
and industrial vehicles—tried 
to find a way of retaining their 
employees. Neighbouring 
company Bombardier Trans-
portation, a world leader in 
railway technology, was look-
ing for people to cope with 
production peaks. The two 
companies got together in a 
collaborative relationship to 
exchange talent. We spoke to 
Freddy Ginneberge, HR Direc-
tor at the Bombardier plant in 
Bruges and Hans Aelter, HR 
Director at Spicer Off-Highway 
Products Division in Bruges. 

fluctuAting demAnd

“as a project-driven organisa-
tion Bombardier has no regular 
workload. when projects overlap 
our staff complement peaks, but 
when projects don’t connect we 
are faced with a dip”, says freddy 
Ginneberge, hr director at Bom-
bardier. “Besides, the job market 
is developing in such a way that 
talent is becoming increasingly 
scarce. This was perhaps less 
noticeable during the crisis, but we 
are facing a shortage once again. 
we also noticed that job security 
is still an important criterion when 
choosing a new job, which, as 
a project-driven enterprise, you 
can’t always guarantee. To ensure 
that we will have the necessary 
competencies, now and in the 
future, we started looking for new 

Sharing talent
Two neighbouring manufacturing companies 

in Bruges, Belgium, got together to share 

their talent

ways and systems for dealing with 
our talent challenges.
in the meantime his fellow hr 
manager, hans aelter of Dana 
Spicer off-highway Solutions, 
which was hit hard by the crisis, 
was looking for a way of retain-
ing his people despite the dif-
ficult times. “To begin with we 
took steps to control our cost 
structure”, hans aelter explains. 
“personnel costs were part of this. 
we tried to avoid restructuring 
through temporary placement 
of staff as well as lay-offs. The 
advantage of the first option is 
that we could invoice the entire 
labour cost to other firms; while 
temporarily ‘parking’ them some-
where else and thus retaining our 
valuable talent. at the same time 
the employees could keep on 
working without interruption; and 
hence suffered no loss of income. 
in addition, they found themselves 
in a different environment, which 
is most enriching and not a bad 
thing for their employability.”

instead of taking on staff and let-
ting them go in accordance with 
the fluctuating workload, Bom-
bardier also thought about co-
sourcing. “hans aelter suggested 
that we take over staff, obviously 
on a voluntary basis and for tem-
porary periods, so that we could 
fill our vacancies and he wouldn’t 
have to dismiss employees. one 
year on this has grown into a 
real ‘co-sourcing project’” freddy 
Ginneberge reports. “in all, six-
teen employees from Dana have 
started work with us: electricians, 
fitters, warehouse personnel and 
quality controllers. on average 

we’ve had about seven fTes here 
between may last year and now. 
initially we thought of filling the 
more difficult specialised posi-
tions in this way, but that match 

could not be made immediately.” 
“it is very important that the 
employees and the positions for 
which you exchange them are at 
the same level”, hans aelter adds. 
“if the job content in the receiving 
company is a lot more limited, for 
instance, employees are less likely 
to want to do it.”

communicAte

“The biggest challenge is to inte-
grate talent properly, to deploy 
people optimally and to harmonise 
the collaboration between the two 
companies,” freddy Ginneberge 
continues. “That requires in-depth 
communication and clear agree-
ments as well as a great deal of 
trust and transparency between 
each other. we have also con-
sulted quite a lot with the social 
partners. after all, they wanted to 
know what effect this co-sourcing 
project would have on employment 

‘It would be ideal to have a pool 
of companies within which we 

could exchange talent
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ten percent of our workforce. in 
practice we supply our employees, 
we pay their salaries and invoice 
Bombardier for the work they 
perform. clear agreements about 
salaries and employment periods 
and a good relationship are essen-
tial for a co-sourcing project to 
work successfully. a real danger, 
for example, is that employees will 
change jobs more easily when a 
position becomes available, which 
they wouldn’t do so quickly if they 
didn’t already know the organisa-
tion inside out. here, too, it’s a 
question of clear agreements. You 
cannot hold back employees who 
want to leave, and you cannot 
allow the project to break down 
because of that.”

building the network

meanwhile, both companies have 
publicised the project in their net-
works and there has turned out to 
be a fair amount of interest. “for 
us the fact that we are a project 
organisation is especially impor-
tant, but co-sourcing also appeals 
to companies that are exposed 
to seasonal or economic ups and 
downs”, says freddy Ginneberge. 
“apart from solving their staffing 
problems, they have the advan-
tage of their employees improving 
their competencies through an 
exchange of knowledge and expe-
rience. it would be ideal to have a 
pool of companies within which 
we could exchange talent. But we 
mustn’t forget that the biggest 
test of the system still lies ahead, 
because we have to make sure 
that this concept will still function 
after the crisis.”

BIO
Freddy Ginneberge is HR Director 
at the Bombardier plant in Bruges 
and Hans Aelter is HR Director at 
Spicer Off-Highway Products Divi-
sion in Bruges. 
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Notwithstanding the economic turmoil of the past few 
years, there is a chronic and escalating shortage of talent 
in Western Europe.  Whether you blame it on the ageing 
of our population or our changing values, the impact on 
companies will be severe.  Furthermore, managing and 
motivating the people that you do have is no easy task.  
Many of today’s organisational designs and management 
techniques, such as the matrix organization (with their 
often contradicting functional objectives) and the Balanced 
Scorecard, are increasingly ineffective in a world where 
technical  innovations and creativity are the key differen-
tiators. It is time for new leaders.  So say Jan De Lancker, 
co-founder of management consultancy and interim-
management provider BrainTower, and Wim Focquet, 
a leading headhunter and management coach.  Both are 
specialized in plugging the leadership gap.  Jan and his 
team place interim managers—mainly marketing and 
sales professionals—at client companies in Belgium, the 
Netherlands and the Middle East.  Wim Focquet, a close 
collaborator of BrainTower, steps in when recruitment 
solutions and management development is required.  

THE LEADERSHIP CHALLENGE
The leadership challenge has clearly evolved in the 
past few years and this has raised the strategic value 
of human resource management (HRM).  Whereas 
in the past HRM was mainly an administrative and 
transactional function, today HRM needs to be the 
right hand of the CEO and focus on business purposes 
in the first place.  This is because in the current envi-
ronment, an organisation’s people truly do make the 
difference.  HRM can play a pivotal role in ensuring 
that all employees are engaged and committed to the 
organisation’s goals.  

Engagement: that is the crux of it. That is so much 
more than ‘employee satisfaction’—and also why sat-
isfaction surveys are so useless.  Engagement is about 
real commitment; it is about motivation, passion and 
gusto.  Studies show that in an average organization 
fewer than 30% of employees have real engagement 
with their work.  As such, engagement is a key suc-
cess factor, although it also is tremendously difficult 
to create or stimulate engagement among your people.  
But you have to; there is no alternative.  The economy 
is globalised and we are competing with companies in 
the U.S. and China.

In Western Europe we have a working population that 
is declining in numbers and in engagement. Genera-
tion Y wants it all on their terms.  They only want to 
do work that interests them, that is meaningful, and 
that fits in their lifestyle.  But the reality is that we’re 
competing with regions that have very different, more 
physical and safety related values.  
These changing values—and other factors such as the 
impact of the internet and social media—are leading 
to different power dynamics within organization.  The 

classic top-down hierarchy is struggling to function.  
Only a few years ago, MBA graduates were still trying 
to manage their business using Balanced Scorecard 
methods.  Good luck if you try that today.  You cannot 
create engagement using only a dashboard of metrics.  
Engagement comes from inspiration.  We need new 
prophets (not only new profits)!  But that is difficult. 
This isn’t simply a matter of tweaking a few compe-
tencies; on the contrary, this is about integrity and 
authenticity.

Organisational values need to be alive; they need to be 
‘lived’ by the organisation’s people.  Don’t just write 
a mission statement and a set of ‘value statements’ 
without making sure that these really exist in the 
organization; otherwise these will be cynically seen 
as mere wallpaper.

OPEN THE SILO
HRM needs to become entrepreneurial in its approach. 
It needs to be held accountable for its results and the 
company’s results. HRM needs to come out from the 
silo and its silo budget.  The main challenge in today’s 
international multicultural business environment is 
proper alignment of various agenda’s of various par-
ticipants towards one BHAG.  As such, HRM needs to 
work much closer with the business lines. They need 
to put their heads (functional peers?) together and 
pursue a common goal.  Use your talent in a ubiqui-
tous sense. 

Why are we still forcing people into fixed career paths 
and job descriptions?  More than ever, people have 
opportunity to explore new talents and avenues.  

‘ Live your dream, not your 
job description

New 
leaders

Jan De Lancker of 
BrainTower, an 

interim-management 
provider and HRM 

consulting firm, and 
Wim Focquet of execu-

tive recruiter Marlar 
make the case 

for new  
leadership 

skills
Jan De Lancker
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Organisations can tap into that potential.  I may be 
a manager today, but at some point I could develop a 
passion for a specific discipline—why not exploit that 
energy?  Live your dream, not your job description.
To prepare for the future, companies need to take radi-
cal steps. Stop your annual appraisals; throw out your 
rigid organization charts! Larger companies may have 
greater difficulty to embed real engagement and deal 
with multicultural expectations and issues.  Smaller 
ones can very often still rely on the natural passion and 
inspiration of their founding teams; bigger companies 

can’t.  The bigger the company the more inclined it is 
to try placing things into processes. And large compa-
nies continue to grow and consolidate into ever bigger 
organizations. But simultaneously they are faced with 
a net-savvy generation coming into the workforce, 
that prizes its individuality above else.  How do they 
balance these contradictory forces?  This is one of the 
most important leadership challenges today.

There is a new generation entering the workforce that 
wants to work and live and do this all simultane-
ously.  It is a networked generation that has access to 
abundant knowledge, knowledge that is everywhere.  
A good thing too because the world is changing ever 

more rapidly.  To adapt, to succeed in this world, it is 
absolutely pivotal that we—as individuals, as organi-
zations—have much faster access to that knowledge.  
But traditional leadership is control-orientated.  We 
try to mould people to fit into our job descriptions; we 
block Facebook at work (when stakeholders complain 
or comment about your company you should rather 
join into the conversation instead of denying it); we 
kill passion and engagement.  Work-life balance is not 
about four weeks of vacation; it is about living your 
work!

The solution to today’s leadership challenge is three 
pronged.  Firstly, open up knowledge.  Don’t go on a 
strategy retreat with your VPs; open that process up to 
all.  Secondly, engage and inspire people.  That is the 
hardest part.  And that is why, thirdly, you need new 
leadership to make that all happen.‘ The main challenge in 

today’s international multi-
cultural business environ-
ment is proper alignment of 
various agenda’s of various 
participants towards  
one BHAG

BIO
BrainTower is a marketing  +
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buying into clusters. The danger 
here is that cluster policies can 
become the old industrial policies 
with a different name. we can’t 
just re-label them but need look 
for the right tools with the largest 
impact.

What are the tools to creating a 
successful, strong cluster? 
many governments have used 
economic geography models that 
entice companies to set up shop in 
one place. essentially, one is engi-
neering conglomeration.  But this 
requires a great deal of resources. 
it also has to be done before the 
economic geography has settled 
and there is still a huge risk for 
failure. Governments can’t always 
pick the right time or place for this 

and so this is generally the wrong 
way to approach cluster policy. 

The best way for a region or a 
government to apply cluster policy 
or to attract stronger clusters is 
to recognize where it is occur-
ring naturally and take advantage 
of that natural strength.  Don’t 
engineer the cluster but use it as a 
resource and make it more attrac-
tive. mobilize a cluster, don’t try to 
create it. The more developed a 
cluster already is as an agglomera-
tion of related activities, the more 
success you can expect from clus-
ter mobilization.

What if the clusters don’t yet exist? 
This is an important issue, because 
the question then presents itself 
which industry to get into. Tra-
ditionally most policy makers 
looked at industries that have 
strong global growth potential. 
But this approach frequently failed 
because everybody was trying to 
get into the same industries, such 
as nanotech biotech.

now this is shifting a bit. if we look 
at how regions diversify, we see a 
process called related diversifica-
tion. instead of entering an entirely 
new market, regions diversify 
and expand into fields adjacent 
to whatever fields they currently 
have. This is also the best advice 
for policy makers: Look at your 

strongest existing industries and 
see whether those competencies 
can be applied in an adjacent area.  
Don’t try to create an entirely new 
industry from scratch.

Can governments support  
this process? 
To an extent they can, and most 
already are.  most governments 
already spend on the basics, such 
as education, research and infra-
structure, all of which have cluster 
impacts.  in addition, they can 
organise their existing spend more 
strategically around clusters.  But 
that is challenging. Because how 
do you fund innovation? You could 

fund r&D at individual companies 
but that distorts competition.  
Similarly, you could fund r&D at 
the industry level, but again that 
distorts the market since suppli-
ers are excluded.  if you fund r&D 
more generally at the level of the 
national economy, then you lack 
focus and impact. funding r&D 
at the level of the cluster makes 
sense, because if done right, you’re 
not distorting the market.

Do governments have unrealistic 
expectations of clusters, or can 
success be translated to broader 
economy? 
it is understandable why govern-
ments are interested in clusters. 
regions with strong clusters have 
higher wages, higher rates of inno-
vation, and increased productively, 
all of which leads to stronger eco-
nomic outcomes. however, even 
large clusters don’t account for 
the majority of economic value 
and jobs.  

clusters can be seen as an 
engine for broader growth but 
by themselves, they don’t have 
a particularly large economic 
impact. Large clusters typically 
don’t count for more than 3-5% 
of regional employment. They can 
be the engines that drive regional 
economies forward, but the entire 
car must run as well. They aren’t 
a silver bullet; but they are a key 
component of a broader economic 
strategy.  

cluster initiatives work best if the 
underlying cluster is strong and if 
the regional economy is strong.  
They are noT a substitute for a 
strong local economy or an impe-
tus for industry. This is an impor-
tant distinction.  when they aren’t 
in place, you must have realistic 
expectations for what they can do. 
This lack of understanding of the 

‘ Mobilize a cluster, don’t try to 
create it.

Are clusters the 
route to economic 

success?
Christian Ketels, expert in cluster policy 

at Harvard University, outlines the key  

debates in the field.

As location becomes a more 
strategic decision for larger 
companies, governments 
scramble to attract innovative 
companies through clusters 
policy. Dr. Christian Ketels, 
Harvard Business School, clar-
ifies what makes a successful 
cluster, the dangers with 
starting clusters from scratch 
and the mistakes to avoid 
when determining the best 
location for competition and 
cluster development. 

To start off, can you define a cluster?
a cluster is based on two very 
important elements: 

Geography: it is a co-  +
location of companies and 
related economic activity. The 
geo-dimension is obviously very 
important.
multiple industries: it combines  +
different types of related indus-
tries, from manufacturing as 
well as service, with companies 
bound in supplier-customer 
relationships or through other 
types of linkages. 

There are number of cluster types 
as well. Some form around a single 
strong anchor company. Some-
times a network of Sme’s work 
effectively together and universi-
ties as hubs often create clusters. 

Why has there been such interest 
in clusters of late?
while there might be a surge of 
interest now, clusters have been 
around for long time. no matter 
what policymakers do, clusters 
are a reality of the economy.  They 
form naturally both in developed 
and developing nations. 

clusters are at the forefront of dis-
cussion now for two reasons: 

Globalization: location has  +
become much more strategic 
for companies. in the global 
economy, companies can locate 
pretty much anywhere but they 
need to assess these choices 
on the basis of access to local 
talent and expertise, access to 
local markets, and access to 
potential collaborating compa-
nies. That is why clusters are so 
important.
innovation: the innovation  +
process has become increas-
ingly open, which means that 
it is increasingly important to 
be near potential collaborators, 
whether these are universities 
or other companies.  Talent 
is important too. That is why 
physical location is still so 
important.  Sure you can col-
laborate virtually but anybody 
can. what is much more dif-
ficult to replicate, and hence 
is strategically valuable, is your 
physical location.  Being located 
in a successful, innovative clus-
ter has significant value.

Why are policy makers interested?  
for many policy makers it is a 
somewhat desperate measure. 
There is the sense that traditional 
industrial policy, such as support-
ing national champions, is failing.  
also, there is recognition that 
short-term market interventions 
are pretty useless.   But simultane-
ously policy makers feel that they 
must do something to improve  
their economies’ competitive-
ness, productivity and innovative 
capacity. an alternative is to invest 
in general framework conditions – 
universities, privatization, science, 
etc. but all this takes time with no 
guarantee or certainty. politicians 
are looking for a more proactive 
and focused approach – so they’re 
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People typically associate clus-
ters with R&D driven research 
parks linked to high tech 
institutes or universities.  But 
there are more informal places 
too, built from the ground up, 
by entrepreneurs for entre-
preneurs.  Edouard Cambier is 
founder of the SeedFactory, a 
media and marketing cluster 
in Brussels.  Here’s his story.

rise of the nomAds
our economy is in a strange situa-
tion.  Today there are more people 
leaving the labour market than 
entering it, and yet, young people 
can’t find jobs.  in the past you 
could have a lifelong career at a 
single company, culminating with 
a medal or golden pen.  That’s all 
gone.  even if you do have a steady 
job then you are still likely to be 
confronted by contradictions in 
corporate policy. for example, 
human resource managers talk 
a lot about organizational culture 
and values these days, but if you 
listen to top management then 
most of them are almost exclu-
sively focused on short term objec-
tives.  especially in Belgium, we 
don’t have real leaders anymore; 
most ceos here are country man-
agers who report to divisional hQs 
abroad.  They don’t do strategy.  
on the contrary, they’re trying to 
achieve short term sales targets.
as a result, i see an increasing 
number of nomads about; people 
who hop from company to com-
pany, or people who operate as 
independent consultants.  and 
generally they’re not happy.  i think 
it is a stressful lifestyle since you’re 
constantly changing your work 
environment and your objectives.  
it is an uncertain career path; no 
golden pen, no job security, no 
benefits.  
Basically i’m trying to build an eco-
system that caters to the needs 

From the ground up
Meet Edouard Cambier, founder of a media 

and marketing cluster in Brussels

of these people.  There are thou-
sands of independent consultants 
and Smes about.  as businesses 
they’re not very stable.  Typically 
they have a business pipeline of 
several weeks or months.  if they 
lose a large client then their rev-
enues collapse.   

creAting A 2.0 cluster
i approached the project very 
practically. Basically i looked 
within my own network and found 
a lot of people in their thirties 
who were fed up with their jobs 
at large companies.  most of them 
were also active in the media and 
marketing sector.  So i contacted 
them with the idea of setting up a 
media and marketing cluster.  i got 
a good response, so i went ahead 
with the project.  
Today we have a great building 
in Brussels, near the University, 

which houses approximately 20 
small companies in media com-
munications and graphic arts.   
rents are low because we share a 
number of services such as recep-
tion, icT and cleaning.  in addition, 
i offer a number of optional serv-
ices like business development and 
accounting.  But my core focus is to 
facilitate communication between 
the participating companies.  most 
clusters are r&D orientated; think 
of the numerous research parks 
that are linked to universities.  we 
have little need for r&D; instead, 
our creativity often emerges out 
of informal conversations.  a quick 

chat in the walkway and a seed is 
planted.  i think that clusters need 
a humane spirit.  it needs to be 
a place where new connections 
are formed, where information is 
shared, where new projects are 
created.  You can facilitate that 
collaboration systematically but 
also very informally.  That’s the 
way we’ve tackled it.  we have a 
central lobby where people can 
meet or drink a coffee.   and we 
organize events.  But the overall 
approach remains very informal.  
nothing is forced here. we don’t 
do long meetings. The point is let 
things grow organically, spontane-
ously.  The challenge is that people 
don’t usually communicate or 
share information spontaneously; 
you have to prod them a little and 
create an environment that is con-
ducive to conversation.  
i’m convinced that the winning 

clusters will be the 2.0 clusters, 
where there is plenty of com-
munication—real, spontaneous 
communication.  my goal is to 
help the people here share their 
frontal lobes with each other.  
But i’m doing so by working in 
the background.  Don’t expect an 
annual speech from me.  i’m the 
concierge here.  That’s my role. 

BIO
Edouard Cambier is the founder 
and manager of the SeedFactory, 
a Brussels-based cluster of media 
and marketing companies.

‘ Clusters need a humane spirit

pre-requisites for cluster initia-
tives often leads to wrong policy 
and misguided criticism.   

How should a company determine 
its next location? 
essentially it comes down to the 
competencies and resources that 
you need access to.  Those are the 
vital questions that you must ask.  
for example, novartis recently built 
a new headquarters.  The obvious 
location would have been Basel 
where it was based, and where 
there is a strong pharmaceutical 
cluster. But instead it chose Bos-
ton because it wanted to tap into 
the highly educated talent pool 
there.  Bmw chose Germany for 
its local engineering clusters, but 
for Vw the right location could be 
Slovakia.  every company needs to 
make those assessments of what 
competencies they need access to 
in order to succeed. 

BIO
Dr. Christian Ketels is a member 
of the Harvard Business School 
faculty at Professor Michael E. 
Porter’s Institute for Strategy and 
Competitiveness. He holds a PhD 
(Econ) from the London School of 
Economics and further degrees 
from the Kiel Institute for World 
Economics and Cologne University. 
He is currently a Senior Research 
Fellow at the Center for Strategy 
and Competitiveness at the Stock-
holm School of Economics and a 
Director of The Competitiveness 
Institute, a not-for-profit global 
network of cluster practitioners 
and researchers. He has led clus-
ter and competitiveness projects 
in many parts of the world, has 
written widely on economic policy 
issues, and is a frequent speaker 
on competitiveness and strategy 
issues.
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1975: this was the year that Jan Brand, a Dutch gradu-
ate engineer, placed his first fellow engineer in a tempo-
rary position. With this first step, Brand distinguished 
himself as a pioneer in the development of the temporary 
employment sector. Over the years this would become an 
international industry and an indispensable stabilizing 
factor in local and international labour markets. This first 
placement, made when the company was operating under 
the name Multec, also marks the beginning of Brunel’s 
colourful history.  Typical of these early years was the 
emphasis on placing highly qualified, technical specialists. 
Even now, 35 years later, Brunel is still known for this 
focus. The first office was established in Delft, the same 
city where Jan Brand attended university and a city that 
attracts many engineers.

In 1987, Brunel founded its first foreign office, in Bel-
gium. The current headquarters of Brunel Belgium are 
in Mechelen, where we met Sandra Schuerewegen, 
who has been appointed as the new managing direc-
tor in January: ‘Eleven years ago, I started in a human 
resources position at Brunel. But I was an interna-
tional sales manager in my previous job, and soon the 
commercial activities of Brunel drew my attention. 
Luckily, Brunel gave me the opportunity to grow into 
a position as sales manager.’ In 2006 a promotion to 
general manager ICT followed, and then to managing 
director this year.
Brunel has an international network of 90 branch 
offices in 32 countries and is specialised in flexible 
placement of professionals in the fields of Engineer-
ing, IT, Legal, Finance, Insurance & Banking and 
Energy. The requirements in these fields differ wildly. 
For example, the Energy field is a continuous business 
with world-wide projects that are planned three years 
in advance, while the other fields have more local and 
short-term projects. For Brunel Belgium, 80 percent of 
the clients are big construction and engineering com-
panies, multinationals, banks, insurance companies 
and the government. For cross-boundary projects such 
as in the Engineering field, the account managers and 
commercial managers of Brunel Belgium collaborate 
with their colleagues in other branch offices.

FROM INITIATIVE TO OPPORTUNITY
‘Growth opportunities’ is a term that Sandra uses a lot 
in our conversation, not only with respect to Brunel’s 
employees, but also when she is talking about the pro-
fessionals Brunel is placing at other companies. ‘It’s 
not a hollow term for us. Everyone who has a sense of 
initiative gets the opportunity to do something with 
it. For example, if an IT professional wants to follow 
a training course with a specific purpose in mind, 
we’ll give him the chance to do this. Especially in the 
Engineering field there are a lot of people working on 
short-term projects, so Brunel is determined to search 
for challenging jobs and give these professionals the 

right opportunities to develop and boost their career.’
Sandra emphasises that the same spirit exists inter-
nally: ‘Our CEO Jan Arie van Barneveld encourages all 
our employees to develop themselves, and he is very 
approachable. A “Bruneller” is someone who takes ini-
tiative and never forgets that he or she is working with 
people. To give an example, Brunel’s Pharma division 
started this way 2.5 years ago: we knew someone in 

the healthcare business who approached us with a 
sensible business model. So one person had an idea 
that we examined, and we gave her the opportunity to 
start this new division.’

PEOPLE, PEOPLE AND PEOPLE
‘When we interview a professional at Brunel for the 
first time, we try to find the person’s profile and poten-
tial by tests and questionnaires,’ Sandra says. ‘Our 
psychologist tests and analyses the personal charac-
teristics, and we also look at the person’s technical 
capabilities. After that, we give him our advice and a 
human resources manager discusses what the person 
wants and how he can attain that.’ But Brunel’s work 
doesn’t stop after the professional is placed in a com-
pany: ‘We follow everyone closely, and if his job is not 
what he expected, we try to adjust, for example by giv-
ing him some extra training. Just dropping someone 
at a place he is not happy with is never good, not for 
the consultant, not for the client and therefore not for 
Brunel.’
Brunel’s people-centric approach also shows at times 
when things go downhill, such as in the current eco-
nomic crisis. ‘At this moment the situation is already 
better than last year, but still not as good as we would 
like. So when the project of one of the IT profession-
als we placed ends and he or she doesn’t find a new 
project immediately, we try to find a relevant internal 
project at Brunel. For example, we give him the oppor-
tunity to follow a .NET or Java course and let him gain 
relevant experience by working on our internal IT 
projects.’
For Brunel’s account managers it is not enough to just 
send some CVs in response to job adverts from compa-
nies. They have to go ‘in the field’ and try to sense the 
corporate culture and what is important for the com-
pany. Sandra gives an example: ‘If a bank searches for 

‘ A “Bruneller” is someone 
who takes initiative and 
never forgets that he or she 
is working with people.

From initiative to 
opportunity

Much more than just ‘placing people’ Brunel 
has a people-centric approach to flexible 

placement of professionals.
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a construction supervisor, someone that is perfectly 
proficient in construction engineering is not always 
the best match for the job, even if he has the perfect 
technical knowledge. For instance, if he has always 
worked in industrial environments, he can have some 
difficulties with the corporate culture of a bank. Our 
account managers have to understand these cultural 
differences and try to find a good match.’
So Brunel’s employees do much more than just ‘sell-
ing people’. As Sandra explains it: ‘Our commercial 

managers spend a lot of their time on following the 
professionals they placed. Moreover, our sales people 
are also partially human resources people. At Brunel, 
no one works without interest in people. If we inter-
view new staff candidates, we want to be sure that 
they are genuinely interested in people. Only interest 
in the business side is not enough.’

BIO 
+ Brunel International is a 

global provider of business 

services that specialises in flex-

ible placement of professionals 

in the fields of Engineering, IT, 

Legal, Finance, Insurance & 

Banking and Energy.

+ www.brunel.net

+ www.brunel.be

Sandra Schuerewegen, MD Brunel Belgium
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I think that the task of the next cen-
tury, faced with the worst menaces 
that mankind has known, will be 
about reintegrating its gods.
A. Malraux, « L’homme et le fantôme », 
L’Express, 21 May 1955.

for some considerable time i have 
noticed a general hardening in our 
society. i am not referring specifi-
cally to my working environment 
where uncertainty, competition 
and globalisation are rife, but to 
our society in general. it is not 
my intention to denigrate society, 
which one way or another you are 
part of and which you therefore 
also help to shape. Let me clarify: 
the general hardening of our lan-
guage, our behaviour, the enerva-
tion of our society are what strike 
me. This hardening is found in 
schools, in traffic, in the job mar-
ket, in business and in other areas 
that are probably less relevant to 
this special issue about people.

in education juridification contin-
ues. Soon we shall have educa-
tion decree number 20. Schools, 
just like companies and other 
institutions, are overregulated 
and over-structured; they have to 
document their processes, and 
are increasingly being monitored 
and co-governed by a greater 
number of “stakeholders”. parents 
put schools under pressure and 
are ever quick to complain. That 
too is part of hardening. a school 
is no longer an island but is part 
of the community, which should 
give warmth, but if something 
goes wrong dialogue becomes 
really hard. how do you maintain 
warmth amidst all this commer-
cialisation and regularisation? This 
situation also leads to alienation, 
but in education the leaders of 
tomorrow are being shaped. how 
do we reconcile this?

Hardening and trust 
Christian Dirckx, HR Director  

at IBM Belgium, argues for  
trust-based relationships

The core of the problem lies in 
authority. we no longer simply 
accept authority, and we raise our 
children to be independent so that 
they will not submit to authority 
too easily – perhaps explained by 
the tendency towards liberalisa-
tion which, emanating from the 
economy, is assailing the rest of 
social life. in addition, fingers are 
relentlessly being pointed at those 
in authority, their own behaviour is 
analysed and publicly commented 
on. Leadership is recognised, 
but authority is in crisis. respect 
for authority is declining, it no 
longer inspires trust. a position 
in itself no longer exudes author-
ity. authority still exists, but only 
by the grace of agreements: my 

employer may exercise authority 
as long as he respects my rights. 
i notice this not only in the labour 
market but also in education, the 
church, the health care sector. it 
is becoming more and more dif-
ficult to find people in leadership 
positions who possess, exude and 
maintain authority, and who also 
receive and inspire trust. it is a dif-
ficult combination.

counterposed to the hardening, 
after all, is a growing need for 
trust. The future of the labour 

market will be based on these trust 
relationships which people will 
continue to engage in. impelled by 
the growing drive for simplifica-
tion and efficiency, the traditional 
highly detailed contracts will have 
to make way for new cooperation 
agreements based on negotiation 
and on trust. much innovative 
strength will arise from new forms 
of cooperation among people, 
for example by means of social 
network sites and the sharing of 
knowledge.

Trust is the key to the solution, and 
at the same time the most fragile 
thing that can exist between peo-
ple, also in the labour market or in 
professional relationships. Trust is 

a complex factor which stands or 
falls with personal responsibility. 
a recent study shows that one 
employee in four wants another 
job next year, and two in four 
within five years. what does this 
say about trust? how intense can 
a trust relationship be if you know 
that your employee is increasingly 
opting for a“life of jobs”, or that 
your company will only tolerate 
you continuing to work there as 
long as you perform? This is a pre-
carious situation which demands 
that trust be permanently put to 

the test. Therein lies a sustain-
able role for human resources. a 
step in the right direction: give the 
‘people manager’ the recognition 
which his/her role deserves. he is, 
after all, the true hr manager. Give 
the people manager the resources 
and the time to gain the trust of his 
team and lift their performance to 
a higher level. Trust has to be won, 
but you also have to work for it.

hardening and trust are impor-
tant: but everything is relative. 
we live in the right country to put 
things in perspective. i call it the 
Belgian theory of relativity: we are 
doing things relatively well. we are 
growing relatively little. we feel the 
crisis somewhat later than oth-
ers and, conversely, growth and 
employment get going relatively 
more slowly. This relativity puts 
a dampener on our ability to per-
form; it creates a numbingly com-
fortable feeling. The safety nets 
which we built over the year are 
busy disintegrating, and more and 
more people are falling through 
them. one compatriot in seven is 
living below the poverty line.

we need renewed trust in our-
selves, in the future, and in each 
other. we need leaders who dare 
to develop a common vision for 
the future, who dare to carry it out, 
and then dare to change things 
with a sense of dialogue.

BIO
Christian Dirckx is HR Director at 
IBM Belgium Luxembourg

‘ Highly detailed contracts 
will have to make way for new 

cooperation agreements based on 
negotiation and on trust
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AN EVOLVING PEOPLE STRATEGY
“The health care sector is undergoing a profound 
change and this is the key driver of our people strat-
egy.  The traditional hospital was a highly bureau-
cratic and centralized organization.  It used to be a 
supply-orientated organization in the sense that we 
organized ourselves around our medical staff.  Today, 
however, we are evolving toward a more patient-orien-
tated or demand-orientated model.  
This evolution is the major trend today and it has a 
huge impact on the way we need to organize ourselves.  
Essentially it means that we need to coordinate our 
work more.  We increasingly need to think in terms 
of processes as opposed to stand-alone handlings.  
Related to this, our approach to care has become more 
and more multidisciplinary.  To illustrate, psychoso-
cial care has become a major component of nearly all 
our care processes, whereas in the past psychologists 
and social workers would only be brought in sporadi-
cally and on an ad-hoc basis.  Today those elements 
are built into our care model.
Furthermore, the hospital is no longer a stand-alone 
entity in the health care sector. We are part of a 
broader and increasingly integrated system, involving 
both the primary and secondary levels of health care. 
Demographic trends such as the ageing population 
and the resulting need for chronic care are the main 
reasons for these changes.
In addition to these ‘systemic’ and organizational 
changes, there also are important technological evolu-
tions that we need to consider in our people strategies.  
People’s jobs are changing as a result of technology—
and rapidly too, since as a university hospital we tend 
to be more ‘leading edge’ than a ‘follower’.  
It is against this background that our people strate-
gies have evolved.  This results in our people requir-
ing other competencies in addition to the professional 
skills they already have.  Not only do we need quali-
fied doctors and nurses; we also need strong leaders 
and managers; we need people who can work well 
in teams, and we need loyal staff members who are 
highly motivated.
We evaluate our success on the basis of our care 
outcomes and the satisfaction of patients.  However, 
to achieve such results you need enthusiastic and 
engaged staff members.  Competencies are important 
too, obviously, but people’s motivation and commit-

ment will make the difference.  In fact, studies have 
shown that hospitals with lower staff commitment 
have higher mortality rates.

LEADERSHIP AND VALUES
Our strategy revolves around leadership and values.  
With the increasing importance of teamwork we need 
good leaders in every area, including medical services, 
nursing, logistics and administration.  The leadership 
challenge is significant.  On the one hand, we need to 
run a disciplined 24/7 operation.  On the other hand, 
we need to consider people’s need for flexibility and 
a healthy work-life balance.  We need to listen to our 
people’s needs and it is up to us as an organization, as 
managers, to adapt to their needs.  That is why leader-
ship has become so important and why we invest in 

ongoing management training for our clinical staff.  
In the past doctors would climb the organizational 
hierarchy based purely on their clinical experience; 
management was something that came with the job.  
Today we make sure that people entering leadership 
positions are assessed, coached and trained.  
Our value system is the other pillar of our success.  At 
UZ Brussel we have a deep respect for independent 
and free research, which has been the driver behind 
numerous medical innovations.  In the field of fertil-
ity, for example, we conduct cutting edge research.   
In addition, the UZ Brussel has been a pioneering 
hospital with regard to patient autonomy and satisfac-
tion.  Essentially this is about respect; respect for our 
patients but also respect for our colleagues.  We have 
an open culture where we express our appreciation 
among colleagues. That’s why we’re known as a ‘warm 
employer.’  These values are part of our tradition, our 

Respect
The University Hospital Brussels  

(UZ Brussel) is pioneering value-driven 
management in the health care sector

There is a small revolution taking place in the health 
care sector. The staid bureaucratic hospitals of years 

past are making way for more nimble, patient-focused 
organizations. More teamwork, more process thinking, 

more autonomy down the line and a lot more passion. 
This may sound familiar to organizational experts 

outside the health care sector. Indeed, such principles are 
deemed essential to stimulating an innovative culture.  

However, can one apply such principles to the world of 
health care, where operational discipline and rigour are 

expected?  The University Hospital Brussels  
(UZ Brussel) believes that this is possible.  With its 

tradition of respect for patient autonomy the UZ Brussel 
has in effect anticipated the quiet revolution underway in 
the health care sector.  We spoke to Raf Vandenbussche, 

HR & Communications Director at UZ Brussel.

‘ Essentially this is about 
respect; respect for our 
patients but also respect for 
our colleagues
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philosophy and our organizational DNA.  And at HRM 
we are working hard to develop and maintain those 
values.  
All this is part of a long-term strategy that has as its 
objectives the commitment and motivation of our 
people, and the satisfaction of our patients.  Other 
organizations will use short-term tactics to attract 
people, like bonuses and company cars.  We focus on 
the long-term strategy.  

BALANCING STABILITY WITH FLEXIBILITY
The fine balance between stability and flexibility is 
critical to manage.  Stability is important because only 
in this way can you deliver top clinical and research 
performance.  For example, we have a core team of 
cardiologists who do outstanding research work.  But 
they collect around them a number of fellows who 
join the team on a more temporary basis.  Similarly, 
we cooperate with other hospitals in exchange pro-
grammes.  In this way we keep our teams dynamic 
and stimulate knowledge sharing and ongoing educa-
tion.
In addition, our supporting services are being made 
more flexible, mainly by working with external pro-
viders for non-core services.  The cleaning of our 
non-patient areas, which we outsource, shows this. 
Meanwhile the cleaning of our patient areas, such as 
patient rooms, is done by our own staff because we 
consider that part of our care system.  
The balance between stability and flexibility manifests 
itself at a deeper level as well.  Today we are gradually 
moving from a centralistic hierarchical organization 

toward a more decentralized cluster organization.  We 
are encouraging more autonomy on all levels of the 
organization because it is tremendously important for 
staff commitment and engagement.  Plus, it allows us 
to respond more rapidly and flexibly to opportunities 
and challenges on the ground.  However, at the same 
time we are a large and rigorously managed operation. 
We prove that this seemingly paradoxical mix is pos-
sible.  To illustrate, people in leadership positions are 
not required to conduct standardized evaluations of 
their staff.  We do expect them to do evaluations and 
engage their staff, but we do not prescribe the meth-
ods.  We also are experimenting with alternative work-
ing regimens and career paths.  For example, nursing 
professionals need more career development oppor-
tunities than they have today.  Career paths based on 
specializations need to be considered, as opposed to 
paths that are based purely on a hierarchical ladder.  
Work time is another standard practice that needs to 
be questioned. It is understood that 12-hour shifts 
have important advantages with respect to the qual-
ity of care and duration of patients’ hospitalization.  
Often it is the regulatory environment—not our own 
bureaucracy—that hinders such experimentation.
Looking ahead we can expect more change.  The tran-
sition to a more integrated health care system has only 
just begun.  The vision is clear, but it still needs to be 
rolled out across the system.  We pre-empted much of 
this change via our value system and our strong tra-
dition of patient respect, but there is obviously more 
work to do.

BIO
 uZ Brussel is a university  +

hospital with 3.200 employees. 

Housing 721 hospital beds, 

uZ Brussel admits more than 

27.000 inpatients and 470.000 

outpatients annually, both 

nationally and internationally. 

uZ Brussel is located inside 

the Jette campus, close to 

Brussels’ outer Ring. The Jette 

campus also houses the Faculty 

of Medicine and Pharmacy of 

the Vrije universiteit Brussel 

(Free university Brussels); their 

integration within one hospital-

cum-faculty campus leads to a 

fertile interaction between the 

hospital and the faculty.

 uZ Brussel   +
Laarbeeklaan 101  

1090 Brussel

www.uzbrussel.be +
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‘ Executives of tomorrow 
no longer map out how the 

organisation should function; 
rather, new management creates a 
framework within which talent can 

be deployed to the full

Forklift truck giant Group 
Thermote & Vanhalst (TVH) 
employs 2300 staff, 1171 at 
head office in Waregem, Bel-
gium, and the remaining 1030 
in the 25 countries where the 
group has its branches. For 
a good 14 years TVH, which 
started as a family business, 
has steadily been growing 
across national borders to 
stand out as an international 
giant today. Gerd Bellemans, 
HR manager of TVH and HR 
manager of the year 2008, 
meanwhile has one foot in 
his own company, Talent, but 
still works with heart and soul 
– and has done so since 1999 
– to shape and implement HR 
policy at THV. ‘The satisfac-
tion of the employee’, he says, 
‘that’s what matters. With 
a smile on your employee’s 
face you can do anything.’ And 
with his familiar enthusiasm 
he explains his vision of the 
future.

“The future - the story of tomor-
row, is written today.” Bellemans 
begins his account on a somewhat 
philosophical note.” in this sense 
all sectors – education, the social 
economy as well as business – 
share one major concern: attract-
ing talent. one often hears people 
talk about high potential individu-
als, but that’s a pretty empty term. 
what does high potential mean?”

discovering tAlent
‘everyone has various things at 
which he can excel, but you have 
to discover what your own strong 
point is.’ according to Bellemans 
at least. “Discovering that isn’t so 
easy in our society. after all, we are 
focused on emphasising the nega-
tive. in the past i was always told 
to leave everything alone. ‘care-
ful, Gerd, you’ll break it.’ and sure 
enough, because of that i ended up 
with two left hands. But i was also 

Talent, continuous learning 
and working beyond  

the organisation
Gerd Bellemans, HR Manager at TVH, argues that we 

 must think more broadly, much more broadly

told that i was good at explaining 
things, so i decided to study in that 
direction. in other words, you are 
partly what others think you are. 
in that respect, therefore, educa-
tion has a big challenge ahead. 
The point system in our education 
is a bad thing after all. it ought to 
be changed, especially in second-
ary education. at parents’ meet-
ings the emphasis is so often on 
what the youngsters don’t do well 
instead of emphasising what they 
are good at, or stimulating them in 
their talents. You discover talent if 
you have a positive attitude.”

empowering tAlent
“once you’ve discovered and 
recruited that talent, you’ve got 
to get cracking with it” says Bel-
lemans. ”Traditional organisations 
are too hierarchical. i see talent 

development in the context of 
innovation. You don’t know where 
the future of the company lies; 
it depends on the energy and 
the talent of the employees. To 
illustrate: ThV’s core business is 
forklift trucks, but if we are too fix-
ated on that we will only be able to 
innovate to a limited extent. The 
fact that our iT department can 

develop, renew, get the oppor-
tunity to reorganise, and that 
sales or hr can develop – that’s 
part of the general success of the 
organisation. By empowering your 
employees you can get superla-
tive achievements. if you do this 
systematically it will go by itself.” 
Bellemans quickly refers to a 
quote from an interview which he 
recently read, “The holy grail eve-
ryone tries to find does not exist. 
You create it.”

new orgAnisAtion
education means training, and 
training costs money. “That’s 
right,” Bellemans confirms: “Train-
ing costs money, but it’s an invest-
ment in the future. if you can lift 
an employee to a higher level by 
means of such an investment, he 

also becomes more valuable. Your 
organisation becomes more valu-
able. it’s therefore very important 
to make it clear to employees that 
further training is essential. not 
everybody likes that. Some experi-
ence it as a reproach. others who 
are asked to share their knowledge 
are afraid that they’ll be sidelined 
once they have passed on their 

expertise. That isn’t true. we have 
actively encouraged our employees 
to study further. They were offered 
the opportunity to study anything 
at all. Some of them tried to make 
fun of our intention by asking for 
a course in wine appreciation or 
beer tasting. we gave them that. 
But the lessons were organised 
outside working hours. The fact 
that they learned something dur-
ing these lessons, and became 
enriched, encouraged them later 
on to ask for training in another 
topic. continuous learning isn’t 
sufficiently established yet, and 
yet it’s the only way of succeeding 
in the future.”

new bosses
Giving employees the necessary 
power and freedom weakens the 
hierarchy. ThV no longer believes 
in a job description. They work 
with job projects. “Thinking the-
matically and making sure that 
you are able to tackle sub-projects 
fundamentally changes the orga-
nogram. The hierarchical ladder 
disappears. This new strategy, 
therefore, also has consequences 
for the manager. Yesterday’s boss, 
who knew and checked everything, 
is no more. Today it is impossible 
to know everything at the techni-
cal and iT as well as sales and hr 
levels. You need people with the 
right expertise. in other words, 
projects, which overlap and coop-
erate where they interface.”
if everyone has his own project 
and interacts with other projects 
to some extent, who’s in charge 
overall? Bellemans: “in this 
configuration you need people 
managers. They must ensure that 
the platform operates. They don’t 
need to be an expert in the field, 
on the contrary, they give experts 
the opportunity and space to do 
the work and guide them, just as 
they’d guide collaboration with 
other projects. The executives of 
tomorrow no longer map out how 
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the organisation should function; 
rather, new management creates 
a framework within which talent 
can be deployed to the full.”

continuous Acknowl-
edgement of tAlent
“once your organisation is run-
ning, it really starts. You need to 
acknowledge talent continuously,” 
Bellemans says: “every employee 
needs a personal development 
plan. The traditional assessment 
meetings are too much like school 
reports. engage with your employ-
ees in an evolution meeting; open 
discussions about what they want 
to achieve and what they can man-
age, how they can strengthen and 
develop themselves. That’s much 
more valuable. Sometimes an 
employee is no longer comfortable 
in his position and has outgrown 
his job. a classic reaction of the line 
manager then is: ‘i really can’t do 
without this guy. who else is going 
to do this job?’ wrong! Someone 
who is in the wrong place, who is 
bored and would rather develop, 
gets demotivated if he doesn’t get 
the chance to move. The quality of 
the work declines and in the end 
he performs poorly, while to begin 
with you were dealing with a good 
employee.”

Job mArket As 
orgAnisAtion
advancing, further learning, 
developing: Bellemans takes an 
even broader view: ”in 2009 we 
promoted about a hundred people 
into new jobs. They were offered 
job projects with more opportuni-
ties. it demanded some flexibility 
from the employees, but at the 
same time it was a way of surviv-
ing the crisis. Sometimes you can’t 
grow within an organisation any 
longer or the organisation can no 
longer provide tailor-made oppor-
tunities, and then what?” ’it’s time 
to think beyond our own four walls. 
The labour market becomes the 

new employer’. This is the view of 
fons Leroy, executive officer of the 
flemish employment Service and 
Vocational Training agency (VDaB) 
which i fully agree with. how can i 
deploy the talent in my organisa-
tion towards other organisations? 
Thinking more broadly creates so 
many opportunities, for all parties 
concerned. The company where 
you place an employee benefits 
and is a potential party for start-
ing a client-supplier relationship. 
perhaps they also have employees 
who could well function better 
in your own organisation. The 
employee who gets a new oppor-
tunity becomes a valuable ambas-
sador for your company and will 
certainly talk positively about this 
transfer. for each employee who 
leaves, you may get ten in return. 
The future lies in working beyond 
the organisation.”

fArmerology
Bellemans cannot help but 
conclude with his hobby-horse: 
‘farmerology’: “people say that 
farmers always moan and groan, 
but that’s not true. farmers 
evaluate and analyse and look at 
what can be done better. They 
also respond immediately. The 
farmers, in all their simplicity, are 
in one way ahead of the futuris-
tic organisations. Learning and 
relearning, every day over and 
over again, evaluating and analys-
ing afterwards in order to refocus, 
that is the future.”

BIO
Gerd Bellemans is HR Manager 
at Group Thermote & Vanhalst 
(TVH)
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employees to develop themselves. 
“every employee is offered two 
free training days for personal 
development, for example tai 
chi, improved communication, 
neuro-linguistic programming, 
stress management, etc. we 
organise all these things internally 
as much as possible. Twice a year, 

The HR policy of shoe chain 
Torfs is very closely linked to 
its overall strategic vision, 
consisting foremost of dif-
ferentiating itself from com-
petitors in terms of customer 
friendliness. Recruiting and 
retaining employees with an 
identity closely matching that 
of the organisation is a top 
priority.

“a beautiful, fashionable product 
and good locations are obviously 
very important”, says ceo wouter 
Torfs. “But with customer friendli-
ness we want to make a real dif-
ference. our starting point is that 

in order to achieve this customer 
friendliness, staff in the shops 
must exude that feeling. That’s 
why we invest in employee sat-
isfaction and in a ‘Great place to 
work’- a policy model that priori-
tises the employee. if we succeed 
in really making Torfs a great place 
to work, where it’s really good to 
work and where it’s okay for peo-
ple to develop and be happy, then 
i believe that our employees will 
work with enthusiasm, which is an 
excellent basis for relations with 
customers.”

Customer as driver 
of HR policy

Wouter Torfs, CEo of one of Belgium’s  

leading shoe chains and 2010 winner of  

the ‘Best Employer’ award,  

explains his people strategy

what makes the hr vision of Torfs 
different is that hr management is 
not aimed primarily at traditional 
hr objectives such as increasing 
the competencies of employees, 
but is focussed directly on influ-
encing the identity of employees. 
“we therefore go one step further. 
we don’t start out by training a 
person to become better at sell-
ing; we rather concentrate first 
and foremost on selecting the 
right person, someone with the 
right identity who naturally has 
that warmth, enthusiasm and 
friendliness within her- or himself. 
and we will do everything in our 
power to support and develop that 
identity. That’s an unusual vision 

and perhaps somewhat woolly 
because it happens at the level of 
identity.”

This makes recruitment and 
retention of the right people a top 
priority at Torfs. The diplomas and 
work experience of applicants are 
less important than their motiva-
tion, friendliness and emotional 
intelligence. They must fit in with 
the company, although that does 
not mean that everyone is forced 
to be the same. “we have 510 
employees, whom we leave quite 
free in deciding how to do their 

work and serve the customer. 
we have defined exactly what 
customer friendliness means for 
us, but how they go about it is a 
personal choice.”

This personal choice also extends 
in large part to the open training 
programme which encourages 

‘ Our marketing comes from our 
employees
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for example, we run a staff day, 
each time for half our total staff 
number, in which we give them 
information about the vision, 
strategy and mission of Torfs. on 
such a day there are also exer-
cises and role plays about specific 
themes, which are facilitated by 
employees with at least ten years’ 

experience. in this way the training 
is simultaneously efficient, highly 
motivating and accessible, and it’s 
supported by a fun event.” nor is 
the choice for doing as much as 
possible in-house a coincidence, 
as wouter Torfs elaborates: “what 
we do ourselves, we do better 
–  that’s the slogan of Torfs. for 

us hr is part of our core business, 
and this is therefore an important 
strategic choice.”

Despite the crisis Torfs continued 
to invest in training. “it’s good for 
the company, because employees 
feel valued and remain motivated. 
That also radiates to the cus-
tomer and is therefore part of our 
strength. we have high staff costs 
of about 21 percent as opposed 
to our competitors’ average of 16 
percent, but this is a conscious 
choice. our marketing budget is 2 
percent, which is also lower than 
the average 5 percent, precisely 
because we believe that our 
best marketing comes from our 
employees.”

BIO
Wouter Torfs is CEO of Torfs, one 
of Belgium’s leading shoe retailers. 
In 2010, Torfs won the prestigious 
‘best employer’ in Belgium award, 
organised by the Great Place to 
Work Institute. Torfs also ranked 
18th in the European rankings.
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In less than a decade, Electrabel has experienced a trans-
formation: from the incumbent energy supplier in Belgium 
to a major player on the European energy market. Today 
it is part of GDF SUEZ, one of the leading energy sup-
pliers in the world, active across the entire energy value 
chain.  When a large industrial company undergoes such 
rapid change and growth, it is confronted by significant 
HR challenges pertaining to recruitment and change man-
agement.  We spoke to Anne Vogeleer Talent manager, 
about the way the company’s HR strategy is taking up  
those challenges.

EXCITING TIMES…
“The energy industry has undergone a lot of changes 
the last decade.  The energy markets are being dereg-
ulated in many parts of the world, which has created 
a much more competitive market. Today, the different 
central west-european markets are connected, creat-
ing one integrated market between the Benelux, Ger-
many and France. But the challenges stayed the same, 
to guarantee the supply of energy at competitive prices 
with respect for the environment.

…BUT CHALLENGING TIMES TOO!
In addition to these fundamental challenges there are 
a number of “HR-trends” today that most companies 
need to deal with.  For example, in Europe, we are 
confronted with an ageing population.  More people 
are exiting the workforce than entering it.  This will 
place pressure on companies in their search for tal-
ent.  Also, the generation entering the workforce at 
present—often called generation Y—does appear to 
differ somewhat to earlier generations.  They tend to 
be more individualistic and less keen on long-term 
commitment, although this probably makes sense in 
light of the broader social changes.  Another impor-
tant trend is that companies’ needs, in talent and peo-
ple, are increasingly diverse; and they keep changing.  
Rarely do companies today look for a specific profile, 
knowing that this will cover them for the next 30 
years.  Needs are constantly evolving; and it is becom-
ing  difficult to find the clear-cut profiles we need 
today.  

PEOPLE AS THE BASIS FOR DIFFERENTIATION
At Electrabel, GDF SUEZ, we are aware that a per-
forming production park and good service level are 
not enough to differentiate us from other companies.  
Also one of the important ways for our company to 
compete is through our talent: our people. Our col-
leagues —and not only our current employees but also 
our past and future employees— will determine our 
future competitiveness in the market. The success of 
our company depends on taking and implementing 
the right decisions, every day, by everyone. And as a 
supporting department, HR has an important task to 
perform in this connection.
The mission of HR is to help towards the success of 
the company by supporting the organization in man-
aging its human capital on the most effective and 
positive way.

That is why the mapping out of a good HR strategy 
and policy is a business priority for our company, and 
we try to work on it at different levels and moments 
in time.

MOVING UPSTREAM
Given the above types of challenges and in line with 
our people strategy, one of the first things we are 
working on is our collaboration with the schools, and 
in particular our presence in tertiary education.  We 
need to improve the transition from tertiary educa-
tion to the workplace.  The traditional model whereby 
people make a sudden transition from tertiary educa-
tion to the workplace is being questioned.  We  believe 
more in a continuum; a smoother, stretched out tran-
sition—with ongoing collaboration between educa-
tional institutes and employer across the employee’s 
career.  In fact, the collaboration between companies 
and educational institutes should begin very early on 
in the career development chain. That’s why indus-
trial players are looking for vertical integration with 
the educational institutes.  All stakeholders—indus-
try, education and government— should work on an 
adapted model in order to improve the technical qual-

ification of the people going to the industry, especially 
in the Antwerp region.  
An example how this cooperation between govern-
ment and industry could work, Electrabel has col-
laborated two years successively with the federal 
unemployment benefits agency (RVA) to recruit and 
train individuals into a technical function.  We started 
with info-sessions, to which over 250 non-technical 
people attended. Following a further process of inter-
viewing and assessment we eventually employed 20 
people who we offered a two year training programme, 
partly funded by us and partly by government. This 
program was basically an accelerated technical edu-
cation, after which we could start the classic training 
programme we have here for new employees.  

IN-HOUSE RECRUITMENT… 
Companies have different ways of addressing the 
“people challenge”.  At Electrabel, we have chosen 
for an in-house recruitment and career development 
strategy.  It means that we look for talent and com-

‘ At Electrabel, GDF SUEZ, 
we have become acutely 
aware of the fact that our 
colleagues will determine 
our future competitiveness 
in the market. 

People make 
the difference at 

Electrabel, GDF 
SUEZ Group

Anne Vogeleer, Talent Manager at  
Electrabel, explains why the company  

considers their employees as one of their  
most precious resources
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petences, and less for the right candidate at the right 
moment at the right time. In our recruitment, we pur-
posefully look for people from diverse backgrounds, 
for example with little or no experience. 
Electrabel expects professionalism from the peo-
ple we hire. Firstly, they have to be rigorous in the 
execution of their work, and working to the highest 
standards. Secondly, we ask them to be pro-active by 
sharing knowledge and ideas, by personally putting 
into practice our shared values (Drive, Commitment, 
Daring and Cohesion) and planning their personal 
development and career path. Finally, our people have 
to be constructive by putting team interests first, by 
actively representing those values, both internally and 
externally, and to be our first ambassadors. It is when 
our corporate objectives and the personal objectives of 
our employees are aligned that our contribution to our 
clients is the most efficient.
In order to attract the talent we need, we also have to 
offer them an attractive package. And for us, it means 
that we have to encounter three kinds of expectations. 
The “basic ones” include a correct pay, a meaningful 
work, fair assessments and respect for the work-life 
balance. The second type of expectations is related to 
the development possibilities, and for example inten-
sive coaching, training, opportunities for growth and 
a motivating leadership. And finally, we also have to 
offer them a strong culture with shared values, and an 
open feedback process.  Every day, we are working on 
those three pillars to remain an employer of choice. 

…AND LONG-TERM CAREER DEVELOPMENT 
Throughout a performance management system and 
by privileging an open feedback culture and maximum 
dialogue, we give the opportunity to our employees to 
develop themselves at each moment of their career. 
And we do this by promoting intern mobility and via 
varied and professional training programs. 
We are also convinced that development is a long 
term effort, and that the word “development” does not 
sound the same way by everyone. 
Once on board, we seek to develop the careers of our 
employees inside the organisation.  The skills we 
need are sometimes so specialised that we need to do 
a great deal of training and coaching first.  That is why 
we train our people, we coach them, and we invest a 
lot of time and energy in our people’s development.  
And we are convinced that this is the right approach 
for us.  A ‘plug and play’ approach to development 
simply would not work for our company.  

BUILDING A STRONG ORGANIZATION 
IS A COLLECTIVE EFFORT 
It is imperative that our people understand what is 
expected from them, and that is a collective effort—
it is not only an HR challenge. Essentially there are 
three main actors in this task: the individuals them-
selves, the line managers, and the HR professional 
who supports or facilitates that interaction.  From the 
start, we try to be absolutely clear to our people that 
their destiny and their career is in their own hands.  
And in order to do so, we make available a compre-

BIO
Electrabel is part of GDF SuEZ,  +

one of the leading energy providers 

in the world, active across the 

entire energy value chain, in elec-

tricity and natural gas, upstream 

to downstream. The Group has 
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needs, fight against climate change 

and maximize the use of resources.

Electrabel is number one on the  +
Benelux market. In this market, 

the company produces electricity 

and sells electricity, natural gas and 

energy services. 

The company offers its six million  +
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trial customers energy solutions 

with added value and a customized 

service. To develop energy products 

and services, it gets the most out of 

the synergy between electricity and 

natural gas.

Electrabel manages diversified  +
generating facilities of 16 000 MW 

in the Benelux. They consist of 
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energy sources, power stations 

working on fossil fuels and nuclear 

power stations. The greenhouse 

gas emissions produced by the 
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Electrabel is the top green energy 
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hensive suite of tools and resources to support them 
in their career.  There are thousands of tools and tech-
niques out there for HR professionals but ultimately it 
all boils down to some key principles, and especially 
to keep close to the field and to be ready to hear and 
understand the needs of our internal clients. 

HR’S FUTURE
There are two key trends defining the future of HR 
according to me.  Firstly, the productivity of HR’s own 
processes needs to be improved.  Much of the admin-
istrative work can still be automated, freeing up HR 
professionals to focus on the more complex, value-
creating work.  Secondly, HR needs to be closer to the 
field and to our métiers. On one hand it will help HR 
to better adapt their processes to the needs of their 
internal clients, and on the other hand it will reinforce 
our position as a strategic partner while working on 
the perception of the business about HR.  Our tools 
and resources need to be more user-friendly.  To con-
clude, I would say that we have to stay focused on our 
people. We will always need talent to help us take up 
the energy’s challenges of today and tomorrow. 

Anne Vogeleer
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Recruiter  
becomes marketer 

Professor Dirk Buyens, HRM  
specialist at the Vlerick manage-

ment school, argues for a closer 
link between the employment 

brand and corporate brand

The largest challenge which 
Dirk Buyens sees ahead of 
him in the area of recruit-
ment and selection at the 
moment is branding and 
employer branding, or the 
way in which the organisa-
tion presents itself on the 
job market. “Employers 
will have to do their utmost 
to find and retain the bet-
ter and more exceptional 
profiles.”

one of the consequences of the 
financial and economic crisis, 
as Dirk Buyens sees it, is that 
employees are less likely to leave. 
“not only are there fewer jobs 
today, people also don’t want to 
give up their security. Besides that 
there also is a group of employees 
who are not really satisfied and 
are waiting for things to improve 
again. many organisations are 
aware of this and are preparing for 
the time when the indicators get 
better and the job market recov-
ers. They realise that the most 
important thing is to recruit and 
retain talent, despite what is hap-
pening on the job market at the 
moment. There are more candi-
dates, but the better profiles and 
more specific talents are still not 
easy to find. although there will be 
job losses, employers will do their 
utmost to retain those better and 
more exceptional profiles within 
the company.”
 
if companies also want to find and 

retain the talents they need after 
the crisis, Buyens emphasises, 
they should start investing in it 
now: “Building a brand – certainly 
that of employer – takes time. 
That means sending consist-
ent messages to the market and 
making yourself visible. not only 
through job advertisements but 
also, for instance, through job 
fairs and other contacts with the 
job market. even if you don’t have 
many vacancies at times, you 
have to make sure that you are 
foremost in the minds of candi-
dates.” in this context Buyens 
comments that what is important 
is not the number of avenues you 
work through, but using the right 
avenues for the right target group. 
“Branding to a large extent has 
to do with targeting: how are you 
going to define the target group, 
and how are you going to reach 
it? The person in charge of hr or 
the recruiter must therefore also 
become a marketer.”

recruitment will therefore require 
more creativity, with different ave-
nues being considered. electronic 
channels, too, are not unimpor-
tant in this process. “on the job 
market you find ‘searchers’, people 
who are actively looking for work 
via job sites, company websites 
and so on, and ‘finders’ who acci-
dentally stumble upon a job that 
suits them. This second group is 
very interesting for recruiters, but 
also much more difficult to reach. 
many companies still receive a 

large number of spontaneous job 
applications, but not always from 
the candidates they are looking 
for. and in the meantime they still 
need those profiles that are diffi-
cult to find. it is therefore impor-
tant to make sure that they don’t 
send contradictory information 
to the job market. for this reason, 
too, it can be worthwhile to oper-
ate with more focus.”

COMPETENCY THINKING AND 
SELECTION

competency thinking has become 
prevalent in hr and that has reper-
cussions in the field of selection, 
for instance, in psycho-technical 
tests, the way in which job inter-
views are conducted and so on.. 
“companies concentrate more on 
bringing in profiles that are good 
and genuinely fit the company. a 
match with organisational culture 
and values is just as much part of 
the criteria. This also means that 
employer branding must be in line 
with corporate branding and with 
communication to clients and 
other stakeholders. There must 
be a clear link between the ways 
in which the organisation posi-
tions itself vis-à-vis its clients and 
towards the job market. Sending 
different messages to different 
groups does not work.”

Buyens anticipates that the euro-
pean economy has entered an 
autumn which will still be notice-
able in a few years’ time. “other 
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parts of the world are growing 
much more quickly and are 
becoming more dominant eco-
nomically, while our growth rates 
are decreasing. Viewed globally, 
our economy will no longer grow 
with leaps and bounds. Yet, to find 
and retain employees, employers 
have to give them a sense that 
their company is still advancing. 

They will also want to attract tal-
ent from abroad and to develop 
and deploy all their employees 
flexibly. To achieve this they have 
to continue offering real chal-
lenges. often you can already see 
this happening on a project basis, 
where employees show a high 
degree of mobility.”

in conclusion Buyens sees 
another challenge in store for the 
public sector, which has recently 
regained importance in the job 
market due to its guarantee of job 
security. “at the same time you 

see, for example, that the national 
railways can expect an enormous 
outflow because a large part of its 
staff is reaching the age of retire-
ment. This will to some extent 
be balanced out because the civil 
service has to become leaner, but 
it will be quite a challenge to attract 
good profiles who don’t opt for the 
public sector simply because of job 

security. So government must also 
get involved in branding, to show 
what it has to offer.”

BIO
Professor Dirk Buyens is a doctor 
in Employment and Organisational 
Psychology and a Master of Busi-
ness Administration, a lecturer at 
Ghent University and academic 
director of the Vlerick Leuven Gent 
Management School.

‘ There must be a clear link 
between the ways in which  

the organisation positions itself  
vis-à-vis its clients and towards  

the job market.
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The human resources department of the Belgian bank-
insurance group KBC is facing some significant chal-
lenges: the baby boomers who are retiring, a decreasing 
influx of graduates, and younger employees who want 
to have more individual choices in their career. That’s 
why KBC’s human resources approach is evolving and 
becoming more flexible. We talked about these issues 
and KBC’s strategy with Elly Kog, director of Human 
Potential at KBC.

More and more, human resources departments have 
to take into account demographical trends. Elly Kog 
explains: “We have investigated how the labour mar-
ket evolves, and we have figures about how many 
graduates are entering the market and how many baby 
boomers are retiring. We know how many people we 
need and we try to predict how many of them we can 
attract. For this purpose we use internal data like 
the age of our employees, but also external data like 
demographic statistics.” If you look at all these statis-
tics, you can see that KBC (as well as other companies) 
will have problems attracting enough people, Elly 
stresses: “The baby boomers are leaving the labour 
market between 2010 and 2020. At the same time, the 
influx of graduates should remain stable from 2010 
to 2015. Demographically speaking, the real problem 
starts from 2015 on, when the influx of graduates 
will decrease substantially. So within next ten years, 
employees will become a scarce good: all companies 
will be fishing in the same increasingly small pool of 
graduates.” 
To counter this trend, KBC wants to valorise older 
employees as long as possible. Many people want to 
retire when they’re 60 or even younger. “Now this 
often results in early retirement, but these possibili-
ties will surely become more expensive or will even 
disappear. We will really need those people, and so we 
are thinking about introducing systems for extending 
the active career, for instance people can save a part 
of their salary from the beginning of their career, to 
have the possibility to work 80 % at the end of their 
career while keeping the same salary. Of course this is 
all still in a study phase.”

VARIOUS GENERATIONS
It’s not always easy to let different generations work 
together, because they have their own values and are 
attracted by different aspects of their job. According 
to Elly, these differences should be accepted and even 
valorised. She gives an example: “I strongly believe in 

mentorship: an experienced employee that transfers 
his experience on the job feels valued. Of course you 
have to watch out for doing this in a patronizing way, 
because younger employees want to be challenged. We 
already do a lot of on-the-job training for our younger 
employees, but we have to tap more into the mentor-
ship concept. This way, the generations can learn from 
each other and reach a better mutual understanding.”
The younger generation also needs another approach. 
KBC has observed that when people leave KBC (the 
numbers leaving KBC voluntarily are generally rather 
low) a larger proportion of young people are repre-
sented within this small group. “When we do exit 
interviews with them, we often hear that they receive 
too little feedback from their manager, and that they 
experience too much uniformity in their career. Young 
people expect that their career will develop faster if 
they are ambitious and perform well. That’s one of the 
things we stress now in the training of our managers, 
because the manager’s behaviour really determines 
the working atmosphere.”
So that’s why KBC began with the young profession-
als program, a special program for all new employees 
with a Master’s degree and less than five years experi-
ence. “They all get followed up extensively during five 
years, and we orient them faster or slower depending 
on their performance. Their career opportunities and 
their salary depend on it: someone who is doing bet-
ter than the others will get a higher salary raise and 
a more challenging job. The other side of this is of 
course that we lay off underperformers much sooner. 
Our motivation is to be able to differentiate as soon 
as possible, which is better both for KBC and the 
employee.”

INDIVIDUALITY
Another trend is that the (younger) employees want 
to have more choices in their salary package. KBC is 
currently addressing this with a pilot phase in the ICT 
department: employees who don’t have a company 
car attached to their function can choose to get a car 
instead of a part of their salary. “We show them what 
the consequences are for their net wage and extralegal 
pension if they choose a car, and then they can make 
a responsible choice themselves.” From next year on, 
this choice of a car will be rolled out to other depart-
ments, and from 2012 on there will be other possibili-
ties, e.g. a higher extralegal pension.
Elly sees this switch to more individual choices as 
an inevitable evolution: “The people we hire are not 

The influence of 
demographics on 
human resources

The baby boomers are leaving the labour 
market. KBC wants to tackle the  

demographic challenge with  
flexible career possibilities.
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uniform, but employees with different talents, differ-
ent goals and different priorities. These priorities can 
also change in the course of their life. For example, if 
a woman wants to slow down her career temporarily 
because she wants to spend more time with her chil-
dren, this should be possible - of course within certain 
boundaries - and it should also still be possible to get 
her back on track when her priorities change again.”

SPECIALISTS AND GENERALISTS
“We always have found it important that employees 
are able stay their whole career with us if they fit in. 
But in years past we thought that people would lose 
motivation and become bored if they remained too 
long in the same job.  That’s why we train our peo-
ple as all-round employees and let them change roles 
regularly. But also here we need a more diversified 
approach: we do need specialists and need to give 
them career opportunities as specialists. For example, 
some of these people say: I’m an actuary, and I want to 
work as an actuary my whole career. We now take into 
account that some people have a generalist career and 
others prefer a specialist career.”

KBC is also increasingly focused on people’s strong 
points, as opposed to their weaknesses.  Elly explains; 
“In the past we used to focus people on their weaker 
points but that is clearly demotivating.   Therefore, 
we now help people discover what they enjoy and 
what they are good at. Then we look at the type of job 
that matches their talents and interests. If they can 
develop their strengths, they will be more motivated 
and satisfied employees.”

‘ The next ten years, employ-
ees will become a scarce 
good: all companies are fish-
ing in the same small pool of 
graduates

BIO
KBc is a Belgian integrated  +

bancassurance group, focusing 

on retail customers, small and 

medium-sized enterprises and 

private banking clientele.

 www.kbc.com +

Elly Kog, Director Human Potential, KBC
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for more and better jobs?” corte-
beeck wonders. it’s not by making 
everyone work longer that we’ve 
created jobs where this is possible. 
Unfortunately, the types of jobs 
which are increasing in a number 
of sectors and occupations are 
exactly those that are difficult to 
keep on doing as people get older. 
So let’s first and foremost look 
for adequate policies to create 
more and better jobs. These will 
partly come from government. 
indeed, via demographic forces 
alone, plenty of need will arise 
in the so-called ‘white’ jobs sec-
tor (e.g. health care). But we also 
understand that government does 

not have unlimited resources due 
to the budgetary problems and 
stricter monitoring by europe, 
especially in the aftermath of the 
Greek crisis. So attention must 
also be given to employment 
in the private sector. from the 
employers’ side the message is 
simple: lower wages. not that we 

A trade union vision 

on the labour market

Work and 
education for 

everyone

The Belgian trade unions are 
rallying behind the campaign 
for decent work. “It’s not 
about creating as many jobs 
as possible, but about creat-
ing quality jobs.” Christian 
trade union federation ACV 
chairperson Luc Cortebeeck 
and Jan Vercamst, chairperson 
of the liberal trade union fed-
eration ACLVB, explain their 
vision on the labour market.

“i don’t understand why employ-
ers and policy makers today focus 
almost exclusivity on employ-
ment for older people, while 
youth should be the priority”, says 
cortebeeck. “companies increas-
ingly use young people as a flex-
ible buffer, recruited on temporary 
contracts or through agencies, 
which they can rapidly cut back in 
times of recession. in the second 
half of 2008, when the financial 
crisis was really beginning to bite, 
this led to a significant increase in 
youth unemployment.” obviously 
this does not mean that corte-
beeck is ignorant of the reality 
of an ageing population and the 
lengthening of the average work-
ing life: “But don’t forget that with 
the Generation pact employees 
have already made extensive 
efforts. Since the end of 2005 the 
number of Bridge pensions (early 
retirement packages) below the 
age of 60 has already dropped 
sharply. This decline has even 
continued during the crisis. Thus 
the first question now is: what 
efforts are companies prepared 

to make? You can’t get around 
the fact that the age-conscious 
hrm policies in companies aren’t 
exactly blockbusters.” 

The acLVB also pays attention 
to groups who cannot find jobs 
or often have to work under sub-
regulations, such as youth and 
immigrants. “people who want 
to enter the job market must be 
given opportunities, but not under 
poor conditions”, says Vercamst. 
“it’s not about creating as many 
jobs as possible; they also need 
to be quality jobs. That’s why all 
trade unions have rallied behind 
the ‘Decent work’ campaign - to 

enable employees to lead a dig-
nified life, with decent pay and 
working conditions.”

“how realistic is it to proclaim 
employment targets of roughly 
75 percent, which europe is (and 
Belgium should be) doing, without 
linking this to an adequate policy 

‘ It’s not about creating as many 
jobs as possible; they also need to 

be quality jobs
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shouldn’t keep an eye on wage 
levels, but let’s look first and 
foremost at how we can develop 
a more offensive policy – through 
innovation, education, renewal of 
our economic fabric, greening too 
– so that our economy can also 
achieve more in growth sectors 
and growth markets.”

wAr for tAlent? 

it remains a remarkable fact that 
throughout this crisis certain 
vacancies, especially in techni-
cal positions, remain difficult to 
fill. “The blame is often given to 
education”, says cortebeeck, “but 
perhaps we should also be bold 
enough to ask what can be done 
by business. how can we stimulate 
interest in technical competencies 
among young people if society and 
business keep sending the mes-
sage that technical competencies 
are inferior, because most of these 
youths will end up with a statute 
that is significantly weaker than 
the clerical statute?”

“we get the impression that 
employers are not making enough 
effort in training their employees”, 
continues Vercamst. “as a rule 
companies must use 1.9 percent 
of their wage bill for training, but in 
practice it’s more likely around 1.1 
percent. and if they do give train-
ing, it’s usually aimed at the high-
est educated employees between 
the ages of 30 and 40, who don’t 
need it so much to keep their posi-
tions in the job market. This lack 

of distribution of training activity 
is unfortunate. companies should 
also face up to their responsibility 
in addressing the problem of tech-
nical positions that are difficult to 
fill, by offering more training or 
retraining - that would give many 
people access to jobs.”

for cortebeeck shortages on the 
job market are a double-edged 
sword: on the one hand it forces 
companies to create opportunities 
for high-risk groups which they 
otherwise wouldn’t and encour-
ages them to invest more in the 
career development of employees 
in the company or to improve 
unattractive conditions of employ-
ment. But on the other hand it can 
also act as a brake on investment 
and thus on employment. “it will 
require effort from all sides – edu-
cation, the training sector, the 
VDaB (flemish public employment 
and Vocational Training Service) 
and actiris, the unemployed and 
employees, and certainly also the 
companies – to get rid of these 
bottlenecks. This will necessarily 
involve both Belgian nationals as 
well as immigrants. rather this 
route than once again succumbing 
to uncontrolled and unrestrained 
economic migration.”

BIO
Luc Cortebeeck is chairperson of the 
Christian trade union federation 
ACV and Jan Vercamst is chairperson 
of the liberal trade union federation 
ACLVB.
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is an equally important message, 
linked to the vision and values of 
the organisation - but also in line 
with the reality in the workplace.  
Don’t pretend that it’s all rosy; be 
honest about the pros and cons 
of a job and emphasise the fact 
that you want to work together for 
change.”

BIO
Marc Van Hemelrijck is managing 
director of Selor, the recruitment 
agency for the Belgian federal 
government.

“With talent scouting, or dis-
covering potential that might 
still be latent and awakening 
it, you end up getting more 
than you bargained for,” says 
Marc Van Hemelrijck, execu-
tive director of Selor.

“Talent is a very broad concept”, 
says Van hemelrijck. “for me 
it’s about more than competen-
cies alone, because talent also 
includes things that are not appar-
ent, that have not yet surfaced 
or still need to be developed, but 
which you will ultimately be able 
to deploy in the organisation. Let 
me give an example: imagine that 
we are looking for someone to do 
recruitment, and the tests show 
that someone has a much broader 
profile, with an almost natural 
talent to work with organisational 
development, company culture, 
values, motivation, etc. You can 
then do one of two things: only 
focus on the competencies which 
you need for the profile that you’re 
looking for and say that you don’t 
need the other talents; or you can 
examine how you can use this 
person as someone with respon-
sibility in the broader organisation; 
if not today then tomorrow. with 
talent scouting - discovering and 
awakening potential that may still 
be dormant - you get further.”

from this viewpoint, therefore, 
there is a difference between a 
competency-based and a talent-
based approach. competency 
management arises out of daily 
needs and has a more functional 
orientation, while talent man-
agement looks to the future and 
grows more out of the vision of 
the organisation. “with talent 
management you allow yourself 
leeway of four to six years into 
the future. Today’s competencies 
are linked to the potential which 
you are going to try and explore, 
challenge and stimulate in order 
to develop it further, so that it can 

Talent versus 
Competencies

Marc Van Hemelrijck, boss of government 

recruitment agency Selor, shares his vision 

on talent management and the importance 

of the employment brand

give added value to the organisa-
tion. for me this combination of 
vision, development and stimula-
tion is the essence of a talent-
based policy.”

chAllenges in the public 
sector

Selor’s clients in the public sec-
tor face an enormous challenge. 
about 44 percent of federal civil 
servants are older than 55 and will 
retire in the next few years. “These 
people will not be replaced one by 
one”, says Van hemelrijck. “we 
see it as an opportunity to draw in 
other expertise, profiles which the 
public sector is not yet currently 
looking for, or who themselves 

think that the public sector isn’t 
on the lookout for them. even 
those who’ve been frightened off 
by the fear that public sector jobs 
aren’t challenging enough are on 
our radar. To appeal to them, our 
clients have to build up an image 
and an identity. They must have 
enough of a presence on the 
labour market to propagate their 
values, their vision, and challenges 
for the future. in this sense the 
economic crisis was a window of 
opportunity for us. we acquired 
some profiles that would normally 
consider working for government, 
but for the sake of stability and 
job security still came to have a 
look. These are perhaps not the 
best reasons, but we could still 

give them a realistic picture of 
what working in the public sector 
means.”

“on the other hand, our clients 
need to realise that even though 
there are more applicants avail-
able during the crisis, this does not 
imply that we shouldn’t invest in 
finding the right people.  The war 
for talent continues unabated. The 
crisis will abate and everyone will 
fall back on the same labour mar-
ket, which is busy drying up. who-
ever has the best message, offers 
the most challenges and valuable 
jobs, and can provide a good bal-
ance between work and private 
life will come off best. authenticity 

‘ The war for 
talent continues 

unabated
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Over the next ten years the 
SNCB-Group will see 55 per-
cent of its approximately 
40.000 employees go into 
retirement. “It will be a gigan-
tic challenge to recruit new 
staff and manage the transfer 
of knowledge in a context that 
is changing radically for the 
SNCB-Group”, says Kristine 
Bosmans.

kristine Bosmans is head of the 
training centre Train@rail at 
SncB-holding, which manages 
staff training and development for 
the entire SncB-Group. “The big 
challenge within the SncB-Group 
in terms of staffing is that we have 
an inverted age pyramid, so we 
need to expand and safeguard our 
knowhow in a labour market where 
it’s difficult to find the right peo-
ple with a technical background, 
because everyone is fishing in the 
same pond. also, this is happening 
in a context where europe is head-
ing for liberalisation and opening 
up the market. So we are moving 
into a very commercial environ-
ment, which is new, and requires 
us to have different competencies 
and organise ourselves differently. 
at the same time, within this com-
petitive environment, we remain a 
company where social elements 
are important, where we attach a 
lot of importance to a good social 
working environment and where 
consultative bodies with the 
official partners are very strongly 
developed and active.”

The impact of the 
ageing population 

on Belgium’s 
railway operator
Kristine Bosmans, head of the Belgian 

railway operator’s training centre, outlines 

the core HRM challenges of the group 
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Specific to the functioning of the 
SncB-Group is the fact that it con-
sists of three companies – SncB-
holding, the train operator SncB 
and infrabel, which manages the 
infrastructure – which each has a 
person responsible for day-to-day 
staff management. Staff manage-
ment is a function of hr-holding; 
building up an hr community with 
three partners sitting round the 
table. “it’s actually quite a chal-
lenge to get a strong hr policy off 
the ground with so many partners 
and stakeholders. and doing this 
not just within the available space 
but in a growing market, with 50 
percent more travellers in the last 
ten years. if you see how every-
thing is getting saturated in terms 
of transport options, this presents 
an enormous opportunity to col-
laborate strategically towards 
a transport policy and create a 
product that will appeal to society 
as well as to our customers.”

competency dictionAry

“we are working very hard on a 
structured hr policy for putting 
the right person in the right place 
and developing the competencies 
of employees to support growth”, 
continues kristine Bosmans. “To 
meet this demand we need to 
have the right technology and the 
right organisation in place. To set 
up competency management, 
for instance, we’ve worked out a 
competency dictionary, an inven-
tory of the competencies which 

our three companies find impor-
tant for SncB. our hr documents 
are based on this, for example 
a job description which applies 
to the entire group in which the 
competencies are included. for 

university-level jobs we work with 
specific job competencies, for 
other positions with generic com-
petencies, geared to the group of 
employees.”

The training institute Train@rail 
offers courses in all conceivable 
management competencies, in 
the field of management, behav-
iour, languages, icT, et cetera. “in 
our offerings we have linked these 
courses to the competency dic-
tionary so that employees can see 
more easily which courses they 
can do for a specific competency. 
we also have courses to support 
our people’s development within 
their jobs. we follow a social 

policy, which means that employ-
ees who start with a secondary 
school or bachelor’s diploma get 
the opportunity in due course 
to develop further. for this there 
are internal examinations, the 

so-called selection tests, with 
case studies, real elements of 
the job, in which employees can 
demonstrate their competencies. 
we provide supporting courses to 
prepare our employees for these 
tests. This year there were more 
than 4.500 applications for such 
preparatory training.”

Despite its broad scope, Train@
rail uses only ten percent of all 
resources and budget for training 
within the SncB-Group. This is 
because each company is respon-
sible for the actual vocational 
training. The typical railway occu-
pations are not learned at school; 
the SncB-Groups has its own 

training institutes which are rec-
ognised and accredited. Someone 
who is studying to become a train 
driver therefore receives a diploma 
which he or she can also use 
elsewhere. “we invest about 6.5 
percent of our turnover in training, 
which is an impressive figure when 
you think that in most companies 
the target is 3 percent. of course 
this has to do with a long tradition, 
with the uniqueness of the railway 
professions and the enormous 
importance of safety. we use 
internal programmes as much as 
possible because our employees 
are more familiar with the context 
of the company and because in 
this way we can internalise the 
knowhow as much as possible.”

new roles

in the coming years the challenge 
will be to manage the departure of 
many employees while simultane-
ously attracting and training new 
employees, and that the work car-
ries on regardless. “The demand 
for employees who stay on is great. 
That’s why we try to be innovative 
in the area of training. although 
traditional training still exists, it is 
being complemented with simu-
lators, coaching, mentorship, etc. 
at present we are thinking about 
how we can give shape and form 
to these new roles throughout 
our organisation. it can also be 
stimulating for older employees to 
play a role in this and transfer their 
knowledge and teach the new 

people things which they don’t yet 
know or can’t yet do. we have no 
age taboo, but we’re also sensitive 
to the needs of young women, 
for instance, or people with dis-
abilities. Diversity management 
is therefore fundamental to our 
priorities as an employer.”

BIO
Kristine Bosmans is head of the 
training centre Train@Rail at 
SNCB-Holding.‘Although traditional training still 

exists, it is being complemented 
with simulators, coaching, 

mentorship, etc
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possibility for recent pensioners 
to return to work, which makes it 
difficult for multinational organi-
sations to apply a coherent policy. 
we appealed to the european 
Union and national governments 
to develop a more harmonised leg-
islative framework for stimulating 
the recruitment and employability 
of older employees in europe.”

The working group developed a 
set of practical tools which other 
companies and organisations can 
now use to develop their own 
strategies for age management. 
This includes tips on how to cre-
ate a company policy for ‘Lifelong 
wellbeing in the workplace’, plus 
a whole range of examples from 
other companies. “The demo-
graphic changes are irreversible,” 
concludes Van eck, “but by means 
of sustainable social and eco-
nomic development we can turn 
this into an opportunity. The fight 
for scientific and technical profiles 
has been going on for some time 
and won’t diminish. paying more 
attention to wellbeing and com-
pany values gives us an important 
advantage in this context.” 

“interest in health, psychosocial 
stress and age-related themes is 
growing enormously, and with it 
the will to do something about it,” 
adds Delwart. “we wanted to cre-
ate awareness and develop a guide 
for meeting this challenge.”

Over the past two years, 
American multinational John-
son & Johnson ran a project 
around age management and 
wellbeing at work, in response 
to demographic changes in 
Europe. On this basis, a group, 
which consisted of different 
companies and organisations, 
drafted a guide for wellbeing 
at work.

The initiative for the ‘wellbe-
ing laboratory’ came from cSr 
europe, a european network for 
corporate social responsibility. 
Under the leadership of Johnson 
& Johnson, companies such as 
edenred (formerly accor Services), 
BaSf, Dow, randstad, Solvay and 
Volkswagen worked out practical 
guidelines for companies accom-
panied by concrete examples. 
“we sat around the table with 
other companies to work out the 
critical factors for wellbeing and 
to see which solutions we could 
develop”, says Virginie Delwart, 
cSr manager with Johnson & 
Johnson. “everyone agreed that 
the ageing of the employee popu-
lation appears to be one of the 
most pressing issues, and we all 
realised that a lot of improvement 
could be made in the way that we 
are preparing for this issue. one of 
the starting points in the working 
group was the importance of not 
discriminating against older peo-
ple in the organisation.”

combine with existing 
progrAmmes

“in the first period, we defined 
sixteen principles around wellbe-
ing which are broadly applicable. 
These principles apply to a range 
of companies covering a variety of 

Addressing the 
ageing population

Virginie Delwart and Tharien Van Eck from 

Johnson & Johnson talk about an initiative 

that looks into the impact of the  

ageing workforce

activities - whether they already 
run wellbeing or age-related pro-
grammes or not”, adds Tharien 
Van eck, medical Director of Global 
health Services emea at Johnson 
& Johnson. “out of these sixteen, 
we agreed with and used nine for 
our own policy around lifelong 
wellbeing in the workplace. people 
above a certain age are often no 
longer seen as having potential 
for development, because in 
day-to-day business one does 
not immediately think about the 
age issue. But if you look at stud-
ies about older employees, it’s 
definitely worthwhile to place this 
issue higher on the agenda. This 

is a group of motivated employ-
ees who transfer their acquired 
knowledge and experience to new 
generations, and they allow com-
panies to maintain the necessary 
volume of employees.”

Blending these principles into 
company culture does not nec-
essarily happen through new 
programmes, but also by building 
an age component into existing 
programmes – for example, on 
promotion or wellbeing. “within 
the health programme of Johnson 

& Johnson there are quite a few 
opportunities for integrating age 
issues,” Delwart mentions as an 
example. “in doing this we are 
very careful not to discriminate 
but help them prepare for the 
time when they pass the age of 
fifty or sixty. france, for example, 
is rolling out a programme about 
retirement issues employees need 
to think about when they reach 
the pensionable age: how can they 
remain socially involved? what can 
they do with their extra free time? 
... This goes much further than 
simply health and covers a broad 
psychosocial field.

need for new rules

During their work, the group 
also noticed that legislation at 
a national level often creates 
barriers for older employees to 
approach their work flexibly. “for 
example, new pensioners are not 
allowed to work,” explains Del-
wart. “we therefore need new 
rules to regulate work or hours for 
older employees in a flexible man-
ner. in addition, every member 
state now has different laws on 
pensions, pensionable age and the 

‘Legislation at a national level 
often creates barriers for older 

employees to approach their work 
flexibly
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Virginie Delwart is CSR Manager 
at Johnson & Johnson and Tharien 
Van Eck is Medical Director of 
Global Health Services EMEA at 
Johnson & Johnson.

Virginie Delwart
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happen, it has to be organised. 
“many prisoners have little educa-
tion. if we have an opportunity to 
give them training that will lead 
to a better-paid job, that’s all to 
the good. one of the conditions 
which the Department of Justice 
often lays down is that detain-
ees must look for a useful daily 
occupation. in this case training is 
useful, transparent and verifiable” 
explains Van Belleghem. most 
former detainees, with or without 
further training, end up in the 
building sector where a criminal 
record is less of a big deal. The 
engineering sector also offers a 
second chance to many.

fit for the Job

But are employers actually willing 
to give ex-detainees a chance? in 
practice this turns out to be better 
than expected. “as far as possible 
we explore the regular labour mar-
ket, rather than any specific sector 
or employer”, says Van Belleghem. 
he explains: “otherwise you 
would stigmatise ex-detainees. 
But alternative workplaces do offer 
a solution to people who could 
use a lower threshold because of 
a long absence from the labour 
market. So we have good contacts 
with different employers who 
don’t employ people out of pure 
philanthropy but are simply look-
ing for employees who are fit for 

Franky Van Belleghem, deten-
tion consultant at the Flemish 
employment agency VDAB, 
explains his approach

Because work is an indispensable 
factor for the successful reintegra-
tion of ex-detainees into society, a 
programme has been running for 
about ten years to help detainees 
into the job market and provide 
them with future prospects. 
in this programme, that was 
recently extended to every flem-
ish prison, detention consultants 
guide detainees towards gainful 
employment.

as a detention consultant franky 
Van Belleghem does the same as 
all other consultants, namely the 
provision of the basic services 
offered by the VDaB (the employ-
ment and vocational training serv-
ice of the flemish government), 
but he does it for detainees. 
everyone in prison is entitled to 
information about employment 
and can effectively register with 
the VDaB up to 14 months prior 
to their potential release. “apart 
from this service i also provide 
counselling towards employment 
or training for such. i offer some 
training courses myself, such as 
job application training, an ori-
entation course to find out what 
people are comfortable with, and 
a course in communication skills. 

Breaking the 
vicious circle

Reintegrating ex-detainees  

in the labour market

other courses, for instance for 
welding or office work, we prefer 
to provide outside the prison. 
organising these in-house would 

be more expensive, whereas ex-
detainees can now start work 
immediately after their training. 
There is no point in making them 
do a course if they still have to stay 
a year after completing it.”

to work

The counselling of detainees is 
part of the ‘aan de bak’ (‘to work’) 
project that seeks to link detainees 
with the job market. The more vul-
nerable and disadvantaged groups 
are overrepresented in prison. 
Simply locking them up creates a 

vicious circle of discrimination and 
stigmatisation, which means that 
a large number of ex-detainees 
become repeat offenders. coming 

out of prison in the past, with a 
criminal record and often limited 
education, there was little chance 
of a job. ex-detainees often con-
tend with social, emotional and 
financial problems, and unem-
ployment inevitably increases the 
likelihood of getting into difficul-
ties once again. That is why work 
is now seen as an indispensable 
factor for a successful re-entry 
into society.

The key task of a detention con-
sultant is to get detainees to work. 
if training is needed to make that 

‘Prisoners have already been 
judged once, so there’s no need for 
us to do it again. A pat on the back 

is much more useful for them
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the job. in practice it turns out that 
their past is often a bigger issue on 
the workfloor than with the boss 
himself.”

Job-seekers in prison are often less 
educated and sometimes lack the 
necessary communication skills. 
in addition, detainees often battle 
with problems such as addiction, 
but something can be done about 
both. Society, however, often has a 
distorted picture due to excessive 
distortion by the media, so that 
sending out ex-detainees is not 
always the obvious thing to do. 
“But something can be done about 
attitudes too. handling conflict, 
for instance, is something you can 
teach very well. if you take peo-
ple seriously they’ll be prepared 
to make an effort too. prisoners 
have already been judged once, 
so there’s no need for us to do it 
again. a pat on the back is much 
more useful for them. You also 
notice that many come from a bad 
family background, have received 
little support and guidance and 
are distrustful. i don’t want to 
push them into a victim role or 
pass the buck for their actions, but 
we do notice a long case history 
with many of our clients” Van Bel-
leghem elaborates.

To date the project seems to be 
productive. “it’s true that the 
economy is fluctuating, bringing 

the weaker ones down first. So we 
do notice a regression. although 
cooperation with the Department 
of Justice is going very well, practi-
cal issues are sometimes difficult. 
for example, if you are still in 
limited detention, you can’t work 
flexible hours” Van Belleghem 
explains. But, discounting the cur-
rent economic situation, things 
have gone quite well in recent 
years, he continues. “Last year 
about 33 percent of the people 
who we counselled found long-
term employment. This means 
that one year on they were still 
employed. This year it’s about 
27 percent. This doesn’t include 
the people who enrol for training 
when they are released or were 
sent for counselling to solve other 
problems.”

BIO
Franky Van Belleghem is detention 
consultant at the VDAB (Flemish 
Public Employment and Vocational 
Training Service).
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was extensive and strong. we had 
already found her a new job before 
she’d even signed her receipt with 
us. i don’t think that these types 
of issues preoccupy hr Directors 
today.

dollArs Are trumps

Today there are debates about 
whether hr should be on the 
board of directors. it’s important 
to know how a ceo views hr. 
financial performance remains the 
pivotal factor for companies, but 
in organisations that care about 
their people, the human aspect 
remains important. i notice that 
an hr department only becomes 
top priority in an organisation in 
four situations: with restructuring, 
redundancies, reforms and dis-
missals. for the remainder, hr is 
not taken very seriously. it always 
boils down to numbers. There 
are, of course, a few things which 
can be shown by numbers, such 
as absenteeism and changes in 
staffing levels, but showing a clear 
return on investment is just about 
impossible.

the future

in the future people will have to 
rely on themselves even more. 
everything will become increas-
ingly individualistic. This will also 
change the role of hr and the 
people manager. new forms of 
work, collaboration, co-sourcing 
and outsourcing, alternative 
contracts are all very well, but in 

Thirty-four years of HR expe-
rience provides a great over-
arching perspective on the 
evolution of the people busi-
ness, an industry she describes 
as becoming increasingly inhu-
mane over the years. ‘Every-
thing is done more quickly, 
more superficially and less 
humanely, and yet the success 
of the future lies precisely in 
humaneness.’ Hilde Burie, for-
merly at Philips, Sabena, and 
Gasthuisberg, is still a ‘Grande 
Dame’ in the Belgian world of 
people and HR.

nowadays employees enjoy tre-
mendous protection; in the past 
that wasn’t the case and yet there 
was more awareness of the human 
being behind the employee. if 
cutbacks are needed, employers 
haul out the axe and chop away. 
we used to take it into account if 
a husband and wife both worked 
in the organisation. at least one 
of the two was then safeguarded 
against dismissal. of course, you 
have to do what is necessary for 
the survival of the organisation, 
but there are different possibilities 
and kinder ways of doing things.

fAster

pregnancy hasn’t been protected 
in the workplace for that long, but 
in the past no one ever thought 
of throwing out an expectant 
mother, Times were more ethi-
cal, even though the word didn’t 
yet exist in that context. we used 

The future lies in 
the past

The Grand Dame of the Belgian HR world 

argues that it really is, quite simply,  

about people

plain common sense. plus, we had 
more time to talk to people. i knew 
everybody in the organisation per-
sonally, always knew something 
about his or her situation, so when 
i had to take a decision i would 
take this additional information 
into account. You cannot under-
estimate the way society has sped 
up. everything used to be done 
in writing. everyone knew that a 
letter took a few days to arrive. 
Looking for legal information was 

done in reference books. Letters 
were written on typewriters with 
carbon paper between the cop-
ies. everything went more slowly, 
much more slowly, and this 
allowed for much more personal 
interaction.

more cAsuAlly

not only does everything hap-
pen faster, but today we also use 
different media. an email which 
arrives in your inbox is much 
more cursory than a hand-written 
letter delivered by the postman. 

who studies every email thor-
oughly and reads everything in 
the attachments? Surely nobody. 
But if you miss a sentence in an 
attachment, you get blamed for 
that. “The telephone is a poor 
servant.” my father always used 
to say this. Decades later you can 
replace the word ‘telephone’ with 
‘new media.’
more quickly, superficially, and 
cursory, it is also less involved. 
one day an employee reluctantly 

came to see me because she was 
heavily in debt. as hr director, i 
had some status in a company. at 
the same time, in those days an 
employee knew that i would make 
time to listen and look for a solu-
tion. She was a good employee. 
The solution was an alternative 
one; i dismissed her. There was no 
need to thank her for the service 
she had provided, but with her 
severance package she could pay 
off her entire debt and start again 
from a blank page. moreover, 
times were good and it was easy 
to find work again. our network 

‘ A business is like a hotel. You 
have to offer service to people
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the end, these new ways of work-
ing together continue to revolve 
around the person behind the 
employee. a business is like a 
hotel. You have to offer service to 
people. a company’s future suc-
cess can ultimately be found in 
the past and in its humanity.

BIO
Hilde Burie worked 25 years at 
the HR department of Philips, 
after which she led the HR depart-
ment at Sabena and later, the HR 
division at University Hospital 
Gasthuisberg in Leuven. Today 
Hilde Burie is retired and leads 
Networking and Human Resources 
Advising (NeHRa), a network for 
career women.
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